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School Notes
Headmaster’s Speech at Prizegiving
know, I always believe the immeasurable
aspects of school life will far outweigh any
statistics which might prove we are making
progress in any area. Remember what to
educate really means - to lead out what is
within. If, as many of us believe, the main
purpose of school education is to help
children become well balanced, thoughtful
citizens of the world, we can safely say we
are giving them a good start.

W

elcome to prizegiving. At the
beginning of these occasions
over the last 20 years, I have
started proceedings by introducing our
guest speaker who will be handing out the
prizes. This year we are especially lucky to
have Fiona to take on that role. I will have
the chance to say something about her a
bit later on, however, firstly Mark Pyper,
our Chair would like to speak to us.
This has been a very busy year for the
school. Everyone involved will have
different memories of their highlights,
whether it has been success in exams,
performances on stage or in concerts or
interesting trips away. There have clearly
been successes on the games field with the
move to girls’ cricket going so well. Our
top girls’ teams were unbeaten over any
format of the game. Not to be outdone,
our boys 1st XI had a memorable season
winning all their regular matches and
coming third in the nationwide IAPS
competition.
It does not matter how big, or dramatic
the event or achievement. We applaud
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success at all levels. This encouragement
and support given to all children is a
genuine reflection of the Beaudesert ethos.

This was the fourth ISI inspection since
my arrival at Beaudesert and they have all
been different. In the early days we would
never have had to show how we deal with
potential radicalisation of children or the
dangers of extremism on social media.
I always expect Inspectors to have a sense
of humour, so when asked about any of
our children having extremist views, I
thought the answer, “well Freddie supports
Manchester City” would be a balanced
reply. At least it shows that I can learn
tolerance, and for this year, humility.

Today Fiona will be handing out lots of
prizes. No one can shy away from the
competitive nature of prizes and awards
and the children winning prizes today
are worthy recipients. Please remember
though, that they are not the only children
to be honoured in some way. Throughout
the year, children have been coming
up to receive certificates and medals at
assemblies. This just happens to be a
big assembly, with a lot of parents here and
a lot more chat from me. Whenever we
celebrate any success at school, we should
remember the key part that our wonderful
staff play in making this happen. I would
like you all to join me in thanking the
staff.

One of the most positive events this year
was the visit of the OSCAR boys. I am
delighted the Beaudesert community was
able to welcome the touring boys and
staff with such openness and vigour.
We all learned so much from the humility,
graciousness and sense of fun the boys
brought to our Gloucestershire bubble.
The issues and challenges faced by these
boys on a daily basis put our first world
problems into perspective. One of my
favourite moments was the anthems prior
to the big match. Floreat Beaudeserta rang
out across the playing fields in response
to the OSCAR boys singing the Indian
National Anthem.

Earlier in the year, we had an ISI
inspection. I am pleased the end report
read so well. The critical thing was for
the Inspectors to understand our approach
and for them to value not just those things
which can be measured. As I am sure you

I always like to feed back positive
comments to the children when the
outside world encounters Beaudesert
children on an outing. We often have
comments about how well behaved our
children are and it is very important to
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reiterate the immense importance of
civilised behaviour.

public speaking, I thought that perhaps I
should look for a higher profile.

be far more beneficial to them than any
exam mark.

Our children understand their role as
ambassadors. I was particularly taken by a
comment from Maruti, the lovely OSCAR
coach who spent the first half of term with
us, in his speech to the school just before
he left. He said how kind the staff were
to the children here and how much he
loves the atmosphere we have created.
It remains critical that we all play our part
to keep it.

Even more recently, a government minister
was calling for mobile phones to be
banned at schools. Perhaps we really are
enlightened here but at least we should
be happy that someone in a position of
authority is on the same page as schools
like ours. However, be assured neither of
us are likely to move into public office.

Another part of our centenary celebrations
was to hold a Ball. I am delighted it was
such a great success. The Committee
worked tirelessly for months to ensure we
all had a spectacular evening and I am very
grateful to them. The splendid Beaudesert
tree will be a lasting reminder of a great
Beaudesert jolly. I would also like to say
thank you to generations of Friends of
Beaudesert who have done so much to
support the school with all sorts of events
for parents and children.

I have enjoyed the challenge of completing
the ‘50 things a Head should do’, which
I was set by the children earlier this year.
Some of course come pretty naturally but
I have had try to learn a few new skills.
I can safely say I am not a natural knitter.
What has made the challenges such fun is
the tremendous support I have had from
all the children. They really are delightful.
They have been keen to help, to support
and to laugh with me. Their reaction to
my efforts reflects what is important about
Beaudesert. You really are unlucky not to
be blissfully happy here.
Children will never fail to make us laugh.
Fiona was having lunch with some Year
3s who were asking if she was leaving as
well as me. Fiona said that everyone has to
retire sometime, to which one of the girls
said, “Yes you do, when you are very old.”
As a staff body we have a lot of fun too.
Humour is never far away. On a tour
with prospective parents, whilst walking
down the Year 4 corridor one afternoon,
we popped into a class making full use of
our up-to-date technology, however, on
closer inspection the children’s undivided
attention to the 4.10 from Cheltenham
may not have got top marks from
Inspectors, though for me it was proof of a
proper, all round education.
Many of you have asked what plans we
have following our lives at Beaudesert.
There are some school-based things which
I will be involved with, however, when the
new Education Secretary announced that
he wanted schools to teach resilience and
soft skills by doing sport and things like

We will be forever grateful for parental
support. Even though there can be
tricky times along the way, as parents,
you understand that the school has great
experience and tends to know what it is
doing. Most years I have used this day as
an opportunity to make a point about how
parents can best support their children.
There will be no mention of helicopter or
snow plough parents and I promise not to
be pompous and to give everyone an easy
ride. This year, I urge you to continue to
trust the school.
Of course, parents show support in
many different ways. One mother, when
deciding which drama performance she
might come to, was heard to say, “I am
coming to the performance which serves
wine beforehand.”
We recently held an Old Beaudesertian
Day. Six decades worth of OBs were
represented with some senior Old Boys
not having visited the school for over 50
years. Whilst for them the many building
developments will have changed the fabric
of the school immensely, there are still
parts of the school which remain largely
unaltered, even if now used for different
things. It was, as you can imagine, a very
jolly affair. One thing I will share with
you is the unanimous support and thanks
given by the OBs for the children who
gave them tours of the school. All of them
commented how polite, interesting and
charming the children are, who in turn
are clearly very proud of their school.
When these boys and girls come to sum up
their entire education I believe the abilities
they showed on OB day will rightly come
to the top of their list of achievements.
In the long run this sort of behaviour will

I also urge you to look at the Bursary
Fund literature, which was sent out a few
weeks ago. All support will be greatly
appreciated as we attempt to build a
significant fund which will enable children
to enjoy everything a Beaudesert education
can bring.
I could not let this opportunity pass
without saying a very public thank you to
Fiona for all she has done for Beaudesert.
Not many of you will know that Fiona
gave up a glamorous career running
the sponsorship side of Martini to have
children and to become involved in
schools. Very soon she took on the role as
Houseparent, at one stage being in charge
of over fifty, 11 year old boarding boys.
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Since coming to Beaudesert, Fiona has
been in charge of Matrons, catering,
events, marketing, Head of Girls,
Designated Safeguarding Lead and general
confidant and adviser to countless children
and parents. Put simply Beaudesert would
not be the wonderful school it is without
Fiona’s deep commitment and influence.
However, there is one more job for Fiona
to do, to hand out the prizes.
This year’s leavers will have much to reflect
on. Success in all their exams is a good
start point. They have been part of some
remarkable concerts and the production
of ‘A Christmas Carol’ was very moving.
There has been great success on the games
field. Each one of them has achieved a
great deal.
Most importantly, of course, everyone has
got on so well. I was lucky enough to
join the leavers’ trip in Cornwall this year
and I was taken by the supportive, positive
nature of the whole trip. The Leavers
Revue summed up a great year.

Gap Students

Left to right: Katherine Landers (Katy) – Australia, Simon Prior – South Africa
Madison Taylor (Maddy) – Australia, Annabel MacDonald – Australia,
Bassett Hornor (Bass) – Australia

…and now Fiona Womersley’s speech

I have a special message for our Year 8
leavers. It is pretty tough saying goodbye
to a life you enjoyed so much and this year
we are in the same boat as you are. The
future may appear to be a little daunting.
You are all going to the bottom of the pile
at your new schools, while we will have
the chance to go off piste a bit. But you,
like us, must embrace the opportunities
all the time remembering the friends and
experiences you leave behind. It will be a
lot of fun.
JPRW

James then asked for the Celtic blessing.
Unbeknown to James, each week the
children in the Prep School had been
practising singing the blessing as a flash
mob…
May the long-time sun shine upon you
All love surround you
And the pure light within you
Guide your way on
(from the Incredible String Band)
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W

hen James asked me if I would
give away the prizes this year,
I said I would as long as I
did not have to make a speech. But then
I thought that was rather pathetic and
you children are so good at standing up
in front of a crowd performing and I also
thought about what I have always said to
our own boys, “In life you always regret
the things you don’t do” so here I am.

As you can imagine the two questions that
I have been asked most, over the past year
are; “What are you going to miss most at
Beaudesert and what are you not going to
miss?”
Well both of those I can answer with one
word. I shall miss the people but not the
responsibility.
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And those people are here in front of us
today and can be divided into three groups
– staff, parents and children and I have a
message for each of you.

Staff
I want to thank you and the Pre-prep
staff for all your loyalty, friendship and
laughter over the years and I include
your predecessors too. You got our boys
through Common Entrance and safely on
their way to senior school, university and
now into employment.
Some of you left for maternity leave, came
back and your babies are here now. A ship
cannot sail without its crew and what a
crew you have been and you have helped
to keep us on course.
I also include the unsung heroes who
are not here today – the catering and
housekeeping staff, some of whom have
been here longer than us, the support
staff, the grounds and maintenance staff.
Some years ago James had serious whiplash
because he had been chopping wood
with a blunt axe onto concrete. The men
politely told James to stick to his own job
and they would do theirs. We have had an
endless supply of wood ever since!
It is always difficult to pick out one person
but I do have to mention my office mate
of 16 years, Theresa has dug every single
one of us in this hall out of a hole at
some stage but you know when you get
the silence that you really are in trouble.
The office has always had a fun, warm,
welcoming atmosphere with Theresa at
the helm and the heart. No wonder that
we have had our Labradors – they are the
children who would rather spend break in
the office chatting to us or sitting reading
by the fire.
What you may not know is Theresa is the
most amazing mimic and can impersonate
all of us and her next career will be as the
new Victoria Wood.
Theresa is fun, efficient, hard working,
charming, half glass full and discreet.

Parents
Thank you too for your support and
loyalty, to the various Autumn fair
committees and Friends of Beaudesert
committees. We have always enjoyed
the social part of Beaudesert with drinks
parties, chatting on the touchline and of
course the Ball.
Two things I would like to say - do gently
rib your children and let them take
the mickey out of you. If they do not
learn a sense of humour within the safe
environment of home with the people who
love them most, they will find life much
more difficult.
James often says children are unlucky not
to be happy here and I think so too are
parents. Prep school days are very precious
for the whole family but they are also the
busiest times of your life – you are pushing
on with your careers, trying to juggle
family life and for some there will be great
financial pressures.
All I would say is TIME is a special and
free gift and at this age the children want
you to watch their matches, plays and
concerts. They need you to walk alongside
them. This may not be the case when
they are 16. You cannot have this time
back again. Put another way I do not
know anyone who thinks they have spent
too much time with their children but
plenty who feel they have not. You will
be amazed by what comes out when your
children start to make speeches about you
at milestone birthdays and anniversaries.
And remember who is going to choose
your care home…

each other off the stage, coming to tell me
when Mr Womersley has been naughty
and stood on the piano to tell the story
of the three little pigs, trying to work out
my marital status, even questioning my
morals –
One of my favourites, “Mrs Womersley,
do you live with Mr Womersley?” when I
said, yes they asked, “Are you married to
him?”
The musicals, concerts, matches, lunch
with Year 3 on Wednesdays, Year 8
suppers, the Cornwall trip, Year 7 girls
commenting on what I am wearing, Girls’
meetings, comforting you when you have
had an argument with your best friend,
there are so many things I shall miss about
you lot but the greatest privilege of all is to
watch you grow from little shy Reception
children to confident, well-adjusted, polite
teenagers.
So I will take you back almost 23 years to
when we very first visited Beaudesert and
were given a tour before our first interview.
We were looking for jobs for both of us,
a school for our boys and a place to live.
As we left to go to the car - and this is
absolutely true - I said to James “this is
where I want to be.” He said, “Do not get
too excited, there is a lot of competition.”
I said, “Just get that job and I will do all I
can to help!” The rest is history …
FMW

Children
You are the reason why we get out of bed
in the morning. I have often said that
there has never been a day when I have not
wanted to come to school although there
have been plenty when I would have liked
to stay in bed an extra half hour.
I shall miss your plays Reception nativity play. Mary and Joseph
tugging at Baby Jesus, the angels pushing
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Centenary Reunion
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Some of the 50 things a
headmaster at Beaudesert
Park School should do
before retiring...

Knitting

The School Council decided to set him a challenge.
They created a list of 50 things that they felt he should do
before retiring. The challenges took him to all parts of the
school and involved many members of the school community
along the way. He successfully achieved all 50 on the list and
gained his Platinum certificate! A great achievement.

Finger Painting

Drop-off morning

Ride on a swing

Snacks at break

Pottery

Continued on inside back cover
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Farewells
James and Fiona Womersley

The casual observer, on stealing a glance
into a happy, thriving Prep school, might
reasonably assume that running such an
establishment was an easy task. How wrong
such a bystander would be, for this job is no
sinecure for the faint-hearted and success is
by no means guaranteed. However, if those
at the top have the right skills and qualities
and are thoroughly committed to the
children in their care, the school will prosper
and to those looking in it may seem that it is
flourishing without particular stress or strain.
Such was the essence of the marvellously
successful era of James and Fiona Womersley
at Beaudesert Park.
It helps if a new head comes from a good
stable. James and Fiona arrived in 1997
from the Dragon School where they were
houseparents, thus bringing with them all
the experience of running a small, personal
unit while appreciating the bigger picture
of a large, well established, forward looking
prep school. They were fortunate in that
their employer in Oxford as Headmaster,
the immensely experienced Roger Trafford,
followed them to Beaudesert, first as a
Governor and later for a long spell as Chair
of the Board.
This was the team that was to transform an
already well established school. In twenty one
years overall numbers grew from 230 to 450.
As the Pre-prep expanded, a Nursery was

added while in the senior department special
buildings for Art and Design Technology
were built and other new classrooms
followed. Conversions were made to provide
improved changing facilities and a superb
library in the eaves of the main building.
Outside, Forest School areas were developed
and playing field space was substantially
increased. The Performing Arts Centre,
opened in 2015, came as the crowning glory;
its equal would be hard to find in the Prep
school world.
While such a transformation of the school’s
hardware is both commendable and
remarkable, it is only of real value if there
are staff who are willing to go the extra
marathon [ a mile is hardly enough ] to
inspire the pupils, to give them security,
to broaden their horizons and to achieve
their full and positive potential. One of
James Womersley’s many achievements
was to appoint staff of the highest calibre
and maximise their contribution by gently
fostering their skills. Many of them have
gone on to promoted posts in other schools.
It is this, the progress of every child, their
achievements and their happiness, which
James always kept in the clearest possible
focus. A high level of accomplishment is
always important but so too is the love of
learning alongside exam results. Three pupils
moving on to Winchester College in 2018

is evidence of high academic standards but
personal development will come through
experience of sport and the arts as well.
At Beaudesert under the Womersleys,
children worked hard in the classroom
and climbed trees in their free time and
they would not have distinguished one of
these experiences from the other. As they
developed in the best of all round ways,
they were allowed to be children.
James and Fiona were immensely
successful in creating the best and the right
environment - a boarding ethos in a school
that catered increasingly for day children
and where family involvement was rightly
valued. James’s naturally engaging rapport
with the young was matched by his ability
to identify the right senior school for them
and ease their path to it. At the same time
Fiona displayed her wide ranging skills in
pastoral matters, in supervising domestic
matters, in marketing the school effectively,
in organising events such as the hugely
successful Autumn Fair and in just being
herself for the whole community.
Beaudesert under the Womersleys was
a genuinely family school - unusual in
the twenty-first century -  treated as an
extension of their own family. If you had
asked James and Fiona “Did you treat your
children the same as everyone else’s?”,
I suspect they would have replied, “No,
we treat everyone else’s the same as ours.”
While other Prep schools, especially
in Gloucestershire, have struggled and
stumbled, Beaudesert has flourished.
James and Fiona’s legacy comprises hundreds
of happy and successful pupils; scores of
fulfilled and appreciative staff; legions of
satisfied parental customers; and many
thankful Governors. However, there is a
price to be paid for such success and it is
the sacrifice of private lives and personal
time that the Head and his spouse have to
make. A life of their own was at a premium
for James and Fiona as they always put
Beaudesert first. We bid them an unqualified
thank you for all they have done for
Beaudesert Park and we wish them a long,
healthy and happy retirement.
Mark Pyper
Chair of Governors
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Anna MacIntosh

Colin MacIntosh
It is not only the excitement of a Mr
Mac quiz at assembly or his amusing and
powerful oratory that make children like
him. They know he is firm, fair and has a
great, boyish sense of humour. It is right
to say he is very level headed, certainly
before he starts talking football. I know he
was delighted to manage our 1st XI to an
unbeaten season in his last year as manager.
If only his beloved Darlington could do the
same! Colin has kept his cool and organised
countless great events here.

As a Head, being able to choose your
Deputy is a great responsibility as well as
being a tremendous opportunity. Six years
ago, when faced with this challenge, I met
some impressive candidates from a long list
of applicants. However, to make the final
decision I visited the candidates in their
own schools to really get a feel for how they
worked. It was after this visit that I was able
to ask Colin to come to Beaudesert.
It was clear that Colin was loved by the
Aldro community and so it has been here.

He has directed inspirational plays with
the minimum of fuss, organised services to
celebrate important dates in the Christian
calendar and planned many outings and
trips for the children at school. Perhaps
the most notable was the “Beaudesert
Dribble” where Colin galvanised the whole
Beaudesert community to dribble footballs
the total distance between Mumbai and
Minchinhampton.
Colin’s many attributes meant he was clearly
destined for headship and Ashfold are very
lucky to have him. We wish Colin, Anna,
Flora and Sam great happiness for the future.
JPRW

From doctor to teacher… how lucky
we have been to welcome Anna into the
profession. It was not a decision Anna took
lightly and after a year of voluntary work in
the Science department Anna decided
to formally train as a Science teacher.
From day one she has been a true
professional, always having the education
and welfare of those in her care foremost in
her actions. She is an innovative, passionate
teacher and I am sure her enthusiasm
will have helped pupils gain a lasting love
of Science. Many pupils have also been
fortunate to experience her RE lessons,
opening their minds to the many faiths
around the world. Anna’s talents are not
limited to the classroom; she is a favourite
for putting children to bed, has skied down
mountain sides, has been the best firstaider on school trips, is a pro at making
gingerbread houses, is an awesome tennis
player, has taken charge of A house singing
and is even prepared to camp out on
blustery evenings.
We will truly miss Anna but know that she
will be a huge and valuable asset to Ashfold
School and its community.
JB
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Jess Porter

The apple blossom is out in my garden; it is
delicate, complex in construction, brightens
the garden and promises a wonderful crop
of sweet and satisfying apples. It struck me,
that Mrs Porter was much like apple blossom
when she arrived at Beaudesert Park as
Miss Hammond.
Miss Hammond was an instant hit.
Her passion for English combined with a
‘Tiggerish’ enthusiasm proved irresistible
to the pupils she taught. Not that she was
always cute and cuddly, any of her ‘hockey
girls’ will tell you of her competitive nature
and insistence on improvement! Time moves

Simon Porter

Simon came to work at Beaudesert in 2013
and he quickly established himself as an
enthusiastic presence in a number of areas
of school life. He started out as a PE and
games specialist, but also took on the role of
Geography teacher, Boarding House duties
and a Form Tutor.
Simon is a very wholehearted teacher,
showing a huge amount of dedication

along and soon Miss Hammond was to
become Mrs Porter and was blessed with a
little boy. After a brief break, she returned
to work and was soon inspiring a new crop
of children with a love of language in all its
different guises. She has cajoled top sets to
be ambitious and lower sets to be confident.
Her love of chocolate cake and a good book
to indulgently share with a class are a poorly
kept secret.
In the last year, Mrs Porter has nurtured
the English Department with Mrs Poll.
In this new role, Mrs Porter has excelled.
Her humour, attention to detail and hard
work are evident in all that she undertakes,
be it the ‘Get Caught Reading Campaign’
or a dry piece of policy paperwork.

Helen Chapman

The English Department and the wider
school community will miss the zest she
brings to her job. She is an inspiring teacher,
the sort who you remember in your dotage,
the sort who can transform a life.

Helen joined Beaudesert in 2014 as a
Teaching Assistant for Year 3. She quickly
became an invaluable member of the
department and many children have
benefited from her kindness and care
over the past four years. She was also a
wonderful support to all the teachers.
Helen leaves us to spend more time with
her family and we wish her all the best for
the future.

We all wish Jess, Simon and Danny the best
of luck as they start a new and exciting phase
of their lives.

Caroline Stokes

KH

MP

and commitment to every area of school
that he gets involved in. He is perfect for
Prep Schools, with just the right balance
of technical expertise to offer to some,
and relentless patience to offer to others.
Children in one of Simon’s teams knew
that they were getting someone who would
encourage and champion them in every
circumstance. The same could be said for
those in his form, his Geography class, his
activity, or in fact any of the many, many
things that he took on. He is a great team
man, but also someone who looks out for
the individuals.
Although we will miss him hugely
at Beaudesert, it was no surprise that
someone of his talents would get a job as
a Houseparent. The children in his and
Jess’s Boarding House are in for a fun time,
which is certain, but will also get in Simon a
teacher who will get to know them and care
for them. We wish him well.
CM

Caroline left us this year after nearly
30 years as Catering Manager. Every
generation of Beaudesertians will be
grateful for the excellent quality of food
she and her team provided for them. It
is very rare for an Old Beaudesertian to
come back saying the food at their senior
school is as good as Beaudesert’s. Equally
importantly, we all benefitted from her
positive, ‘it’s not a problem’ attitude which
pervaded the whole kitchen. Caroline was
big part of Beaudesert life. We thank her
for everything she brought to the school.
JPRW
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Georga Carter

Georga joined the Nursery in 2016 at one
of the most magical, but chaotic, times of
year ... we were practicing for the Nativity
play! Trying to organise 18 three year olds
on a stage, things do not always go to plan,
but Georga always remained relaxed and was
a calming influence to both children and
staff alike. Her manner with the children

has always been very gentle and genuine,
showing much empathy to each and every
individual child. Occasionally, however
with some cheeky little faces Georga can
struggle to keep a straight face herself when
explaining to a child the best way to behave.
All part of her endearing personality.
We will never forget her creativity and
especially her love for glitter. Children’s art
work can never have enough glitter! She is
also extremely organised and tidy. Georga
has a very sunny disposition and is always
smiling or giggling, joining in and creating
lots of fun for the children. She can often be
found dressing up and dancing round the
classroom which the children adore.
Now we have to say goodbye, but we wish
her much luck in returning to university to
study Contemporary Art. We all know how
amazing she will be at this, and one day hope
she will return to visit us.

Tessa Pemberton

Tessa has taught Oboe at Beaudesert for
10 years, and ends her time at the school
having taught Emily Watkins, who achieved
a Music Scholarship to Kingswood in Bath
this year. Tessa is such a reliable, calm and
professional colleague and she will be missed
by the music team.
RS

KD

Norma Mills

Lucy Oakden

January Tewson

We will have new faces in the school office
as Rachel Hainsworth is now on maternity
leave and we wish Rachel and Lance much
happiness when their little one arrives and
hope to see her back at Beaudesert soon.
We bid farewell to Lucy Oakden, who
helped us enormously for the year she
was here in the school office and we wish
her all the best as she starts her new job at
Hatherop, Castle School in September.
TY-R

For 10 years Jan has inspired our pupils
to learn some of the most challenging
instruments; violin and viola! There is never
a dull day in the music department when
Jan is around; always full of enthusiasm for
music and her positive and bubbly character
will be missed in the PAC. We wish her all
the best in her new role at The King’s School,
Gloucester and hope that she continues to
enjoy performance opportunities with the
Welsh National Opera. I will definitely miss
her - ‘fellow viola player’!

If there were an award for the longest serving
member of staff, surely Norma would be in
the line-up for this! Mrs Mills has taught
at Beaudesert for 22 years; she has worked
with 3 Headteachers and 4 Directors of
Music. Along with her renditions of ‘Rock
Around the Clock’ and numerous pop song
arrangements, we will all miss Mrs Mills’
enthusiasm for music, her pink guitar and
novelty pens and pencils.

RS

RS
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Louisa Smith

Louisa was first thrown into what has since
become known as ‘The Trundle Team’ for
our walk across Dartmoor. Her introduction
was particularly nasty: a 23-mile route
across boggy, undulating ground in driving
rain would be enough to put off the most
stalwart of outdoors enthusiasts. Not Louisa.
Although being “absolutely knackered” by
her own admission, some sort of weird,
masochistic seed was sown and she became a
regular feature of every walk since.

Lois Johnstone

In 1982 the Johnstone family arrived in
Gloucestershire from Edinburgh with three
young children who all attended Beaudesert.
At that time there was a Senior Matron,
who was also a qualified nurse, an Assistant
Matron and a Junior Matron, all of whom
were resident. The hierarchy was very strict
and the rivalry between them fierce which
made for a difficult atmosphere.

Along with trips to the Cairngorms, the
Brecon Beacons, Snowdonia, St Cuthbert’s
Way and the Lake District, she has been a
stalwart on the Year 7 trip to Aberdovey.
This growing addiction to the great outdoors
has spurred her on to train for her Mountain
Leadership award, a nationally recognised,
challenging and demanding undertaking.
But these things are just items on a shopping
list. What is far more important has been
the undefined qualities that Louisa brings
to her involvement in the outdoors. She
has used her experience extraordinarily well
and never stops learning. She has brought
a quiet, caring kindness to the various
trips, supporting and encouraging where
necessary. She has a fantastic eye for detail,
readily identifying the little things that will
make the difference on a long day, picking
up navigational mistakes and being forever
attentive to the performance and needs of
the whole group, rather than just struggling
individuals.
Above all, she has brought an enormous
sense of fun to all the outdoor antics in
which she has been involved. Her ready
smile and laughter have been a tonic to all
those who have been lucky enough to share
time on an expedition with her.
After a year, the headmaster John Keyte
persuaded Lois to join the staff as ‘Sister’
to work ‘in partnership’ with the matrons.
At that time the school consisted of 150
boys (of whom 90 were full time boarders)
and 25 girls, all aged 7 - 13. Those were
the days when there were no allergies, no
epipens (the word anaphylaxis did not exist
at Beaudesert), no medical policies, no
permission forms and Lois could stock any
medicines, remedies, lotions and potions that
she felt would help the children.
The School Doctor would call in once a
week from the local surgery and check on the
staff and children and Lois worked under his
guidance. However, in those days there were
flu epidemics, outbreaks of measles, mumps
and chickenpox and often the children
had to stay in school in quarantine as their
parents lived too far away for them to be
collected.

Her departure, on travels that make the
remaining ‘Trundle Team’ members green
with envy, leaves a huge gap that will never
quite be filled. However, I am certain that
she will continue to enjoy and celebrate the
importance of wasps!
RT

After being at Beaudesert for 14 years,
Louisa has decided to fly off to exciting new
adventures. We wish her a safe and fulfilling
journey.
Thank you for everything you have bought
to the PE and games department. Your hard
working and supportive nature has been
greatly appreciated and you will be missed.
Best wishes.
The PE and Games Department

Some years ago, Louisa left Beaudesert to
try a stint abroad, however, she returned
soon and took up the running of PE and
Girls’ games. Running a sports programme
is a tough job, needing resilience, flexibility,
a little tact and great organisational skills.
Louisa has led Girls’ sport with distinction
and we wish her well for her future travels.
JPRW

Much has changed but not all. The things
that have not altered over Lois’ 35 year
tenure are her innate intuition, her care for
the children, her gentle persuasion with
the malingerers, her calm and unflappable
manner and her energy.
Lois has rarely had a day off and has always
been a popular and approachable colleague.
She has worked ‘in partnership’ with many
matrons, never ruffling a feather. She has
acted as a triage for many a parent not sure
whether their child needs to see a doctor, and
for many staff children too. Lois has never
been a clock-watcher, more than willing to
stay on late in an emergency, come in early if
needed, and happy to go above and beyond
what was expected of her.
She has been the most loyal of Beaudesert
staff and we wish her and Alistair a long,
happy and well deserved retirement.
FMW
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Scholarships, Exhibitions and Awards
Georgie Balfry
Hermione Brewster
Charlie Brook
Ila Bowers
Vinay Bowers
Jake Holloway
Emilia Lewis
Tilda Maculan
Oscar Oldman
Ella Thompson
Skye Turner
Emily Watkins

Sports Scholarship
All Round Scholarship
Sports Scholarship
11+ Art Scholarship
Academic Scholarship
Drama Scholarship
Sports Scholarship
Sports Scholarship
Sports Scholarship
All Round Scholarship
11+ Art Scholarship
Academic and Music Scholarship

Malvern College
St Edward’s School, Oxford
Marlborough College
The King’s School, Gloucester
The King’s School, Gloucester
Cheltenham College
Cheltenham College
Tudor Hall School
Repton School
The King’s School, Gloucester
St Mary’s, Calne
Kingswood, Bath

Appointments
Harry Ahearne
Tilda Maculan & Maya Learmond
Freddie Fawcett
Emilia Lewis
Charlie Brook

Captain of Boys’ Cricket
Captains of Girls’ Cricket
Captain of Boys’ Hockey
Captain of Girls’ Hockey
Captain of Rugby

Hannie Maculan
Robbie Slatter
Lucy McLaughlin
Oscar Oldman
Hermione Brewster

Captain of Netball
Captain of Football
Captain of Swimming
Captain of Athletics
Captain of Cross Country

Valete
YEAR 6
Abigail Akeroyd
Ila Bowers
Dan Bradley
Jago Dunn
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Stroud High School
The King’s School, Gloucester
Marling School
Marling School

Camilla Keveth
Jemima McShane
Skye Turner
Enzo Cuellar

Westonbirt School
Pates
St Mary’s, Calne
Dragon School, Oxford
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Speech Day Prize List
E Ransome

Davis Junior Maths Prize

E Jones

Waite Shield for Strings

J McShane

Davis Junior Maths Prize

M Craven

Elgar Woodwind Prize

Year 8
Harry Ahearne

Commended: Geography, Latin, French and Science
John Keyte Maths Prize,Harmer Prize for Academic Achievement

Winchester College

Marcus Bailey

Commended: Geography

Cheltenham College

Archie Baker

Commended: Sport, particularly cricket and tennis

Bradfield College

Georgie Balfry

Commended: English and Maths

Malvern College

George Beattie

Commended: Science and outstanding brass playing
Archibald Design Prize

Radley College

Vinay Bowers

Commended: Maths and French
Mander RE Prize

The King’s School, Gloucester

Hermoine Brewster

Airey Art Prize, Crick Drama Cup

St Edward’s School

Charlie Brook

Commended: Maths
8JB form prize for being a sporting superstar in so many ways

Marlborough College

Teo Burton

Commended: Maths and Science

Winchester College

George Carpenter

Commended: ICT and Art

Cheltenham College

Ollie Comaish

Commended: Geography and Maths
Matthews Science Prize, Vincent Keyte History Prize

Eton

Jack Cooper

Commended: Drama
Kellie Brass Cup

Radley College

Caye Dobson Pinillos

Commended: Art and Lamda

Heathfield School

Jamie Edmonston

Commended: Geography
Mander RE Prize

Cheltenham College

Jemima Fairer-Smith

Commended: Maths and French

Marlborough College

Freddie Fawcett

Commended: Lamda, ICT and sport

Radley College

Minnie Galton-Fenzi

Commended: Maths
Lavery Art Prize, 8B Form Prize For relentless energy, optimism and achievement,
and for being the only girl on the Tiley Trundle

Bedales School

Alfie Hellens

Commended: Drama
8B Form Prize for resilience, fortitude, achievement and hooking for the 1st XV

Cheltenham College

Jake Holloway

Commended: Geography, Maths and Science
Wallace Drama Prize, May Prize for English, 8B Form Prize for talent, commitment,
achievement, and excellent musical taste

Cheltenham College

Jack Jefferies

Outstanding contribution over the years for the Wachy Specialist Cup

Bradfield College

Daniel Keegan

Commended: English

Winchester College

Maya Learmond

Commended: Geography, Maths, Science, French and Latin
Stephen Henriques English Prize

Cheltenham Ladies’
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Emilia Lewis

8JB Form Prize for resilience, enthusiasm and friendship

Cheltenham College

Hannie Maculan

Commended: Lamda
8B Form Prize For a year of kindness, care and achievement

Tudor Hall

Tilda Maculan

Commended: Science, Maths
8JB Form Prize for achieving so much in such an unassuming manner

Tudor Hall

Sascha Madsen

Commended: Geography
Petyan Geography Prize

St Edward’s School
Oxford

Johnny McLaughlan

Commended: Geography, Maths and Science
Pope ICT Prize and The Good Egg Prize

Rugby School

Lucy McLaughlin

Commended: Geography, Maths, French and English

Cheltenham Ladies’

Autumn Miller Pyott

Commended: French and Latin
Rufus Isaacs English Prize, Reid Science Prize, 8SM Form Prize for her extremely
hard work, radiant smile and bashful charm

Cheltenham Ladies’

Oscar Oldman

8SM Form Prize for sporting excellence, hard work and for bringing the baton home

Repton School

Freddie O’Neill

Commended: Maths, French, Science and Football
The Brodermann Prize

Cheltenham College

Joseph Raphael

Commended: Geography and Maths

Cheltenham College

Sam Read

Commended: Geography
Kulesza Technology Prize, Duffy Dyer Prize for Achievement

Malvern College

Rosie Roche

Commended: Geography, Latin, Maths, French and Science
Hervey Adams Art Prize

St Mary’s, Calne

Mungo Schmidt

Commended: Geography, Science, Maths and English

Bradfield College

Robbie Slatter

Commended: Maths and Lamda
Cheltenham College
8SM Form Prize for his sporting endeavour, ’have a go’ attitude and great sense of fun

Ella Thompson

Commended: Geography, Math and French
Cucknell Design Salver, Blackmore Chorister Cup

The King’s School, Gloucester

Lawrie Van de Grift

Commended: Geography, Maths and French
8SM Form Prize for all round effort and his impeccable manners

Radley College

Edoardo Viva Simond

Commended: French and Latin

Cheltenham College

Jemima Walker

Commended: Lamda and Latin
8JB Form Prize for being an all round Beaudesert star

Cheltenham College

Anna Wateridge

Commended: Geography, Maths, French and English
Austin Richardson Classics Prize

St Mary’s, Calne

Emily Watkins

Commended: Latin, Maths and Science
Chalmers French Prize, Oliver Shield for Music

Kingswood, Bath

Leon Webb

Commended: Geography, Maths and Science

Cheltenham College

Ben Worsley

Commended: Geography, Maths and French
Brickwood Physics Cup

Bradfield College
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Form Prizes
3N
3N
3N
3M
3M
3M
3H
3H
3H
3HO
3HO
3HO

For sharp intelligence and a capacity to think outside of the box
For climbing every mountain
For shining achievement and being lovely in every way
For his unfailing effort and unassuming desire to succeed
For academic success across all subjects achieved with quiet determination
For constant cheeriness, kindness and a sunny smile
For a fantastic attitude and excellence in her work
For a wonderful attitude and outstanding effort
For embracing school life with cheerful efficiency
For her enthusiastic approach to all areas of school life
For her determination to succeed
For his enthusiasm towards school and making the most of every opportunity

W Guise
A Warren
L Fleming
D McMurtry
S Nicholas
E Wood
A Roche
A Marwood
H Matcham
S Zinni
O Orchard
J Hodges

4DS
4DS
4DS
4H
4H
4H
4R
4R
4R
4SM
4SM
4SM

For her energy and all round improvement
For hard work and bring a good all rounder
For his enthusiastic approach to school life
For his kind, considerate nature in all that he does
For her fun loving nature and kindness to all
For boundless enthusiasm in all that he does
For excellent application to work
For applied effort and achievement
For his bright and cheerful approach to work
Inquisitive mind and high achievement
Outstanding efforts academic attainment
For spirited effort and contribution to school life

L Armshaw
M Hargitay
H Hodson
A Meakin
C Bucher
A King
S Rowlands
W Sturdy
R Hudson
O Sánchez Farmar
J Gordon
S Sturgis

5L
5L
5L
5LR
5LR
5LR
5P
5P
5P

For academic excellence
For her consistent good manners and happy nature
For his constant good effort in and out of the classroom
For giving her all every day and always with a smile
For brightening up every day
For being her own person – never change
For unrivalled effort and kindness to all
For all round success and being an example to all
For all round improvement and an infectious smile

W Howard
I Burton
G Pegg
E Fleming
A Vanderbrook
R Phillimore
S Thompson
C Burns
T Evans-Gough

6C
6C
6C
6F
6F
6F
6R
6R
6R
6W
6W
6W

For outstanding efforts and academic achievements
For a happy, positive and determined attitude to school life
For being a ‘top’ pupil around school
For his verve, quick wit and originality of thought
For making the very most of all the manifold extra curricular opportunities on offer
For all his hard work, maturity and exemplary manners
For a wonderful attitude, outstanding contribution to school life and academic attainment
For consistent attainment and outstanding effort
For continued academic excellence and all round contribution to school life
For a positive contribution to all aspects of school life
For consistently exceptional academic achievement
For always trying hard and being unfailingly positive

P Learmond
C Amati
H Hiscox
D Bradley
B McLaughlin
R Van de Grift
L Worsley
S Wallace
W Douglas-Pennant
E Cuellar
E Ransome
A Pearman

7D
7D
7D
7JLB
7JLB
7JLB
7T
7T
7T

For continued excellence and attainment
For brightening everyone’s day with her enthusiasm and happiness
For consistent positive attitude and for being a considerate friend
For consistently outstanding effort and academic achievement
For a positive attitude and great effort in and out of the classroom
For a fantastic all round effort and positive contribution to school life
For being a consistently excellent pupil
For being a ceaselessly cheering and charming rogue
For year round ‘good eggery’

E Jones
L O’Carroll
A Watkins
F MacIntosh
H Adams
E Brooks
F Scurr
O Clark
M Standen McDougal
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Beaudesert and the Community
What an incredible year it was for all
our children when it came to supporting
a number of different charitable causes
and projects. As a school community we
continue to support and raise money for
both local community schemes, as well
as national and international charities.
The children’s efforts, enthusiasm and
commitment were superb. We hope that
the huge variety of the great causes and
important projects that they have been
involved in, helps continue to foster a
lifelong understanding within all year
groups of the importance of helping those
less fortunate than ourselves.
While the OSCAR trip was the main focus
in the Autumn Term, we also managed to
support a number of new charities. This
included ‘Heart Felt Tips’, a charity aimed
at providing stationary for struggling
families. Children from all year groups
were keen to get involved and we collected
an amazing 211 pencil cases full of pens
and other equipment. In the same term,
the Macmillan Cancer Support coffee
morning took place again and through
the generous contributions from parents,
we managed to raise £992. Then in
November, children took part in ‘Children
in Need’ where we raised £568 for this
national event, including £145 from a Preprep cake sale.

The Beaudesert Autumn Charity Fair
was once again a huge success and raised
£8000. The charities that were supported
were the Nelson Trust, a residential rehab
based in Stroud providing treatment
service for people with alcohol and drug
dependency and All Sorts Gloucestershire,
who provide support for families who have
children with disabilities or additional
needs.

The children also showed their support
for a number of other fantastic causes. In
November, children from the Pre-prep
held a bring-and-buy sale in support of
the James Hopkins trust. The Pre-prep
school council were able to visit the trust
and give them the £1439 they had raised.
They also took part in the ‘Read for Good’
campaign, and through sponsorship raised
a fantastic £963.

With our Remembrance Day service, we
continued to support the British Legion,
while Winston’s Wish, the Helen &
Douglas House Children’s Hospice and
Mary’s Meals were the beneficiaries of the
collection at the school Carol Service, with
each of the charities receiving £497. In our
popular Hollywood Spring disco, we raised
£388 for the charity, Home Start. This is a
local charity which supports parents who
are going through challenging times.

In the Spring Term, children in the Prep
school were lucky enough to receive a talk
by Jo Ruxton from Plastic Oceans. This
certainly inspired many of our children
to think about the problems surrounding
single use plastic and prompted them to
change their own behaviour and attitude
towards recycling at home. The school
donated £500 for this worthwhile cause.

Another local scheme that we have
continued to be very involved with has
been the Stroud Foodbank, a charity that
provides food for local people in crisis. As
a school we collected 212kg of food for
them through our Harvest Festival service.
Our involvement continued throughout
the year when some Year 8s regularly
volunteered at the foodbank during
activities.

We also continued our link with
Widden School for our Year 4 pupils;
a multicultural primary school in
Gloucester. We once again hosted a group
of pupils in the spring term and visited
them in the summer. Our theme this year
was ‘The Wonderful World of Science’.
Our children certainly enjoyed both days
and we hope that this link continues to
give all the children involved the chance to
understand a little about the lives of other
children from different backgrounds and
faiths.
The highlight in the summer term was the
Charity Fete. Each form created a stall and
children had a lot of fun having a go at a
huge variety of different events including
welly-wanging, sumo wrestling, and splat
the rat. Staff joined in as well and it was a
memorable day for all, despite the weather!
The fete raised £1135 for both Winston’s
Wish once again and Changing Faces,
a charity supporting and representing
children who have a visible difference to
their face, hands or body.
Thank you to all the children, parents and
staff for their amazing support throughout
the year.
LR
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Oscar Football Trip
In the Autumn term, a group of 14 boys
from one of the most underprivileged areas
of the world visited the school thanks,
in part, to a huge fundraising effort. The
boys were from the OSCAR (Organisation
for Social Change Awareness and
Responsibility) Foundation in Mumbai.
Patron of OSCAR, Lucinda Sowerbutts
(former parent), conceived and
organised the tour having met
OSCAR’s founder Ashok Rathod.

the Gloucestershire and Mumbai. As a
community we managed to raise £18,670.
During their visit, they took part in a
football match against our 1st XI and won!
(1-2). It was one of the many highlights of
their trip. The tour also took the OSCAR
team around the UK to visit a number of
other schools as well as take part in a few
other amazing experiences.

Being involved in helping make the
OSCAR tour happen, and to host the
children and the adults with them, was
very fulfilling and a lot of fun for us here at
Beaudesert. We hope they took away many
happy memories with them back to India.
It was a definite highlight of the year for
us all!
LR

The two week UK football,
education and culture tour was
designed to give the children
a better understanding of how
education and community
involvement can improve their
lives.
Fundraising events included
The Big Beaudesert Dribble.
Pupils, parents and staff gathered
sponsors and donned trainers to
dribble footballs the total 4,543
mile distance that lies between

Charity Egg Hunt
A couple of my friends and myself
recently held a charity Easter Egg
Hunt. When you found the lollypop
sticks you could trade them in for
actual chocolate eggs. We had over
1000 eggs and 8 mega prizes to find.
Special thanks to George S and Sam
H, also my thanks to Mr Robinson
and all of my helpers for being so
wonderful. We managed to raise
£137.00 for Marine Conservation
UK. This money will help to clear up
plastic in the ocean and raise awareness
for responsible fishing (not eating
endangered fish).
Joe H
Year 7
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Boarding at Beaudesert

Another year has flown by and it is
difficult to sit and write everything the
boarders have done during their evenings.
Looking back through the Banter, it has
been anything from learning the fine art
of present wrapping, pancake flipping,
searching for our very own Wally in
the ground and German spotlight, to
movie-making, ten pin bowling, creating
gingerbread houses, origami, Scottish
reeling and learning to dive, to name but
a few.
What has been clear is that the boarders
have thoroughly enjoyed their private
time in school; making it a ‘home from
home’ and offering them the chance to
just be children. Despite offering teacherled activities in the evening, which some
children take on, many children just want
to relax with their friends and enjoy sitting
on the banks, climbing trees or playing on
BOB.
Boarding offers the children the freedom
to enjoy the wealth of facilities and
activities in a safe environment as well as
uniting the children and creating lasting
friendships, which Emma and I have seen
develop over the four years we have been
Houseparents.
There is nothing better than seeing
children gain in confidence and grow as

20

people, and the boarding team are lucky
enough to see this in spades; from first
time boarders overcoming homesickness
to those spending several nights with us,
preparing themselves for the challenges
of life at senior school. We have been
incredibly lucky in having a dedicated
boarding team including our excellent
matrons, led by B.
This year, the weather has been truly
seasonal, allowing us to sledge in the

winter, enjoy the grounds in the spring
and taking many dips in the outdoor
pool this summer. Memorable moments
include when a few boarders were stuck
in school during the heavy snow. Mr and
Mrs Womersley served the food in the
dining room and resident staff all enjoyed
a fantastic evening with the children.
We also had the Year 8 farewell mock tail
evening where Mrs Holmes’ non-alcoholic
mojitos went down a storm!
The boarding team have worked hard to
ensure the children are happy, entertained
and content. Strong relationships have
been built, between the boarders and staff,
and I am sure this will continue under the
guidance of Tom and Joey Layton.
Emma and I have had a wonderful four
years at Beaudesert, but after ten years
of boarding duties, we look forward to
passing over the mantle to Tom and Joey
and supporting them as they embark on
this incredibly rewarding role. We would
like to thank all the staff who have helped
make boarding at Beaudesert so much fun
and that includes the duty staff, kitchen
staff, Sisters and matrons. Thank you to
the parents for entrusting your wonderful
children into our care and thank you
marvellous children; you have made the
job such a fantastic one.
The Holmes Family
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Academic
Science

We have had another very busy and
successful year in the Science department.
The pupils continue to enjoy their Science
and we endeavour to install a lifelong interest
in the subject. We tried to spread our
enthusiasm to Widden School this year and
themed the exchange day ‘ The Wonders of
Science’ which was savoured by all.
Our Year 5 wildlife quiz team did
well, taking part in two rounds of the
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust quiz. Many
Year 5s were keen to be involved so Mrs
Waters set up a wildlife activity at breaktime
and lots of Year 5 children were found
with her in the grounds doing wonderful
activities, including setting small mammal
footprint tunnels to try to monitor the
movement of the small mammals at night in
the grounds.

STEM Lecture
Tuesday 10th October was Ada Lovelace Day. This has become an international
celebration of the achievements of women in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (STEM). Here at Beaudesert we were lucky to have a lecture to
celebrate this anniversary of the mathematician Ada Lovelace. She was the first
person to create a computer program. Ada’s name has become proof that women
can accomplish great things in technology, computing and programming.
JB

Two women who are very high up in the STEM Industry came to Beaudesert to
give a talk to the girls in Year 6-8. These women wanted to advise and inspire the
girls that women can achieve as much as men can.
Beth Moreton was one of the speakers. She works as an engineer for Airbus in
Bristol. She is mainly involved with the landing gear systems and the fuel that gets
pumped into the wings of the A380 plane. She has worked and walked right inside
the wings, and also has to be on call sometimes through the night in case there is a
problem with planes taking us on holiday! The other speaker was Dr Phoebe Carter
who is the Chief Ecologist for the Habitat First Group. Currently she is a research
ecologist at the Lower Mill Estate in the Cotswold Water Park – she told us that they
are working very closely with beavers as they do a better job than humans ever can
do, for example digging river canals. Her career, working with quite diverse animal
species including many marine ones, has taken her all over the world to some very
cool places.
Beth and Phoebe really inspired us and we are so grateful and lucky to have had the
opportunity to listen to the lecture.
Margot E-G and Ella C-B
Year 7

Years 6 and 7 have taken part in two very
successful STEAM days, on the theme of
bath bombs and biscuits respectively.
Years 7 and 8 took part in the national
‘What’s under your Feet’ citizen Science
project. We monitored the abundance of
earthworms in different seasons in our
grounds and submitted the data to the
British Trust for Ornithology. The scientists
will use this to understand the relationship
between climate, the availability of
invertebrates and how this impacts UK bird
numbers and their migration patterns.
To celebrate British Science Week we held
a competition on the hot topic of plastic.
Entries ranged from beach cleaning, to
poetry writing, from creative art sculptures to
making a film. It was extremely hard to judge
as the standard of all the entries was so high,
but Mr and Mrs Womersley decided the
winning entries were:
Kasper C (Year 3) Plastic caught in a fishing net
Hector H (Year 4) Poster of litter on a beach
Esme C (Year 5) Dress made out of
recycled plastic
Lola S (Year 6) Poster of a whale with
plastic in its stomach
Rory C (Year 7) Poster of the workings of
a Cornwall Recycling Centre
JB
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Lecture: A Plastic Ocean
and we all are making changes at home
and at school.
William, Fred and Harry D-P

Cheltenham
College Science
Afternoon

Jo Ruxton jointly produced the awardwinning Plastic Ocean documentary
and is co-founder of the Plastic Oceans
Foundation. The documentary and the
foundation have both been produced to
help educate the world about the perils of
pollution. The children were fascinated to
watch some excerpts from the documentary
and to hear facts and figures about the extent
of the problem globally as well as to gain
insight into what can be done to help.
FMW
HECTOR
YEAR 4

Near the end of last term we were very lucky
to have a visit from Jo Ruxton. Jo gave a very
interesting talk to the whole school which
was based on the huge problem of plastic in
our oceans. Jo is the producer of a film called
‘Plastic Ocean’ (you must watch it if you
have not already – it is available on Netflix).
The main problem is single use plastic, for
example plastic straws, plastic bottles, bags
and packaging. We throw away millions
of these types of plastic every day. Loads of
different types of sea creatures then eat these
plastics mistaking them for food. This is
harmful to the sea creatures and dangerous
for all of us as the toxic plastic then enters
our food chain. The talk was really inspiring

ESME C
YEAR 5

Salter’s Chemistry Festival
at Bristol University
We were set two challenges. Challenge one was a forensic experiment where we had
to use skills such as de-coding and chromatography. After lunch we began our second
experiment. In this task we were split into pairs. Whilst one pair did an experiment
testing how the concentration of hydrochloric acid affected the time it took for a
piece of magnesium ribbon to stop reacting, the other pair experimented with copper
sulphate using new lab equipment. To finish off the day we were given a lecture
about ‘gases in the air’. This included the lecturer setting alight hydrogen and helium
balloons. We all thoroughly enjoyed the day and found it extremely fun and interesting
working in undergraduate Chemistry labs.
Emily W
Year 8

Keen Year 6 scientists Lara,
Georgina, Tabitha, Rose, Max and
Enzo had an afternoon of Science
fun this week when they mixed,
reacted, investigated and measured
their way around Cheltenham
College’s fabulous Science
department. They were wowed
by the chemical luminescence,
thoroughly enjoyed making and
testing hydrogen gas, and then
enthralled by the sight of the Bunsen
burner flames turning red, orange
and purple. Studying owl pellets was
initially less popular, but the children
soon found themselves intrigued
to find out just what the owl had
been eating, and turned skeleton
detectives to match the bones they
found to the animal skeletons or
voles, mice, shrews, fish, birds
and bats.
Before leaving, Tabitha put the
Physics department staff ’s knowledge
to the test with her question; “When
do the laws of physics no longer
affect matter?” The answer spanned
black holes, the limitations of current
theories and also some insight into
where scientific investigation may go
next.
AM
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Design and Technology

The pupils continue to work hard enjoying
a range of design and make projects, using
a wide variety of materials and construction
techniques. The Year 4 pupils have had a new
teacher. Miss Bethan Jones was welcomed
in September and teaches pottery, art and
Year 4 D&T. With Miss Jones on the team,
we will look at bringing in a new range of
inspiring D&T projects and cross-curricular
links to other departments within the school.

STEAM Projects

The Year 7s took part in a STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Art
and Maths) day where they became biscuit
manufacturers, with the task to produce
the packaging, design the graphic images
and name their company and biscuit.
Pupils were also required to work out
manufacturing costs and come up with
clever tag lines to promote their products.
This was a very enjoyable and worthwhile
day where they can see that all the different
subjects taught at school can come together
to produce a marketable product.
The Year 6s also took part in their first
STEAM day, with the challenge of being
bath bomb manufactures. A whole range of
skills were used during the day including;
designing and making the moulds to cast
their bath bombs; using ICT skills to design

and make the graphics and print stickers to
advertise their company name and logo and
calculating the volume and quantity
of ingredients needed to fill the moulds.
During the Science activity, pupils
experimented on different mixtures of bath
bomb ingredients before coming up with
their own secret formula. Pupils left the day
with a customised bath bomb mould, a list of
ingredients and the marketing and packaging
ready to start their own bath bomb company.
For the Year 5s we organised a combined
History, Art and D&T trip to the SS Great
Britain in Bristol. During this fun and
exciting day, the pupils learnt a lot about
the technology that went into building and
powering the SS Great Britain. They were
able to see the huge propeller that Brunel
had designed, which overnight revolutionised
how ships were powered through the water,
using steam engine and propeller technology.
Pupils had the opportunity of experiencing
how the ships of the day were constructed.
In period costumes and using original
tools, pupils re-enacted how iron ships were
riveted together and learnt about the dangers
involved during construction.

Scholarship
Ella Thompson won an all-round
Scholarship to The King’s School, Gloucester
using her D&T work as a major component
to her application. Ella produced an
outstanding project and committed hours of
her own time to produce a large design folder
and final product.

ARCHIE H
YEAR 7

We have a 3D printer within our
department and Solid work 3D software.
This technology is currently at the cutting
edge of manufacturing. Renishaw a pioneer
in the 3D printing industry, develops a
wide range of applications for this relatively
new technology. Items such as aircraft
valves are being reduced in weight and
size, saving airlines £10,000s of pounds a
year in aviation fuel costs alone, alongside
simplifying production methods, costs
and manufacturing time. The cleverest
application I saw was the use of 3D printing
in the medical world. MRI scans of people’s
head, bones and teeth are being used to
design and make titanium replacement
parts such as cranial implants. Renishaw
even have an operating theatre where
surgeons can come and practice fitting 3D
printed titanium implants onto 3D printed
plastic copies of the patient before the real
procedure takes place. Gaining a greater
understanding of the uses of this technology
will help me teach and enthuse pupils into
a completely new area of engineering, as
well as building industrial links with a local
company.
At Beaudesert, we use a less advanced 3D
printer using environmentally friendly
coloured cornstarch to produce models,
game pieces and scholarship work
prototypes. We have developed our own
3D printer cover, which now features
in ‘Create’ education’s blog. ‘Create’
manufacture the Ultimaker 3D printers
that we use at the school.
www.createeducation.com/blog/custom-diyultimaker-cover/

3D printing in schools
Every day is a school day as they say and this
year I have had the opportunity myself to
visit the Renishaw education centre
looking at their 3D printing facility.

Please see the photos of some of the excellent
work produced this year with in the D&T
department.
LW
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Computing
We have introduced our new Probot programmable cars allowing the
younger years to program the car-bots
to move, using angles and repeats,
and draw shapes. Older years instead
have had the chance to use Photoshop
and Premiere Pro which, although
challenging, has been widely enjoyed.
We have further developed coding with
Kodu, which is a popular choice of
activity in Creative ICT club activities.
We have conformed with the generally
accepted name change of our subject from
ICT to Computing, although we remain
committed to covering all aspects of IT
skills. I have enjoyed teaching some of the
Year 3s, and am impressed with the uptake
of programming Scratch by the year.
The new second ICT room has been busy,
and among other subjects, it has been good
to see the French department find good
use for StoryboardThat cartoon-maker.
The iPads have also been used widely,
particularly by the English, Maths and
Geography departments.

Mr Layton also started a popular
Coding club for Year 2s on Mondays,
and Computing Club on Fridays and
Mondays with myself remaining busy
with the regulars in Years 4 to 6.
Our touch typing results have been
very promising with approximately half
the pupils between Years 4 and 6 being
able to touch type, and our best typists,
Ollie C and Conrad H have very
respectable speeds of 56 wpm.
JG

The Arts
Pottery

What a wonderful year we have had in the pottery studio.
Since joining Beaudesert in September, I have thoroughly
enjoyed creating and implementing fun and challenging
projects for pupils to undertake. Pupils have used a huge
range of skills making items such as maracas, dragons,
mushrooms and mugs.
Pottery is beneficial as a creative outlet, an opportunity to
build social skills, building manual dexterity and provides
a safe environment to experiment and make mistakes.
Some pupils who should be especially proud of their
enthusiasm and creativity include; Savannah S-D,
Florence F, Sophie R and Ollie C.
BJ
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e-Safety
Over the course of the year, e-Safety has
become an ever more present part of
school life and is included, not just in
Computing lessons but also in other areas
of the curriculum including PSCHE and
Science, due to its growing status within
society. Throughout the year, children have
benefitted from our continued support in
experiencing through a variety of means, the
number of different ways of understanding
the importance of online safety and security
as well as how to remain as safe as they
can in a world that is becoming more
dependent on being a digital one. Magazine
subscriptions, workshops and talks from
external organisations, industry professionals
and senior schools, as well as discussions led
by staff with the help of our Gap students,
have helped raise issues. Surveys, continuing
to revisit topics in lessons and taking part
in national awareness days such as ‘Safer
Internet Day’ are some of the many ways
in which we have covered e-Safety. All this
has certainly put Beaudesert ahead of many
schools in trying to educate as many people
as possible within our community in digital
health and all areas of e-Safety.
TL
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Art
It has been another busy year in the
Art Department, where children have
continued to be fostered in developing
skills in a wide range of mediums, be that
tight sculptures created by Year 6, printed
collographs by Year 7 or wire portraits
fashioned by Year 5.
The year kicked off in the first half of the
autumn term with the school taking part in
the international ‘Big Draw Week’. It was
wonderful to see so many pupils become
involved with large scale experimental
mark-making in ink, painting rocks and
then hiding them for other children to
find as well as the knitting club becoming
involved with some on-site guerrilla
knitting!

Centenary Tree hand prints
After the success of the Year 7 STEAM
day last year, this year it was also run for
the Year 6’s, who had the excitement of
designing and then creating bath bombs.
The STEAM days promote the importance
of the creative skills the children learn in
Art, as well as deepening cross-curricular
links with other subject areas, and so have
been a valuable addition to the school
calendar.
Helping to prepare children for an Art
scholarship continues to be one of the
most rewarding parts of the job and this
year there was a strong group of pupils

who worked hard upon the challenge.
Congratulations must be given to
Hermione and Ella who both gained All
Round Scholarships (with Art included
as part of this) to their respective schools.
More unusually this year, there were several
students who tried for 11+ Art Scholarships.
As with a 13+ scholarship the standard of
work expected by the students is extremely
high and, therefore, highly competitive.
The pupils trying for the awards displayed
a dedication beyond their years as they
prepared. Well done to all who were
successful in gaining scholarships, but also
to everyone who put in the rigorous hours
to develop their skills and create impressive
portfolios.
This year saw Bethan Jones join the
department. Her main role has been to take
over the running of the Pottery department,
but luckily for me she has also taught Year
4 Art and been an indispensable help in
putting in hours as an Art Technician,
particularly in creating colourful displays
around the school and looking after the
classroom, where it has sometimes been left
in a whirlwind of creative chaos!
As with the end of last year, this summer
also heralds change in the department.
I am writing this just before I embark on
maternity leave. However, whilst I will
be experiencing the new adventure of
motherhood, the department will be left

under the very capable hands of Leonie
Snow who is joining Beaudesert for the year
from Cheltenham Ladies’ College together
with Bethan Jones. I look forward to seeing
on my return the variety of exciting projects
and new skills the pupils have learned
whilst I have been away.
BD

BARNEY P
YEAR 6

Abigail A
YEAR 6
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Music
This academic year has seen notable
changes in the music department,
including the introduction of music
practice for borders, the Beaudesert Music
Challenge and Music School Manager
software. In addition I hope that our
Twitter page has provided you with regular
updates and information about events and
concerts throughout the year.

Autumn Term

of Christmas to the last day of this busy
term. From the beautiful solo of ‘Once
in Royal’ performed by Ella Thompson,
to the assured performance from the
Junior Choir, the service gave us all an
opportunity to be still and to reflect upon
the wonder of the Christmas story. It is
the pupils in ‘Consort’ who really brought
this service together as they learnt and
performed such a wide range of repertoire.
Whilst preparing their music for the
service, I came across a note in one of the
folders; written above ‘Midwinter’ was the
reminder, ‘Headmasters’ favourite … sing
well’- an insight to their dedication and
determination to consistently achieve such
a high standard.

for his expert adjudication and words of
wisdom. Huge thanks to the house staff
who stepped up to lead each of the houses
in the ‘House Shout’. Accompanied by
a live band we enjoyed four contrasting,
but equally committed and energetic
performances. Once again, congratulations
to C House who won the House Shout
with their performance of ‘Somewhere
Only we Know’ and to A House who
were overall winners of House Music with
920 points.

Spring Term

The orchestra enjoyed an intergalactic
musical adventure at the Downe House
Orchestra Day, performing alongside
musicians from a number of prep schools
to form a mass orchestra of 150 musicians.
Consort rose to the challenge of their first
performance this year, singing the anthem
‘Call of Wisdom’, by Will Todd for a
moving Remembrance Service. Well done
to George Beattie and Jack Cooper who
played the Last Post. We were delighted
to have Lizzie Figgis join the music team
this year, and the Pre prep carol service
was a true reflection of her fun and
enthusiastic approach to music making.
It is encouraging to hear such wonderful
singing from our youngest pupils. The
carol service featured some magical
moments and brought the warm spirit
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The Dean Close Choral Day gave the
Consort an opportunity to perform
Evensong alongside children from a
number of prep schools and the students in
the Dean Close Chapel Choir.
Our Spring Concert was a particular
highlight this academic year, our first big
concert, featuring performances from many
of our instrumental ensembles and choirs.
Our newly formed Jazz Band concluded
the concert with their performance of
‘Wonderful World’. The hotly contested
House Music Competition brought a
competitive buzz. I thoroughly enjoyed
listening to so many performances in
this years’ competition. From pupils
in Years 3 to 8 there were a number
of very musical performances and it is
encouraging to watch our musicians grow
in confidence and to learn from such
valuable experiences. We were grateful to
Philip Dukes from Marlborough College

Summer Term
We celebrated the start of the Summer
Term with excellent performances by
the Junior Choir and Consort at the
Cheltenham Festival. There is always such
a high standard at music festivals and both
of our choirs rose to the occasion, giving
accomplished performances, reflected in
their results and adjudicators’ comments as
both choirs were awarded honours.
Special thanks to Biddy Turner for all her
work with the Junior Choir this year.
We are proud to be a school in which
we have a choir formed of an entire year
group. Well done, Year 4!
Our Advanced Musicians’ Concert is a
special event in the musical calendar and
this year’s concert was a true celebration of
our most talented musicians in the school.
To obtain higher levels of musicianship
requires dedication, commitment and
regular, focused practice. All of our
pupils who performed in this concert
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demonstrated the reward years of practice
can bring and my thanks to all the pupils
for generously sharing your talents with us.
I look forward to hearing of your musical
success in the future … this is just the start!
From our more advanced musicians to
beginners … the Year 2 Musicians’ Concert
was full of courageous performances from
our younger pupils. It is so encouraging
to hear the progress our pupils are making
when learning their instruments.
I am a firm believer in providing musical

a new instrument, with your peers in
approximately five lessons; and to step up
on stage and perform to a packed audience
in the Performing Arts Centre. Everyone
who took part should be very proud of
their achievement. I hope that you enjoyed
the concert as much as I did! This year,
Rock on Summer ended in style with a
smooth performance from our very own
Michael Jackson, Elliot R and the Year 6
Band. After the ‘high’ of Rock on Summer,
the Summer Concert had much to live up
to, but it did not disappoint. Featuring
many of our choirs and instrumental
ensembles, this concert was a true reflection
of the progress our pupils have made
through music this academic year. To see
all of the children take to the stage with a
sense of pride and enjoyment was a delight
to watch and listen to. Highlights include
performances by Boyz Noyz, with Mr
Womersley, and all of our choirs joining
forces to conclude with ‘A Million Dreams’
from ‘The Greatest Showman’.

Lunchtime Recitals
It is my hope that as musicians, performing
to others becomes ‘the norm’. To this end,
our lunchtime recitals have provided pupils
with the opportunity to perform to family
and friends. It is the pupils who inspire and
encourage one another, and so well done to
everyone who has entertained us with their
musical talents in concerts throughout
the year.

Preparing for and taking a music exam is
a huge achievement, especially for those
pupils for whom it is the first exam
they sit. Well done to all of you for such
a successful set of exam results this year.
In addition, special mention to Emily
Watkins who achieved a Music Scholarship
to Kingswood School in Bath. After
successful auditions, Evie J and Savanna
S-D will also join pupils from a number
of Prep schools at the National School
Symphony Orchestra courses this year at
Malvern College.
To every pupil, our musicians and to
our fantastic team of Peripatetic Music
teachers, well done, for everything you
have achieved this year. Whether you have
demonstrated creativity by composing
music in the classroom, determination
when learning new instruments and
repertoire, teamwork when working with
your peers in ensembles, commitment
to regular rehearsals or confidence by
performing music to others; you have
brought something unique to the
continued development of music at
Beaudesert.
RS

opportunities for all of our pupils at
Beaudesert, irrespective of their ability, and
I believe this is why ‘Rock on Summer’
continues to be such a fun, enjoyable
and memorable experience for our Prep
school pupils. It is certainly a challenge to
learn and perform a song, perhaps even
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Music Exam Results
Associate Board of Royals Schools of Music (ABRSM)
R Edmunds
Grade 1 Euphonium
Pass
L Sánchez-Farmar
Grade 1 Singing
Pass
A Pearman
Grade 1 Singing
Pass
Grade 1 Piano
Pass
S Rowlands
Grade 1 Violin
Pass
H Matcham
Grade 1 Trumpet
Merit
A Smith
Grade 1 Cornet
Merit
T Evans-Gough
Grade 1 Piano
Merit
O Hillman
Grade 1 Clarinet
Merit
S Rowlands
Grade 1 Cornet
Merit
S MacIntosh
Grade 1 Guitar
Merit
W Douglas-Pennant
Grade 1 Singing
Merit
W Gemmill
Grade 1 Piano
Merit
T Skarda
Grade 1 Singing
Merit
C Bucher
Grade 1 Singing
Merit
M Thomson
Grade 1 Singing
Distinction
A Oldman
Grade 1 Harp
Distinction
L Miller
E Robinson
Grade 1 Piano
Distinction
R Phillimore
F Scurr
A Watkins
J McShane
R Evans-Gough
B Wateridge
O Giffard-Lindsay
W Gemmill
A Oldman
S Rowlands
E Ransome

Grade 2 Piano
Grade 2 Flute
Grade 2 Clarinet
Grade 2 Singing
Grade 2 Flute
Grade 2 Guitar
Grade 2 Guitar
Grade 2 Singing
Grade 2 Singing
Grade 2 Piano
Grade 2 Guitar

Pass
Pass
Pass
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Distinction

M Dunne
M D’Arcy Rice
E Thompson
E Watkins
S Snell-Dyson
W Shipsey
M Craven

Grade 3 Flute
Grade 3 Saxophone
Grade 3 Singing
Grade 3 Oboe
Grade 3 Flute
Grade 3 Clarinet
Grade 3 Saxophone

Pass
Merit
Merit
Merit
Distinction
Distinction
Distinction
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E Watkins
A Wateridge
E Watkins
E Ransome
T Wickett
C Birts
W Shipsey
E Jones

Grade 4 Oboe
Grade 4 Piano
Grade 4 Piano
Grade 4 Piano
Grade 4 Piano
Grade 4 Singing
Grade 4 Singing
Grade 5 Theory

Pass
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Pass

Trinity College London
Grade 4 Trumpet
G Beattie
Grade 3 Piano
S Snell-Dyson
B Evans
Grade 3 Trumpet

Merit
Distinction
Distinction

Trinity Rock and Pop
M Thomson
C Combe

Grade 1 Drums
Grade 2 Drums

Merit
Merit

Rock School Exams
S Hunt
A Meakin
O Sánchez Farmar
J Bostock
M Hargitary

Debut Drums
Debut Drums
Debut Drums
Debut Drums
Debut Drums

Pass
Pass
Merit
Merit
Merit

E Stringer
R Roche
B Worsley
S MacIntosh
C Burns

Grade 1 Drums
Grade 1 Drums
Grade 1 Drums
Grade 1 Drums
Grade 1 Drums

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Merit

L Evans
L Webb
S Jones

Grade 2 Drums
Grade 2 Drums
Grade 2 Drums

Pass
Pass
Pass

M Craven

Grade 3 Drums

Merit

T Wickett

Grade 4 Drums

Merit

O Easen

Grade 1 Guitar

Merit
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Drama
Senior Production
A Christmas Carol
The adaptation that was chosen, by John
Mortimer, and later astutely and boldly cut
by Mr MacIntosh, remained true to the
language of the novel, but moved with pace.
Although very lead heavy, the chorus parts
enabled each member of Year 8 to be in the
performance space with rapid succession.
Towards the latter end of rehearsals, the
show was handed over to the Year 8s and
this meant that there was no guidance back
stage or any technical support in the gallery.
The performers really had to work
with high focus and independence.
They rose to this challenge splendidly and
the final performance was polished and
slick, showcasing some powerful individual
performances but leaning heavily on the
team effort of the whole year. Well done.
ASM
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Year 7
A Masked
Anthropology

From Monday 12th March to Friday 16th
March, Year 7 took part in the annual
Performance Arts Week. The weekintensive project culminated in three
performances at 10am, 2pm and 7pm on
the Friday, each of which was well attended
by parents.
This year the chosen genre was mask
theatre which followed on from Year 7s
introduction to the style in the Commedia
dell’Arte workshop in the autumn term.
The year group was split into eight small
groups, each one being given a piece of
music and a scenario for inspiration.
Each group then had approximately six
hours to create the storyline for their piece
and its characters then block, rehearse
and polish the work. Music ranged from
‘Human’ by The Killers to the theme tune
from ‘Schindler’s List’, and scenarios took
us on a journey from the local gym, to the
trenches of the First World War, competing

in the ‘X-Factor’ talent show, amidst
the homeless on the streets of London
and joining the plight of the refugees in
Afghanistan.
This emotive mix of music, movement,
context and eerie masks supplied by Trestle
Theatre Company created a evening of
powerful drama (and amusing highlights
such as the Cleaning Lady Wannabes!)
never to be forgotten by pupils and
audiences alike.
CC

Year 6
Ernie’s Incredible Illucinations

Year 6 did themselves proud with their superb version of Alan Ayckbourn’s Ernie’s
Incredible Illucinations! Sometimes surreal, at all times engaging, it was a vivid, beautifully
executed performance and a showcase for both how to work a performance space as a
group, and have a huge amount of fun while you are at it. Well done to everyone involved
both on and off the stage.
ASM
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Year 4
It Seems Ages Until
Christmas - The Hedgehog
Theatre Company
It really did seem ages until Christmas
when we started rehearsing this production,
but time, like it always does in a school,
rushed past us. Compiled of a selection of
poetry which were linked by extracts from
Adrian Mole’s Diary (by Sue Townsend),
this theatre company had to come up with
their own ideas as to how to physically
demonstrate each poem. They handled the
devised theatre aspect very well, working
together to choose the most efficient way to
deliver their performance poetry.

Sleeping Beauty - The Deer
Theatre Company

The Lost Smile - The Hare
Theatre Company
This engaging tale tells of a clown who
forgets how to smile. It is only when he
realises that he is valued for who he is that
regains his sense of fun once again. This
was a colourful and lively play, a perfect
antidote for the long, cold, grey month of
February!

Speech and Drama
This year saw over a hundred children
from Year 4 to 8 take Speech & Drama
lessons. In their weekly lessons, pupils
were prepared individually and in pairs
for external examinations accredited
by LAMDA in a range of disciplines
including Acting, Verse and Prose,
Devising and Speaking in Public. Over
a duration of 4 days at the beginning
of May, the school hosted one of its
largest exam sessions to date. With 100%
pass rate, the results were extremely
impressive with many pupils consistently
obtaining high marks of Distinction in all
assessments. Highest achievers at Grade 5
level were Emilia Lewis, Jemima Walker,
Lucy McLaughlin and Rosie Roche who all
scored marks over 90.
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LAMDA Results:
Distinction
(80+)
Merit
(65+)

82%
18%

Over the leave-out weekend in November,
the local competitive arts’ festival in Royal
Wootton Bassett was well attended again
by our seniors. The festival provided an
ideal opportunity for pupils to showcase
the skills they had been honing in their
individual lessons and to watch and
learn from other performances given.
Approximately 25 pupils from Year 5, 6,
7 and 8 took part and were awarded a
great number of Distinction and Honours
certificates.
CC/CT/ SH

The summer term seemed the right time,
to do a good old-fashioned fairytale.
A bit of A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
was thrown in for measure. This short
performance was a mixture of text and
devised theatre and we had time for some
of the performers to have an attempt at
peer direction. Very promising! Some
brave musical performances rounded off by
a good declaration of Hippolyta’s speech,
the kernel of the speech being that you can
learn whilst in sleep!
ASM
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Outings and Events
Cornwall

we were given in Cornwall was excellent.

to stand up on our boards and we all
thoroughly enjoyed the lessons.

Each day we were treated to delicious
packed lunches and we even ate out
at a restaurant twice. On Wednesday
evening we ate at the Blue Tomato
where in return for closing the
restaurant to the public for us so that
we could eat there, a group of us
performed a song for them. On the final
evening we went to Sandbar where we
ate delicious pizzas and our choice of
flavour of ice cream for desert. The food

On Tuesday and Wednesday we were split
into two groups. Whilst one group went
off and did coasteering, our group drove
in mini buses to Wadebridge where we
started our 22 mile bike ride. With only
a few stumbles we managed to complete
our cycle along the Camel Trail. When
we arrived back at the caravan site we got
changed into our swimming costumes
and headed down to the beach for our
second surfing lesson. Most of us managed

Emily W
Year 8

We all went canoeing on the Aberdovey
Estuary. At first we found it very
hard going as our team work was not
coordinated and we were paddling against
the tide. Once the tide had changed and
we worked out how to paddle the canoe
correctly as a team, we made great progress
canoeing and exploring the river for miles.

have the strength and mental attitude to
deal with problems in the future.

Outward Bound:
Aberdovey

The jetty jump was the biggest personal
challenge - jumping off the jetty into the
sea. It was very scary but we gave each
other the courage to ‘go for it’ and jump!
The Aberdovey trip has been one of the
most fun, challenging and rewarding
school trips we have been on at
Beaudesert.
The idea is to have lots of fun but
learn lifelong skills for the future.
Organisational skills, listening skills, team
work, self-reliance, problem-solving and
determination are all skills we learnt and
built upon.
Learning takes place through exciting and
sometimes scary activities like canoeing,
jetty-jumping, swimming, mountaineering
and team building challenges.
We all learnt that not all things are going
to be in our comfort zone and we need to
be stretched. Later in life, we know that
easier times will come and dealing with
problems can be hard but also fun at the
same time.

The activities that really stretched us out
of our comfort zone were the overnight
expedition and mountaineering trip up
Cader Idris. To start we had to be selforganised and pack our bags with all the
equipment we would need to survive
overnight. This included individual items,
sleeping mat and bag, spare clothes, food,
water, tents, mugs and spoons, tangiers
and more food. Group equipment we had
to carry included the rope and emergency
shelter and the most discussed item on the
trip, the poo tube!

We found whilst taking part in team
challenges, that our communication and
listening skills quickly improved and timed
challenges got quicker. Team challenges
included Charlotte’s web, the grot pot,
the plank traverse, and the six-foot wall
challenge.
We all found aspects of the course hard from the organisational skills, staying away
from home and climbing mountains to
jumping off boats and jetties. We feel that
our organisation skills are much improved,
co-operational skills with others is better
and we each pushed ourselves harder into
our stretch zone without worrying too
much.
It was a great sense of achievement and a
trip that we will always remember.
Flora, Kitty and Flora Mac
Year 7

As a group we then carried all this
equipment in really bad weather
conditions (50 mph driving rain and
winds) up the mountains and valleys of
North Wales. We all found that we were in
our stretch zone and few of us went into
the panic zone. We learnt that when things
get tough we must keep going and that we
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Cheltenham Leadership Challenge

Creative Writing
Competition
Year 5 Set 1 began reading Roald
Dahl’s ‘Boy’, his whimsical accounts
of childhood. So enthralled were
they with Dahl’s story, full of
laughs and heartache, that, when
I introduced a creative writing
competition to be held each term,
they decided to name it ‘The Dahl
Cup’.

A team of eight Year 6 children headed off to take part in the annual Cheltenham College
Leadership Challenge. We competed against eleven other Prep schools. It was an amazing
day! We really enjoyed every minute. There were so many different elements to the day:
firstly we had to guess what was hidden in some boxes, just by feel, then we had a running
game, which incorporated throwing balls over, under and into containers. Then came the
pattern game, based on Connect4 and we had to describe the pattern made to our team.
We also did night fishing; observation skills; badminton shuttle activity; tyre building
… we really had such a great time and were working hard as a team. We were so excited
when Beaudesert School was announced - we took third prize! Thank you Cheltenham
College for a great day of interesting team work.
Phoebe L
Year 6

Quiz Club Teamwork
We were delighted to
once again play host
to the area heat of the
National Prep School
General Knowledge
competition organised
by Quiz Club. One
pupil from each of
Years 3 to 6 together
formed two Beaudesert
teams which competed
against a number of
schools from both the
local area and slightly
further afield. The teams
worked well together to answer questions on a vast range of subjects including Music,
Geography, History, Art and Astronomy.
Although beaten by a strong team from Magdalen School, Oxford, both our teams
showed impressive general knowledge, and all involved thoroughly enjoyed the
experience.
LR
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The first competition was won by
Rose P who delighted the guest
judge with her descriptions of an
owl perched high up in a tree, “like
a kite released to its full extent,
straining against the spool.”
In the spring term The Dahl Cup
was combined with the BBC 500
Word Story Competition and the
standard was incredible. Ultimately
though, there could only be one
winner and that was Caspar B with
his story, ‘On the Run’, a chilling tale
of an escape from an inexplicably
angry dwarf. Here are the opening
lines:
‘The powerful wind blew me offcourse. I shot through the clear bright
sky, the dense trees looming closer to
my face. I could not make out any
clear ground and knew that I would
have to land wherever I fell. Covering
my eyes with my hands, I crashed
through the branches, with loud cracks
overhead. I braced my legs ready
for the impact, but instead found
myself falling straight into black, icy
waters, my parachute ﬂailing behind
me, tugging me deeper. I tipped and
turned trying to release the straps. I
could feel them loosening, then slowly
the parachute sank away. I swam to
the side of the lake, feeling as though
my bones would crack from the cold.’
TC
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French Trip
une fromagerie, ça sentait mauvais.
Je n’aime pas le fromage !
Le quatrième jour nous avons exploré
le marché d’Asnelles que j’ai beaucoup
aimé. Tout le monde a acheté beaucoup
de choses, puis nous sommes retournés à
Bayeux. Ici nous avons fait des tâches en
français. Nous avons dû trouver quelque
chose à manger, nous avons acheté et puis
envoyé une carte postale. Cet après-midi-là
nous avons exploré la ville de Bayeux.
Mes amis et moi, avons acheté des
bonbons. Finalement, nous avons visité
une école et nous avons rencontré de
nouveaux gens.
Nous sommes partis pour la France le
lundi vingt-cinq septembre. Nous avons
pris un bus à Portsmouth et ensuite le
bateau. Finalement nous sommes arrivés à
l’hôtel où nous allions rester à onze heures
moins le quart. Après avoir voyagé pendant
toute la journée nous étions très fatigués.

Nous avons visité une boulangerie qui
s’appelle ‘Les Copains’ et nous avons fait
du pain délicieux. Pour le déjeuner nous
avons mangé à une crêperie. Après avoir
mangé le déjeuner, nous sommes allés à

Le lendemain nous nous sommes levés
tôt pour retourner à notre école. Tout le
voyage était plein d’amusement.
Anna W
Year 8

Le lendemain nous avons pris un bon petit
déjeuner et nous sommes partis pour une
‘journée d’histoire’. Nous sommes allés
aux plages d’Arromanches. Après, nous
avons regardé un film au sujet des plages
du débarquement pendant la guerre.
Plus tard nous sommes allés au cimetière
britannique qui était très triste mais
aussi très intéressant. Ensuite nous avons
visité Bayeux pour voir la Tapisserie de
Bayeux. Toute la journée était incroyable.
Le mercredi était un jour de nourriture !
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My Lunch with Georgia
Byng – visiting author

Jonathan’s Jungle
We had an amazing day when Jonathan from Jonathan’s
Jungle came. He showed us the home menu of his website
which showed him meeting Steve Backshall (naturalist),
which got a lot of us really excited, as he must know lots
about animals to be working with him. This definitely
proved to be true over the next hour and a half.
The first animal he showed us was Palpatine an Imperial
Scorpion. He showed us the way people find scorpions
at night, by shining an ultraviolet light which turned
Palpatine bright turquoise. After that he showed us
Palpatine’s children, who were only a few months old.
This meant we could handle them because they did not
have any venom to inject into us and their pincers did
not work. When we handled them we were told not to let
them go into our sleeves because we would not be able to
get them out without breaking their legs. When you held
them they felt tickly and were very cute.

The author Georgia Byng came to our school and, what had
started as a normal Friday, became an incredible Friday. I and six
other people from Years 4, 5 and 6 were selected to have lunch
with the wonderful author of the Molly Moon series.
At first I was a little nervous, but Eliza F had very helpfully
written down a series of questions we could use if we got stuck
for things to say. As it turns out, we need not have worried as we
had plenty to ask. We had lunch in the Drawing Room and it all
looked very grand and we had the most scrumptious pudding I
have ever tasted. While we ate we chatted. I asked if she liked the
new Molly Moon movie. She said she did, but she wished they
had added in more detail although she conceded that that would
have made a very long movie. As an author, she was also very
encouraging and gave us lots of useful tips for writing. One I will
definitely remember is that if you can’t get stuck into a book within
the first 30 pages then stop reading it. This means that if you are
going to be an author you have to make your story interesting
from the start. The author Georgia Byng would most like to be
like, is a combination of Frances Hodgson Burnett, author of
‘A Little Princess’, and Roald Dahl, author of books such as
‘The BFG’’.
I was very inspired by our lunch and am definitely going to think
more about pursuing my writing. Since the lunch I have almost
completed reading the first Molly Moon book and I started writing
a diary which I have titled ‘The Chronicles of a Broken Arm’.
Thank you for coming to lunch Georgia Byng – you were
inspirational!
Matilda S
Year 5
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We also got to see Velvet a Blue Velvet Pink Toe Tarantula
whose party trick was that she could cling onto any surface
including a smooth plastic ruler. She was especially cute
when a light was shone on her and she covered her eyes
with her legs. The ‘Cactus Brothers’ are two Cactus Stick
Insects who have spines on their backs which could badly
cut your fingers if you were silly enough to touch them.
When I came to handle them, one of the ‘Cactus Brothers’
rudely flicked his droppings at me, which were dry and
bouncy! The best bit was meeting Bourbon a Madagascan
Ground Boa. We could not believe that people would
want to kill such a beautiful animal to make into shoes and
handbags. We all got to hold him and it felt like he was
giving us a hand massage as he relaxed and contracted his
muscles. We then all got a nose lick, but when he licked
my nose, he slithered into my hair, he felt unbelievably
smooth. It was the best day ever!
Sam M
Year 5
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NSEA Championships
A team of 10 children
travelled to Addington
Manor to compete in the
National Schools Equestrian
Championships in October.
To qualify for this show the
children had competed at
and won events across the
counties, meaning that we
had qualified both as teams
and individuals in 6 classes,
which was amazing for a
prep school.
We also won the trophy for the whole of the Central West for the most points scored over
the season.
Over the course of the four days all the children competed superbly and we came away
with a number of rosettes and trophies. On Thursday, Florence kicked us off with a third
in the 70cm show jumping, then on Friday our 80cm ‘Jumping with Style’ team pulled
out all the stops to finish first and win the championship trophy. In Saturday’s 90cm
show jumping, the team, spurred on by the previous days success story, all went double
clear in the fastest time to win the outdoor qualifier and then came sixth in the evening’s
championship event. Then finally on Sunday, Tilda finished a fabulous fifth individually
in the 1m ‘Jumping with Style’. An amazing show and what a year. Well done to all.

Ukmt – National
Maths Challenge
Every year a number of Year 7 and 8
children take part in one of the UK’s
biggest national Maths competitions,
organised by registered charity
The UK Mathematics Trust (UKMT).
To be entered into the competition is
an achievement in its own right, and
this year nine children from Beaudesert
sat the National Intermediate Maths
Challenge in February. We have now had
confirmation that four of them (Harry A,
Year 8, and Evie J, Max D and Frankie W
from Year 7) were all awarded medals
and finished in the top 20% of the many
thousands of Maths students taking part
across the UK. This fact is made all the
more impressive when considering that
the challenge is for pupils up to Year 11.
Well done to all concerned.
KB

JD-S

Skill Zone

Slimbridge
On Monday we went to
Slimbridge Wetland Centre.
I have been before but I
was still looking forward
to going. When we arrived
we were split into groups.
Our group walked to the
wader shore and we saw
avocet, redshank, ruff and
spoonbill ducks. Next we
saw flamingos. They were
so cool with their luminous
colour.
At 11.15 we had a break and I had a flapjack and something to drink. After that we
walked to the otter talk. John told us some facts about otters. One of the otters was called
Flo who was sixteen years old. Mini and Ha Ha were both nine years old. They love to
eat fish.

When Year 5 went to Skill Zone we
got sorted into groups. My group
went to the mini village first. Some
of the things in the village are a police
station, a house, a dark alley and a
railway crossing. One of the things
we learnt in the pretend house was to
know all the areas of your own house
in case of fire. In addition, we learnt
not to put scented candles on top of
a television because it is a fire hazard.
We also learnt how to ride the bus
safely and not to walk down dark
streets. Finally, we learnt e-safety tips.
Children should not share personal
information like where you live and
what is your name is on the internet.
Amory V
Year 5

Finally our group saw the Amazon milk frogs and blue poison dart frogs. I particularly
liked the yellow and black poison dart frog.
Jasper R
Year 4
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Year 6 History and Geography field trip to The Isle of Purbeck
Lulworth Cove, Stair Hole and Durdle
Door, a fantastic arch, where we had our
picnic lunch on the beach in the sunshine.

up above me. At least I was in my warm,
cosy sleeping bag”

“we went to a lecture about Lulworth Cove,
how it was formed and the animals that live
along the coast”

The weather was fine for our barbeque
and the campfire kept us warm until it was
time to return to our tents. After another
good night’s sleep we had to pack up all
our kit, take down the tents and make
sure the campsite was spotless as quickly as
possible, as the rain was due at any time.

Aggie P

It was a rush to put the tents up, rain was
forecast and we needed to keep everything
as dry as possible. We arrived at Corfe
Castle and the rain started as we entered
the barbican. The worksheets and sketches
became soggy but our spirits were high.
“The wind lashed at our faces as the walls
towered over us’”
Jago L

“It was tall, rigid and mysterious. I found it
awesome and epic but I did not like it when
my clothes got soaked’”
Harry J

We drove down to Kimmeridge Bay and
spent some time looking for fossils in the
cliffs before returning to the campsite for
our evening meal. Although it was still
wet and some of the tents sagged and let
in water, everyone seemed to have a good
night’s sleep.
“It was tons of fun searching for prehistoric
fossils. By the time we left I had found four”
Tabitha R

“Kimmeridge Bay was an awesome place to
find fossils as the sea spray hit our faces”
Oliver G-L

The next day the skies had cleared …
“It was a shock to wake up to the blinding
sun shining into the tent after the torrential
rain last night”
Zoe C

We went to Lulworth Cove, then after
a brief talk by one of the rangers we
walked to see the amazing coastal features;
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“The sun shone brightly across us all.
The sand burned our feet to smithereens as
the legendary Durdle Door stood out above
us as we skimmed stones and buried each
other in the shingle”

Skye T

We left the farm with the windscreen
wipers on!

Theo Mc

After our walk back to the bus and
a delicious ice-cream we all drove to
Studland and trekked off to see Old Harry
and his Wife, a headland formation, where
we could see the Isle of Wight. We got
back to the farm in time to play virus or
40/40 in the woods.
“Playing tag in the woods and listening to
ghost stories around the campfire”

“The Tank Museum at Bovington was
awesome, they had five Tiger tanks.
They were really big.”
Toby W

“We got to go inside some of the tanks.
The man showed us what kind of equipment
they used and told us how fast they went.
We then went through to see the trenches
and find out about the war heroes”
Aggie P

Herbie H

“The woods in the day, were full of exciting
things but at night…”
Lexy M

“The cold air nipped at my frozen toes.
Transparent drops of silvery rain were dotted

After a very suitable lunch at the museum,
we headed back to school and a wellearned rest for the weekend. We had had
a great few days. Many thanks to everyone
for making it so special.
JSSM
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Chepstow Castle and Tintern Abbey
In History Year 6 study both castle
development and monasteries, so
the trip to visit both Chepstow
Castle and Tintern Abbey was
perfectly pitched.
At Chepstow the children looked
at the stunning setting of the castle
and worked out why it was built
in such a prominent position.
The history of the castle goes back
to William the Conqueror, and it
was passed on to loyal followers
of subsequent Norman and
Plantagenet kings throughout the
Middle Ages. The development
of the castle happened at various
stages, each resulting in new
fortifications and defensive features.

The Wipers
Times at The
Everyman Theatre,
Cheltenham
The Year 8s went on a theatre trip
to watch the play The Wipers Times
which tells the true story of the satirical
newspaper that was created during the
Battle of the Somme. The children then
wrote to Mr MacIntosh...
Dear Mr MacIntosh
I am writing to say what I thought of the
theatre trip yesterday. I had a wonderful
time. It was a really exciting production
and it taught me a lot about what it would
be like to be in the war and how miserable
it was.

Mr Waters took along his own
longbow to help show how effective it would have been when defending the castle
against the enemy.

I thought all the actors had been directed
very well and their stage movement was very
relaxed and natural. I loved the way that
they played with words to make the songs
and poems, including all the bad jokes.

At Tintern they looked at certain
buildings that the monks would
have used during the course of their
day, starting with the staircase which
they climbed to attend midnight
mass. There were also lots of good
opportunities to draw some of the
abbey’s fantastic surviving features such
as the arched windows and doorways.
What a fun and informative day out.

I especially liked Captain Roberts. I thought
he was very funny. I did not understand
some of the jokes but everyone in the
audience was laughing so I thought the
jokes must have been good. The stage set was
really good and when the newspaper staff
were making advertisements or working on
the newspaper there were people acting it
out at the back of the stage.

JSSM

I really enjoyed the production.
Thank you very much.
Hermione B
Year 8
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Year 8 Scholars trip to War Horse
At Bristol Hippodrome – Thursday 2nd November
I absolutely loved this production and really recommend it to anyone who has not seen it
already. A few of us had seen the production before but we all agreed that on the second
time of watching, there was much more that you took in.
It was really interesting to watch the performers hard at work behind their puppets and
I admired their skill. It must have been exhausting for them and they would have had
to rehearse a lot. After a while you completely forgot that you are watching puppets and
believe 100% that they are animals you are watching. It is as if your brain is playing tricks
on you!
My favourite bit of the play was when a massive tank rolled onto the stage with four
actors under it. The lighting and sounds accompanying the tank were incredible and
made us all jump out of our seats.
The horror of life in the trenches and war is captured in this play by showing a list of
names of the men who died in them. The names were set against the backdrop of the live
performance. It was very moving.
Jake H
Year 8

Year 4 trip to The Wilderness Centre
When we arrived, Mr Holmes read out
which group we were in and he said,
“It does not matter which group you
are in because the point of the day is to
make new friends.”
As part of our first activity we were
given head torches and we had to crawl
from tunnel to tunnel in the dark. I was
anxious at the start but after Amelia and
I did it once, I wanted to do it again
and again.
After lunch we did a bit of indoor rock
climbing. We had spotters so that we
did not fall down on the hard ground.
The next activity was archery. Sarah our
instructor explained to us how to line
up the bow and how to aim.

World Of
Work Day
Years 5 to 8 relished hearing a
number of short talks by parents
and members of the Beaudesert
community as part of the school’s
‘World of Work’ day. While the
initiative highlighted the important
role technology is playing in the
ever-changing working landscape,
the aim of the day was also to develop
the children’s understanding of how
specific skills, qualities and attributes
which can be developed at school
can play a really important part
in their future careers.
Years 5 and 6 were very engaged in
talks by Ms Clare Thomas about
her previous career in the BBC,
Mr Thomson on what life’s like for
a vicar, Mr Edmonds about being a
career property developer, and Mr
Hunt about his job as a surgeon.
Years 7 and 8 were also treated to
some valuable insights into a wide
variety of ways to make a living. Mrs
Binns spoke about having a career in
politics, Mr Mansell opened the door
on being a charity entrepreneur, while
Mr Skarda spoke enthusiastically
about his career as a naval architect
and enthused the children with
thoughts of the opportunities that
could await in
the world of engineering.
To round off, Mr Graham and Miss
Livingstone spoke in some depth
about their company Y Combinator,
programming and ‘Start ups’.
LR

Our last activity was fire making. Sarah gave us each some cotton wool, flint and steel and
after a few goes my cotton wool was alight. We ended our fire-making activity cooking
marshmallows over the fire. I was lucky as I cooked and ate three marshmallows!
Then it was the end of the day and time to go home. I really enjoyed the Wilderness
Centre and I cannot wait to go back again.
Saskia R and Amelia O
Year 4
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Declamations

The great thing about the Declamations
competition is that everyone wins: in
learning a poem by heart and getting to
know it.

Martha M (Year 3 winner) – ‘The Dentist
and the Crocodile’ by Roald Dahl
Highly Commended – Lolly W and
Eleanor W

RT

A year passes and, before you know it, the
pupils are plunged back into the challenge
of Declamations! And challenge it is: to
learn the words of a piece of verse and then
speak them in front of any ever-increasing
audience, showing that you understand
the subtleties, drama and meaning of the
poem is a challenge.
We were lucky enough to have Alice
Jolley, novelist, playwright, memoirist and
current parent to adjudicate.
In Year 5, Honor F’s composed recitation
of ‘Home Thoughts from Abroad’ by Robert
Browning conveyed a palpable sense of
wonder which proved to hold the judge in
its thrall.

On an altogether lighter note, the Junior
Declamation Competition provided a feast
of poetry for parents, staff and pupils in
Years 3 and 4. Armed with only the power
of poetry, the finalists managed to lead the
audience on a journey of laughter, sadness
and fun with poems on themes as diverse
as: hot chocolate, tigers, and a granny in a
computer!

MP
(Head of English Year 3 - 5)

Book tokens were given out to the winners
by Mr Womersley, with every finalist
awarded a certificate for their endeavour.

Women in Engineering
Eight Year 7 girls went to Malvern School to
take part in an engineering activity organised
by Dyson, to coincide with International
Women in Engineering Day and to promote
engineering as an exciting career choice.
The afternoon was led by an inspiring
female engineer who worked for Dyson.
She delivered a thought-provoking
presentation explaining what engineering
actually is, and the qualities an engineer
needs. The most important of these turns
out to be a critical mind that wants to solve
problems. The girls learnt that engineers
think differently, make hundreds of mistakes
and are always inventing!

It was Oliver R’s performance of ‘Dulce
et Decorum Est’ by Wilfred Owen that
won as he captured some of the broken,
stumbling rhythms and the bitterness of
the message very powerfully.

All that remained then was to choose one
of these worthy winners as the Champion
of Champions for 2018. That honour fell,
justly, to Jake.

As always, it was a pleasure and a privilege
to adjudicate this special celebration of
poetry.

I spoke to the children about having the
courage to overcome fear and nerves and
discovering that you can fly; I was ably
assisted by a snake and a tortoise!

It was the passionate depths of Dylan
Thomas’s ‘Do not go Gentle into that Good
Night’ mined so successfully by Archie T
that caught Ms Jolley’s attention.

From Year 8, we enjoyed some classics,
some humour, some nonsense and some
Shakespeare. The final judgement went
to Jake H and his rendition of ‘Bat’ by
D.H. Lawrence. He managed to capture
the initial dreaminess of an Italian evening
before conveying the fear and horror of
these flying mammals.

Ellis R (Year 4 winner) – ‘Tiger’ A.D Hope
Highly Commended – George L

The girls then teamed up with girls from different schools to work on the design
and build of products which solve problems. Their inventions ranged from
‘hairdryers’ which could reach the back of your head to both wash and dry it more
easily, to dog grooming brushes that washed, dried and collected the hair in one go.
The day focussed on the achievements of female engineers, engineering
opportunities and aims to inspire students to consider the industry as a career
choice.
JB
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Year 8 visit a Gloucester mosque
All the Year 8 students piled into the awaiting
minibuses and sat tight for the drive to the
Masjid-E-Noor mosque in Gloucester. When we
arrived, there was a strong sense of surprise due
to the appearance of the mosque. We expected
to see a far grander temple-like structure.
However, it was an ordinary looking building,
albeit with a dome on top and an amazing glass
fronted exterior wall.  
When we entered we were asked to remove our
shoes to maintain the spiritual cleanliness of
the mosque. We were given a quick tour of the
mosque including the washroom where they
perform Wudu (a washing ceremony),
the main prayer room, and the remaining
preaching rooms.  
As we entered one of the preaching rooms we saw that it was bare except for a
spectacular carpet with a pattern that gave the impression of rows of individual
prayer mats all facing Mecca. This is where we were given an informative talk about
the Islamic faith led by the very engaging Iman Hassan.
The talk having concluded, we were brought down to the main prayer room and
shown the way in which the Iman would lead a prayer session.
All in all, this was a fascinating and worthwhile outing which helped us to develop
an understanding of a different religion. I was very pleased to have been given the
opportunity to go on this outing.
Mungo S
Year 8

Girls’ Lacrosse
Our Year 7’s had their first
taste of lacrosse in September.
They had lessons during PE
learning the basics which they
then used in their matches.
They all got to play a fixture
against St Hugh’s. To watch the
match from the side lines it was
very clear we were a bit nervous
and apprehensive as St Hugh’s
scored a few quick goals. However, we were also quick to adjust. Very soon we were
running with the ball with real determination, ‘checking’ St Hugh’s successfully to
steal the ball back and scoring goals. The progress they made, not just in the match,
was fantastic to see. A group of girls were also selected to go to Malvern St James for a
lacrosse taster day as well as match play. Once again, our girls did incredibly well and
had a great day out.

LS
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Year 5 visit
SS Great Britain

Year 5 visited the SS Great Britain in
Bristol. This ship was the first steamship
to sail across the Atlantic Ocean.
It measures 987 metres long and is almost
10 metres high. She was designed by the
famous civil engineer Isambard Kingdom
Brunel. We learned that rivets were used
to keep the metal together.
We first went to look at the hull. It was
very interesting to see the first ever steam
engine. The ship also had sails so it would
not use too much coal because in the
19th century coal was expensive. It could
carry up to 600 passengers, 63 sheep and
also 100 goats and 1000 chickens and
turkeys.
We scrubbed the deck and then ran to see
the wheel. Mr Waters told us about how
the poor orphans (Nine to 10 year old
boys) would run up and down the boat
sending messages to the helmsman.
These boys were called ‘nippers’.
Without them the helmsman would
not know which way to go.
Next we went to see what being a first
class passenger was like and how they
were treated. They had fresh meat every
day but they had to pay if they wanted
to have some champagne or wine.
Afterwards we had to pretend to be part
of the opening ceremony of the ship.
We all dressed up as different characters
from the 19th century.
I had a really fun trip and I would
definitely recommend you visit the
SS Great Britain.
Indigo B
Year 5
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‘Lightfooted through the Lakes’: the 2018 Beaudesert Trundle
participant. It was therefore interesting
to note the expressions on the team’s faces
as they teetered up the rock towards the
summit.
And what a summit! There are few
occasions when one can enjoy one of those
crystal-clear mountain days. Sunday was
one such: the views in every direction were
spectacular for their clarity.

After the issue of many kit lists and several
kit checks, the group were ready to go.
The journey north, did take rather a
long time but, on Friday afternoon, the
group shouldered their packs just north of
Grasmere and set off into the wilds.

All weary and weathered, we went on down
to the Setmabanning Campsite. With the
benefit of a hot shower, the team settled
down again in the warmer, flatter grassy
field and, thankfully, when the time came
to sleep, they did.

A steady climb led us up to Grisedale Tarn:
the site of our first night’s camp. The tents
were soon pitched at the eastern edge of the
lake and, after a briefing on the finer points
of purifying water and ‘leaving no trace’,
the stoves were soon lit and supper was
underway.

Democracy had flexed its muscles for
Sunday: by majority verdict, the group
decided to attempt an ascent of Sharp Edge
on Blencathra, a graded scramble nearby.
Carrying just the necessaries for the day, we
followed the well-worn route up to Scales
Tarn, for a bit of paddling, and then on to
the edge itself.

As the sun dropped, so did the temperature,
persuading the team to seek the sanctuary
and relative warmth of their tents.
Predictably, the night was not especially
restful due to the near-ceaseless chatter.
Saturday dawned rather grey and chilly –
ideal conditions for walking – and, as soon
as breakfast was eaten by most, the tents
struck and packs shouldered once more, we
were off.

Scrambling requires you to use both your
feet and your hands. It is enormous fun
and can be a useful staging post on the way
to full-blown mountaineering; but it can
also be dangerous and test the nerve of any

That was the end of the adventure in the
mountains. Yes, there was the obligatory
trip to the gingerbread shop in Grasmere
and a celebratory ice cream, but all that
really remained was to get home safely and
there bask in a really well-earned sense of
achievement.
Many congratulations go to Harry Ahearne,
George Beattie, Teo Burton, Jack Cooper,
Daniel Keegan, Jamie Edmonston,
Freddie Fawcett, Jake Holloway, Johnny
McLaughlan, Joe Raphael, Mungo Schmidt
and Robbie Slatter; an extra-special
mention must be made for Minnie GaltonFenzi, the only girl in the group, whose
determination to take part was exemplary.
We all pity those who, for whatever reason,
decided not to take part – they missed out
on a spectacular adventure.
As ever, the whole trip would not be
possible without the patience, sense and
expertise of Miss Smith and Mr Waters, and
for the driving stamina and unfailing good
humour of Mr Burns. Many, many thanks
to you all!
RT

The route headed northwards and took us
over Dollywagon Pike, Helvellyn, Helvellyn
Lower Man, Whiteside, Raise, Stybarrow
Dodd, Watson’s Dodd and, finally, Great
Dodd. In all, we tallied
693 metres of ascent on that day.
We descended through the bogginess of
Mosedale and finally met up with the
Old Carriage Road and Mr Burns.
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Visit to Forest Green Rovers football club

On Tuesday March 6th our Year 7 Science
set went to visit Forest Green Rovers.
We know what you are thinking, why are
they going to a football club? Well, FGR is
well known to be a football club that uses
renewable energy. This is when you use
wind, solar, geothermal, waves etc to make
electricity, not fossil fuels like coal, natural
gas and oil which give off greenhouse gases,
like carbon dioxide so they are bad for the
environment. We had been learning about
this in Science.
We met Phil, the Vice Chairman, who
showed us around. We first saw the gym
and talked with the coaches of the academy
players who explained their fitness routines.
Lots of the players were flexing their muscles
and working out to improve their stamina
and agility. Then we met Emma the chef
and learnt about a vegan diet. This is when
you do not eat anything to do with animals,
including honey! We thought the chef was
wonderful, full of energy and very funny.
Did you know FGR is the only vegan
football club in the world?

Museum in the Park

We then went outside and stood on the
pitch. They do not use any pesticides on the
turf - it is organic. We saw the special lights
at ground level which were solar-powered.
They shine onto the pitch sometimes when
it is cold to encourage the grass to grow,
(we revised our photosynthesis knowledge).
On the side of the pitch was a huge metal
cylinder thing and we wondered what it was.
It had tubes connected to it with holes in
so when it rains water can be collected and
stored and then sprinkled on the pitch when
needed, reusing the rain water. They have
a solar-powered robot lawnmower.
How cool is that! We saw the big solar panels
on the roof to harness the sun’s energy, and
the charging stations were explained to us
which anyone can use if they have an
electric car.
A lot of this electricity comes from wind
power. Did you know they recycle 95 to
99% of their rubbish, WOW! That is
amazing. We saw the compacter machine
that squashes all the rubbish. They do not
use plastic cutlery, cups, etc for any of their
takeaway food. They believe in sustainability
and are so into helping the world. FIFA have
called them the greenest football club in the
world and it is so close to our school!

We did not know much about the
play, other than it was supposed to be
quite funny and also that it was a
farce. We had done some work on
Commedia dell’ Arte, so we knew a
bit about slapstick but none of us has
watched a full play that had lots of this
sort of humour in it.
We knew it was going to be a different
sort of play from the moment we got
into the theatre, as one of the actors
was saying that he had lost his dog
and we all had to look for it under our
seats.
The whole play was a bit crazy and
the pace of it got faster and faster as it
went on. Towards the end, you start to
anticipate what was going to go wrong.
My favourite bit was when all of the set
completely collapsed!
Molly S-M
Year 7

We trotted away to the minibus and had
learnt a lot of Science and football.
Thank you Mrs Butterworth for a fab time.
Lyra O and Edie G
Year 7

The whole of Year 5 went to The Museum in the Park in Stroud.
There they were immersed in the history of the area including local
industry and the impact of the development of canals here which
opened up new trade routes by linking the River Severn with the
River Thames. The museum’s wonderful arrangement of paintings
helped explain how railways also made a huge impact on the area
and the countryside. An actor helped bring history to life by
playing the part, firstly of George Hill, a weaver in one of the
mills who was working hard for little reward, and then secondly, of
Mr John Playne, the owner of Dunkirk Mill, who had bought the
mill in 1815 and was commissioned to produce 100 miles of the
famous ‘Stroud Scarlet’ for the British Army uniforms. It was a
great trip, with masses of fascinating information to absorb in a
short space of time.
JSSM
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Activities

Bushcraft
I love bushcraft because you learn so much
about the wilderness and the world of
survival. I am with two of my good friends
and Mr Tiley who is very encouraging and
teaches you extremely well. I think that it is
a wonderful way to spend an afternoon and
great skill to have.

Ballet

Oliver R
Year 7

Ray Mears introduced me and my two sons to bushcraft during a family weekend in
the Ashdown Forest. His central tenet was, then as now, ‘Carry less by knowing more.’
Although it was only a weekend, it sowed the seed of my interest in this activity and
prompted me to earn my ‘ticket’ as a qualified bushcraft instructor at the end of a long
year of hard work and living in the woods.
It is easy to get bogged down in the lists of kit, what to wear and what to carry and so,
like the great man himself, I have always tried to stick to the idea of carrying less by
knowing more. This, in itself, has been a pleasure: a healthy knowledge of trees and
bushes, tracks and techniques has brought me closer to the environment around me
and, crucially, has fostered a deep respect for it.
It is this that we try and cultivate during the bushcraft activity sessions. One will never
know everything within, say, a term but if an interest is sparked in that term which
leads to a further pursuit of knowledge and practice, then it will have been successful.
I suppose the ultimate aim will be to run a weekend, much as we used to, in a wood
where all the skills and knowledge can be applied for real. That, more than anything
else, will ensure that the interest in this fantastic and absorbing activity will continue.
RT
NCFE Level 3 Bushcraft Instructor

Polo
Polo this year has not been helped by the
weather! Beaudesert had lined up two great
teams for the annual SUPA (Schools and
University Polo Association) arena polo
tournament at Rugby Polo Club in March.
Annoyingly the “Beast from the East” stopped
play which was really disappointing especially
as we had high hopes of success. In May, we had more luck with the weather and went
to the SUPA tournament in Berkshire. This time we had a lovely sunny day. The team
of Lucy McLaughlin, Jemima Walker, Robbie Slatter and Bel M fought hard in all their
chukkas winning three out of the four we played, finishing second overall. It was a fun
day out and we all hope that polo will continue to thrive at Beaudesert next year.
Robbie S
Year 8

The Principle of Ballyhoo Dance and
Theatre School known to the children
as Miss Heidi, has been teaching ballet
at Beaudesert for nearly 3 years.
Her extensive experience makes her
classes very imaginative, which helps to
keep the smaller children enthused and
engaged. However, most importantly,
the classes will never lose the fun!
For the early years she starts to
encourage strength, posture, rhythm
and musicality. This in turn encourages
a sense of performance.
As the children get older from Years
1, 2, 3 and 4 they can take exams in
the ISTD syllabus – this encourages
discipline, hard work and a terrific
sense of achievement. During the
summer term Miss Heidi started
teaching a group of Year 7 children
contemporary/jazz dance during their
activity time. This form of creativity
incorporates some ballet technique with
a more modern style using music that
appeals to their age, and has proved
extremely popular.
HH

Editor’s note: At the end of the SUPA tournament Robbie received the prize for the
‘Most Valuable Player’.
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Sailing

Judo
Thank you to all the 2017-2018 lesson
captains below;
Year 1: H Breitmeyer & O Holmes
Year 2: B Ratcliffe
Year 3: L Pridmore & O Bullock
Year 4-8: E Chadwick & C Chadwick

We have had another great summer of
sailing with eleven children gaining their
Stage 2 RYA sailing qualification and six
gaining Level 1. The weather was warm
but the consistency of wind was a little
erratic. One day, all the children capsized,
much to their delight. On others, the
wind was barely there, but this gave them
excellent time to hone their technical
skills. I have been so impressed with the
determination of the all the children
and their behaviour has been fantastic.
They have sailed solo but also in pairs and
it has been great to see them help each
other in rigging the boats but also bringing
them in. Sailing seems to bring out the
best in the children and it has been a
pleasure to take this activity.
JH

iPad Animation

iPad animation is one of my favourite
activities. I normally make animations
with Match Attack cards and Lego.
The animation that I made with Seb,
Charlie and Casper was fun – we used
a Lego plane and two trucks and our
background was an airport. We have
a great teacher, Mr Holmes, which
makes the activity even better.
George L
Year 4
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Very well done to all the Beaudesert judo
players who entered the Team competition
below in which players were randomly
placed into numerous teams who then
competed against each other throughout
the day.
Beaudesert players results from
the mixed league team
completion held at Cricklade
Manor.
Champions & Gold
Medalist Team
C Chadwick
F Sturdy
Second place & Silver
Medalist Team
W Sturdy
M Fieldhouse
R Baalack
H Wood

3rd Bronze Medallist Team
F Turner
M Slater
T Baalack
4th Bronze Medallist Team
O Mitchell
B Ratcliffe
5th place
O Wilkes
W Edmonds
6th place
H Van Niekerk
Mark Maidment
5th Dan
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Fencing

Golf
Golf is a brilliant activity for
anyone who likes this sport.
After mini-break we get our golf
clubs and go down to the mini
buses. We then make our way
to the Minchinhampton Golf
Club (New Course) and we
start doing our activities – this
could be putting, chipping or
bunker shots. On rainy days
we go to the covered driving
range. We also have a chance
to use the simulator where we
hit golf shots into a big sheet.
Sometimes we have competitions. If you win a competition you get a point and
whoever has the most points at the end of the year will win a special prize.
A big thank you to Mr Russell and Mr Curr for taking this wonderful activity.
Roddy M
Year 5

Knitting
Knitting is a fun and calm activity.
This activity gets everyone feeling relaxed
and happy. If you do not know how to
knit, Madam Lincoln will get you going
in a jiffy and the others will support you.
If you do not want to knit you can always
make some pom-poms. We sometimes
take turns in choosing music. It is always
lovely doing knitting as we have some
lovely chats while we knit.
Eliza F
Year 5

Horse Riding
I adore the horse riding activity because I get to be with horses. We are placed into
groups with riders of the same skill and ride at Barton End Stables. The yard is
great because they teach you how to control a horse correctly. My favourite thing to
do is to have gymkhana which is a competition where you have to race other people
on horses and do something at the same time – for example going in and out of
cones.
We get to walk, trot and canter. We often jump over poles when we are trotting
or cantering. I love trotting and cantering with no reins – this is quite a skill.
This activity is lots of fun.
Tabitha R
Year 6

Fencing at Beaudesert Park continues to
be a popular activity. With a new group
of enthusiastic pupils joining our regular
squad, we have a strong contingent from
which to select our teams.
In November our team of Zoe C, Oliver
G-L, Toby W, William H and Amélie W
took the short trip to Nailsworth. Despite
some close score lines, the Beaudesert
quintet proved that they had the edge at
the crucial moments and ran out strong
winners.
In January, the team travelled to Wycliffe
for a team challenge event that saw ten
junior teams meet to do battle. In their
pool they met teams from Thornbury and
Wycliffe Junior Club. With one win and
one defeat our squad was placed second in
the group. They worked very well as a team,
being very supportive in each and every
fight.
In the summer term, our Year 4 pupils have
the opportunity to experience the sport.
With a mix of experience, the group are a
pleasure to work with. With the emphasis
on learning through fun, they have
developed a good knowledge of the game
and are starting to progress well, both as
individuals and as a group.
With this very enthusiastic group I
am confident the future of fencing at
Beaudesert is in good hands.
Shaun Garley
Coach
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Year 3
Our Trip to the Deer and Bird Park
First of all I went down the path and
it was mad! There were doves, geese,
ducks and definitely lots of peacocks.
I even saw a little duckling and it was
lots of fun feeding them. We also
saw a Wendy house then I fed a baby
deer by hand. It was so nice. Melanie
showed us a chick and a duckling.
At the end we went to the shop and
we got some gifts (lucky us!)
Ted G

OZY S

Our Visit to Chedworth Villa
Some interesting facts I learnt:1. Roman baths – the Roman
baths had lots of sections. First
you put on your wooden clogs,
next you get covered
in oil and you can have a
massage.
Then you get into a hot, hot tub.
Afterwards you go into a freezing
room. Finally you can jump in or
step into a cold pool.
2. The Roman jugs were very weird looking. They were transported by placing them into
sand on a boat.
3. The Roman gardens were separated. The upper garden was much smarter and the
lower garden was more like a family garden.
Doug M

What is the Sun?
The sun is like a glowing amber
badge pinned to a blue school
uniform.
It is an enormous tangerine in a
Mediterranean fruit bowl.
A freshly opened bud of a daffodil
dancing in the breeze.
An explosion of deep cerise cherry
juice that has stained the table cloth.
It is like a tangled ball of orange wool
that a cat has batted into the sky.
The sun is like a luminous yellow
tennis ball zipping across the net at a
Wimbledon final.
Libby F

The Magic Box
I will put in my box …
Music from the Alta Escuela blasting around the tent,
The misty tent in front of me,
The velvet flowery perfume wafting from my mummy’s wagon
The salty chips as salty as the sea.
The glimmering stars silently swishing bright in the sky.
My box is made from gold and silver and it is lined with
dinosaur skin and gold leather.
I shall swim to the other side of the world and ride on great blue whales.
Red Gi
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The Year 3 Production of
The Tales of Beatrix Potter
Peter Rabbit

Tale of Tom Kitten

I really enjoyed doing Peter
Rabbit because it was fun.
My favourite bit was when
Peter got chased by Mr
McGregor round the garden.
At the start it was a little nerve
-racking but then I got used to
it after a little while. After the
play I was quite relieved that
we all managed to get through
all four plays.
Agatha R

Jemima
Puddleduck

The Tale of Jeremy
Fisher

Our play was Jemima Puddle-Duck. We all
really enjoyed it because we got to work
together as a class and perform a dance.
My favourite bit was when we placed the
twigs onto the ground to make Jemima’s
nest. The funniest part was when the dogs
were chasing the fox.

Our class acted out a wonderful
performance of Beatrix Potter story called
‘The Tale of Jeremy Fisher’. We had lovely
parts, like the elegant Kingfisher or the
cheeky Water Beetle. We had wonderful
costumes made by Flavia, the school
costume maker. The play was such fun.

Each class told a story by Beatrix Potter. 3N
told the story of the Tale of Tom Kitten with
a few extra characters from Squirrel Nutkin.
I was Squirrel Nutkin. My costume was a
ragged jumper, ragged trousers, a furry tail
and big ears. I felt giggly and excited all at
the same time. I liked popping my head
up from behind the wall. I also like singing
the song. My favourite moment from all
the plays was the rabbit dance, the squirrel
jokes and when the dogs nipped the fox’s
bottom. I also liked it when the trout was
attempting to eat Jeremy Fisher. It has been
good doing the play. I wish I could do it all
over again.

Emilie W

Sofia Z

Max R

Dear Mr Collins
Yesterday at my school we had a talk by Jo Ruxton who is the founder of ‘The Plastic Ocean Foundation’. She showed us clips from
her film and I am worried about it. I went shopping with my mum today at Waitrose, Malmesbury and I said to her, “We must not
buy any plastic.” But when we started shopping I realised that almost everything in your shop has plastic on it and it was impossible
for us to buy the things we needed for supper without buying plastic. I said to my mum that we will have to shop at the farm shop.
Please can you watch the film ‘Plastic Ocean Documentary’ and please tell me how you are going to stop using plastic. I hope all
school children will see this film. I do not want any more sea creatures to die or be poisoned and I am worried that we will run out
of space because of all the plastic by the time I am older.
Harry D-P
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Pre-prep

Prizegiving Speech by Head of Pre-prep
Backhouse said “I’d like to go and see the
Terracotta Army”, and the reply from a
little girl in Year 2 was “I’d like to go and
see Zac Effron one day…”
We need to remember that children are
children, and they still think like children.
They are not little adults.
Let us remember there is no need for
children to grow up so fast.
To remind myself of everything that has
happened over the school year, I spent a
very enjoyable evening last week reading
all the Banters of the year - my goodness
what a lot has happened and what an
amazing amount has been achieved.

G

ood afternoon and welcome to
Pre-prep Prizegiving.

A lot has happened over the past year,
marking tremendous achievement in every
facet of school life: academic success,
the arts, charity work, music, sport,
curriculum development, extracurricular
activities, outings, special events and visits.
As always, the year has been brim-full with
opportunities and wonderful experiences
and absolutely every child has responded
positively to the challenges they have
faced and in doing so they have achieved
extraordinary things.
Each and every child in front of me is
successful and it matters not one iota
whether that success lies in the field of
drama, art, music, sport or academia. Our
job is to find that special something within
the child: nurture it, foster it, stimulate
it, boost it ... and that child’s self-image
burgeons and eventually comes to fruition.
In order to thrive, young children need
healthy food, shelter, and plenty of positive
interactions with the people who love
them. They benefit from being talked to,

read to, and played with. Children learn
best from hands-on, creative play. They
also need time outside and with nature.
These early experiences build important
life skills like creativity, compassion,
curiosity, and constructive problem
solving.
It is all too easy to sit a child down in
front of an iPad, or TV, to give them your
phone to play on, and in the fast changing
world we live in, and with the increasingly
popular three parent family: mum, dad
and electronic media, we have to ensure we
do not confuse children’s interest in what is
actually in their best interests. It is during
the Pre-prep years that the frontal lobe
in children should grow and that is solely
down to you as parents and us as teachers.
Research actually says that children under
2 should have no screen time at all, and
3-5 year olds should be no more than
one hour per day. We have moved on but
have our children? No! We must be more
mindful to keep children in that bubble of
childhood for as long as possible.
Children make us laugh every day. Mrs
Price was speaking to a group of children
about the Terracotta Army, to which Mrs

Numerous events have taken place
throughout the year.
In the autumn term Years 1 and 2 joined
the Prep school for Harvest, bringing
in food for Stroud Food Bank. Early
Years had their own assembly and made
pumpkin soup. We raised £827 on Jeans
for Genes Day. Year 2 welcomed Stroud
Water Textiles and learnt about feltmaking. Everyone dressed in spots and
stripes for Children in Need, and 2B
held a cake sale, raising £377, and the
teaching assistants hosted a Christmas
shopping afternoon, raising £1439 for
The James Hopkins Trust. The Pre-prep
School Council then visited the Trust to
meet the children and staff. We went to
the pantomime to see Peter Pan. Oh yes
we did! Nursery and Reception graced our
stage with their Nativity at Christmas,
performing ‘Angel Express’. This was
followed by the Pre-prep carol service,
and it has been lovely welcoming you
all to the class assemblies, seeing the
children perform throughout the year.
I am always amazed at the children’s ability
to learn their lines, stand up in front of an
audience this size, remember their routines
and songs, and pull off performances with
such energy and enthusiasm.
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recognise, respect, and appreciate all the
valuable skills, knowledge, and all the
positive qualities that James has instilled
onto us and to thank him for all his time
and efforts in shaping our school into
what it is today, with a happy family
atmosphere.

In November, we were inspected by the
Independent Schools Inspectorate and
were thrilled that Beaudesert was rated
‘excellent’ in both of the key outcomes
assessed. ‘Excellent’ is the highest
achievable grade for a school, and the two
key outcomes being assessed by the ISI
were ‘the quality of pupils’ academic and
other achievements’, and ‘the quality of
pupils’ development’ – both core to
our all-round approach to education.
It is fantastic that these achievements have
been recognised in this way, and a fitting
testament to the consistently impressive
dedication and enthusiasm displayed by
the whole school community here, across
staff, pupils and parents.
The spring term always seems to fly by.
The Pre-prep hall was filled with books
during Bookfair week, raising £1412,
accumulating in Book Character Day,
raising a further £913 for Readathon.
The Year 1 play ‘Pirates versus Mermaids’
was a sellout. The children in Year 2
enjoyed a William Morris tile printing
workshop and to celebrate the end of their
topic about Mexico the children had a Day
of the Dead fiesta, with Mexican food, face
painting and piñatas. The Nursery blasted
off into space with their space topic, and
with lots of junk modelling they made
their own moon and balloon aliens.
Reception seems to have turned into
Animal Farm this year, with classroom
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visits from lambs, chicks, rabbits, guinea
pigs, chickens, and frogspawn; and two
weeks ago the children went to Slimbridge.
The children celebrated 100 days of
school this term bringing in 100 items
from home; the Year 2’s visited The
Wild Place Project which linked to their
wild and wonderful topic; the Year 2
musician’s concert was a great example of
the confidence the children demonstrate
– and individual music lessons are proving
the most popular ever this year with large
amounts of children taking up their first
instrument. We must not forget the very
lively and superb Year 2 play The Ugly
Duckling. The Year 1 children visited We
The Curious Science Museum in Bristol;
and celebrated Jamaica day last week.
The Nursery visited the Cotswold Farm
park; had a pirate party; lots of people
who help us visited, including: the police,
a nurse, a dentist, the catering staff;
The children visited the Cotswold Wildlife
Park; and even went on a cow hunt on the
Common with loo roll binoculars.
All in all a very busy year! All these
experiences have provided great
opportunities for children to increase their
confidence and I am proud of all they have
achieved.
James Womersley retires from Beaudesert
Park School, after 21 years. It gives me
great satisfaction to say that we must

At this time I recall the poem by P. B
Shelley titled Ozymandias. It talks about a
king who made monuments and statues of
himself. But as years passed by they were
all destroyed and buried in the vast endless
desert sands. Unlike this king some others
leave their legacy in hearts of people which
is never destroyed. Such a person has been
James. He has scripted enduring respect in
the hearts of all those who have come
in touch with him. Unlike buried
monuments of stone what he has authored
in our hearts will live on, especially in
the staff here and in the children. I know
James has always enjoyed his time in the
Pre-prep, but what have the children got
to say about him?
(Audiovisual clip)
You will notice there are quite a few
references to Mr. Womersley and the
piano…let me show you why. This is a
typical example of James reading the Preprep children a story at assembly:
(Audiovisual clip)
But as we all know, behind every great
man, there’s an even greater woman!
Fiona Womersley has been a tower of
strength. She has been invaluable, not only
pastorally for the children and staff, but
also in her role as Designated Safeguarding
Lead and Head of Girls. However, those
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thank you for all you have done for me
and I shall miss your support, friendship
and understanding very much indeed.

two official roles do not even touch on
what Fiona does. So what does she
actually do in the school in her role as
Mrs Womersley?
Fiona makes sure the lovely hand wash,
hand cream and room spray is always
available in the Ladies; She orders the
beautiful flowers that you see on arrival
in the school Reception; she organises
the Year 8 leavers’ hoodies; assists in
liaising where needed in the Year 8
Cornwall trip; hunts down sign writers
for the Honours Board; remembers to
send cards to children when they have
been unwell for a while; organises for the
display signs to go up for Open Morning;
works closely with the Autumn Charity
Fair Committee; liaises for all the school
uniform with Schooltogs; instigated
the Womersley dentist coming to fit
mouthguards for the children annually;
she has always been there checking the
carpets and windows are clean for the
start of term; remembering that the
wreath and appropriate flowers are done
for Remembrance Day; she has been
the driving force in revamping on many
occasions the website and keeping it
up-to-date – meeting regularly with the
catering staff, matrons and sisters and
boarding team; liaising with the gardeners
and touring the grounds, signage around
the school – the list behind the scenes
is endless as well as her energy and

dedication as a custodian of Beaudesert
Park for future generations!
All these words describe what Fiona
does…but where do we start with words
that actually describe her? I asked a few
colleagues and these are the words that
sprung up:
(Audiovisual clip)
Fiona really does have the kindest heart,
is incredibly caring, with high standards
to boot. Fiona, I would personally like to

James, you have formed a lasting
impression on the Pre-prep children, and
I would like to thank you for all your
support and advice which you have given
me during the last 10 years and present
you with your very own ‘Three little pigs’
picture, so you will hopefully never forget
the fun you have always had in the Preprep. I would like to wish you both all the
best for a long and happy retirement.
May I take this opportunity to wish you all
a very happy and relaxing summer holiday
and I look forward to seeing you all in
September.
KSEH
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The Nursery
People who Help us

Counting our teeth with Dr Greig.

Lollipop lady controlling the traffic.

Having a go in a real police car.

Practising how to bandage after Nurse
Deanna had given us a demonstration.

Playing with the small world dinosaur land.

Roaring dinosaurs in their cave.

Learning prepositions – putting the alien
in the correct place in relation to the flying
saucer.

Blasting off with jet packs.

Dinosaurs

Mysterious footprints appeared in
Nursery overnight!

Space

A painting of a spaceship blasting off.
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General Nursery fun!

Cutting fruit for snack time.

Printing with vegetables.

Mark-making his name in his Christmas
card to Mummy and Daddy.

Counting out the correct number of farm
animals to match the numeral.

Ordering Daddy Bear and his porridge
bowls by size.

Practising mouse control on the computer.

Playing counting games on the interactive
whiteboard.

Colour mixing with paint, food colouring
and pipettes.
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Reception
The Ugly Duckling
One spring day mummy duck was on her eggs. All the eggs hacht all igsept
for one! When it did people thort he lookt yglt. He ran away to a cottige thaqt
belongd to an old woman an she gave him
Two choisis he couldn’t choos so he flew away! Winter came and the ducking
froaz?
Catherine L-B

tom D-S

The Pirate Code
1. You try hard.
You do not try hard.
2. You are kind and helpful.
You are not kind and helpful.

Pond Life
How dus a tadpole groo? How dus a sticelbdack swim? Wot dus a frog eet?
Wot dus a duck eet? When will a tadpoll hach owt of an egg?
Imogen de H

3. You are gentle.
You are not gentle.
4. You are honest.
You are not honest
5. You listen well.
You do not listen.

Noah’s Ark – My Rainbow Promise

6. You look after things
You braik evree thining.

I promise to look arfter migh fish

Albie F

Zandi G
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Spider
Once upon a time there was a rabit
hoo had some baibees. One was a
spighd. The spighd sdartid to criying.
The spighd fownd that efree bode is
difroont he was hapee.
Alice B

How to be
a Pirate
1. Put smarite cloods on
2. Put up a black flag
3. Look for land with a teloascoop.
Sebastian M
ELOISE H

Mermaid
Once upon a time there was mermaid. The mermaid woke up and she was in a
bubble. Then she flotid to a swimng pall. She fawnd some fends
Flora M

Maravellous Me
I am special. I mae cacs with mum.
I help mum poot the ingreedeent in
the bol.
Rollo S-J

ARCHIE t
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Year 1

The Lighthouse
Keeper’s Lunch
Story

Saint George and the Dragon
Once there was a knight called George. One day when he was riding his horse he came
across a village. Everybody was scared. There was a dragon eating the maidens from the
village. George slayed the dragon to save the King’s daughter. After that George was
Saint George.
Connie E

Once there was a lighthouse keeper
called Mr Grinling. Every night
a ship would beep its horn to say
thank you for Mr Grinling’s light is
shining brightly. In the morning
Mr Grinling rowed in his rowing
boat out to the lighthouse. When he
gets there he polishes the light.
Every day Mrs Grinling makes a
delicious lunch for Mr Grinling but
one day the naughty seagulls took his
lunch.
“You pesky seagulls!” said Mr
Grinling.
On Thursday Mrs Grinling wrapped
a ribbon around the basket but
the seagulls picked the ribbon. On
Friday Mrs Grinling put mustard in
the sandwiches then….
“Yuk! Yuk! Yuk!” “Okay boys, let’s
fly somewhere else.”
Then Mrs Grinling could make
a normal lunch for Mr Grinling.
When he was waiting for his lunch
he saw the three naughty seagulls
eating a fisherman’s lunch.
Rafi N

MAX S

ISLA P
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A Postcard from
Bournemouth…
Dear Mummy,
I went to Bournemouth and went
to the Fudge Shop. The fudge was
delicious. I had rum and raisin
flavour. I went to Highcliffe Castle.
It was very very good. I saw lots of
old stuff even a chest and I looked
inside and I was rich! There was
jewels. I was so excited I took it!
Love from,
Lorcan W

Harry W

romy C

The Little Boat
EVIE W

A Hot Air Balloon Ride
Once upon a time I was walking along and I saw a hot air balloon. Me and Rose went
inside. We went into the hot air balloon. We landed in mermaid land. We met the boss
mermaid. Then I realised I was a mermaid!
Honor P
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A boy was on the beach. He
made a boat. He left it on the
sand. The tide came in and took
it away. An octopus curled round
the boat. Then a pufferfish came
and puffed it back on the shore.
Ben K
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Year 2
Princess Victoria
The Duke and Duchess of Kent set off to Germany. When they got there the Duchess
had a baby, the Duke called her Victoria. When Princess Victoria was eight months old
her father had a cold and died. Princess Victoria had nobody to play with so she played
with her wooden dolls and sometimes she played with her dog called Dash. Most of the
time Princess Victoria liked to dress her dog up with her dolls clothes. But she dressed
up her dolls too. King George IV was King and Princess Victoria was very fond of him.
One day King George said,”What is your favourite tune?” to Princess Victoria and she
said, “God Save our Gracious King.” King George IV was very happy so he gave her a
picture of himself with diamonds on the frame. Cousin Albert came from Germany and
they got married. Princess Victoria then became Queen of England.
Tahlia H

PHOEBE T R

chloe B

My Farmyard Experience
One sunny day on a farm in Amberley, Gloucestershire a brood of chickens were
clucking noisily in the pen. Farmer Bean and Mrs Bean were chicken farmers and
they were cruel and unkind. When the clucking was over it was very late so Farmer
Bean said to Mrs Bean, “It is the season that we eat chickens.” Mr and Mrs Bean
never washed and Mr Bean had a very long, grey beard and because Mr Bean never
washed his long grey beard had lots of old rotten small bits of food in it. Mrs Bean
was no better than her husband and she had a long warty nose, with a ginormous
wart on the bottom of her nostril which made it hard for her to breathe. When the
chickens told the chief cockerel that they heard Farmer and Mrs Bean telling each
other about making them into chicken pie they were very upset. The cockerel had
made friends with the cat and he had a plan. He explained the plan to the chickens.
So in the middle of the night the chickens listened to the cockerel. The cockerel told
the cat to creep into the farmer’s house at night to steal the keys and when the cat
was stealing the keys the chickens built a trap. In the morning Mr Bean was looking
for his keys so he went to the chicken pen, but the chickens had made their escape!
Charlie T
wilf E
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Working in a
Victorian Mill
My name is Mary and I work in the
mill. My day starts at 4:30am. The
master forces us up to wash our faces
outside with a pump. The pump is
cold so as soon as the water comes
out it turns to ice. All of us hug each
other to stay warm. For breakfast
we have water and bread and if we
are lucky we have porridge. My job
is to rub the wool together for the
whole day. It is not a nice job but I
can’t run away because I don’t want
to get caught. I do that every day but
I go to school for an hour a week,
I’m always looking forward to that!
On Sunday we go to church and if
we are lucky we can have some time
to play though we can only play if
we have time. At the end of the day
at eight o’clock we go to bed. It is a
very hard life.
Natasha B

The Ugly Duckling
On Friday the children in Year 2 performed ‘The Ugly Duckling’. The eggs lit up the
stage with their vibrant colours and spots and I was blown away with the acting. All the
actions were amazing especially in the songs. The costumes were fabulous, definitely the
bullfrog, he must have eaten a lot of burgers that day. They were brilliant. The funniest
part was the bullfrog and his froglets, they were so funny, especially the froglets’ jokes.
They were brilliant. I also liked the swans they were so slow and graceful but I just loved
everything, it was all brilliant. My favourite part was Tahlia doing her gymnastics.
Rupert S

The Menace Tiger
Once there was a tiger who lived at the zoo. The tiger was fed up. He said to himself,
“I’m off to the wild, and to my habitat.” So he navigated through the metal bars and
scrambled away into the wild. A zoo keeper saw the tiger running away and tried to catch
the tiger with his net. When he was running after tiger the keeper’s net hit a bees’ nest
and all the bees came buzzing after the poor zoo keeper! Then it started to rain, then
thunder, then lightning! Tiger said, “I need to find my habitat or else!” on his way he
saw a parrot. He said, “Do you know where the grassland is?” The parrot said, “Straight
ahead” and flew away. After four hours of running finally Tiger saw the grassland. He was
so glad because he was home.
sienna M
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Orphan Mary
Dear Diary
On Monday I was on a long and bumpy journey to the mill. It took me half an hour to
get there. I woke up with some strange girls they said,” Don’t worry we’re orphans just
like you.” On Tuesday I started working in the mill. I collapsed to the floor.
On Wednesday I was working under the machines and I got my finger stuck, it really
hurt. I was crying with pain. I was crying and crying. On Thursday I had porridge for
breakfast and bread and bacon for dinner. Sometimes we had tea as a special treat. I was
happy at last. I had food and clothes and new friends. This was my new home.
Roman S

Queen Victoria’s
Knickers
One day the footman sent a letter
to the gran which said. “The Queen
wants some knickers” “Oh my gosh,
I wonder what kind?” her children
said. Maybe the Queen could
wear tartan knickers or bagpipes
or balloon or silk or frills or lace
one. She wore her knickers to the
Parliament. She also had a secret
smile on her face!
Genevieve W

MEGAN F

IVO P

The Lonely Dragon
Once long ago there was a dragon with
no friends. This was weird because he was
very nice and he couldn’t breathe anything
from his mouth. People were very scared
of him. One day the dragon baked sponge
cake with icing on top. Only two people
became his friends. “Well two friends are
better than none,” said the dragon.
One day the friends had to go on holiday.
The dragon waited. A week passed, weeks
passed and the dragon was fed up.
He remembered that they said they were
going to London. He arrived in London
and he met his friends and they were
pleased to see him and he decided to
live with them.

Spring Time
A daffodil is one of the first to come
out in spring.
A beautiful waving yellow daffodil.
A fluffy lamb is smelling the
beautiful yellow daffodil.
A yellow chick is drinking from a
beautiful lake.
Lux G

Arthur L-B

HECTOR M
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Anthology
La Belle Dame Sans Merci
They painted my sleek neck all wrong.
All fat, I am disgusted
What were they thinking?
Belinda weighed a ton.
What had she eaten?
Her hair and dress were so long.
They kept getting in the way,
and are so itchy.
She is sitting on the saddle wrong.
She keeps telling me to stop then start.
Does she even know how to ride?
Robert is ridiculous.
What on earth is his armour and makeup meant to be?
Isn’t he meant to be a knight?
He made us stop a thousand times,
as if time did not matter.
All because he said he was ‘tired’
I have no idea what she sees in him!
Why not me? Beautiful me!

LEO
year 2

Anna W
Year 8

Informal Letter
To my darling Lucie
I hope to be able to write with good news but no,
life on Devil’s Island is a misery and the name is
an understatement. The guards parade round me
like an inconsequential piece of garbage. My hut
has a dirt floor and it reeks because they have never
cleaned it. There are still dead bodies staring at me;
tempting my inevitable fate.
My dearest I want you to know that my love and
passion for you strives within me with every passing
day, without fault. You and our two darlings are
what keep me alive every day. I want you to know
that I love you all and whatever happens to me will
not change that.
I hope to leave this place soon. To see you and our
wonderful children.
Love
Alfred
Freddie O
Year 8
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Forest Green Rovers v Luton Town
I had a great view of this match as I was a ball boy. The away fans were very noisy.
Luton were top of the table and they had the league’s top goal scorer (Danny
Hylton) in their squad. Forest Green were 23rd in the table (relegation zone) and
hoping to win. The first half went very quickly with a few shots for both keepers
to save when in extra time a Luton defender smashed the ball into the net (0-1).
In the 2nd half Stacey a Luton player got a red card for a horrific boot in the face
of Dan Wishart. Then the worst thing that could possibly happen, happened.
We had a throw in to our keeper who slipped and gifted Luton a goal. After lots
of pressure Forest Green could not get a goal back and the match ended 0-2.
Forest Green had pretty much equal possession and shots on target but sadly went
down to 24th in the table and Luton remained at the top.
Reuben P
FGR Ambassador, Year 7

On the Beach in Spring
What a lovely view it was from the tall strong lifeguard tower. The vivid blue sea splashed
everywhere whilst the people swam and played. Suddenly I heard a scream, it was a little
girl who was the furthest out and about to drown. I rushed down the ladder, got onto the
sand, dashed into the sea and swam as fast as I could. Just as I grabbed her, the lifeboat
came around. I went to catch the old boat but I missed. The current was strong, too
strong to hold back against. I was struggling and we were drifting. The boat was coming
back towards us, I felt relieved, “Hooray,” I shouted. Suddenly the boat ran out of fuel,
we needed help.
Wolfie H M
Year 4

EMI M
YEAR 6

Book Review
Title: Snakehead
Author: Anthony Horowitz
Rate: 4 ½ stars
Descriptive words: Exciting, surprising,
interesting and educational
Leave it to Anthony Horowitz to write
the most exciting and brave book of a
lifetime. Horowitz shows us the life of a
boy who is wanted in two agencies on the
opposite sides of the world. Alex Rider (a
secret agent working to bring down the
people smuggling Snakehead) discovers
that Snakehead, a criminal organisation
is smuggling people to different countries
in a container ship. Can Alex survive the
poison of the Snakehead?
I really enjoyed this book because it taught
me a lot about different countries and the
lives of different people.
Horowitz tells us a story of emotional
adventure and bravery. This is a totally
action-packed story.
Sophie T
Year 5

BARNEY R
YEAR 2
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Taggie
Taggie is my teddy and he brings back
memories. I love him with all my heart.
I take him with me wherever I go.
My daddy gave him to me the day
I was born. Every time I have been
happy he has been there and every time
I have been sad he has been there.
Archie R
Year 5

The Storm
Dark and scary,
Explosions of colour fly up to the sky.
The lightening dazzles you
Thunder torments you,
While both make your goose bumps
tingle.
The clouds as grey as elephants
Bursting with rain
Branches rip and tear in ferocious winds.
Screams echo through the alleys
Children hide under blankets
Clutching their teddies.
Waves rise like jumping horses
Water rages onto land
The tempest has arrived.
Freddie C
Year 7

Hermione, Year 8
(All Round Scholarship)

Contrast
I could hear the faint sound of the waterfall along with the magical smell of fresh grass.
The wind whispering in my ears. The birds chirping like flutes playing round me.
The trees letting beams of sun through onto the frosty ground. I could hear my feet as I
walked in the frost. A fox walked slowly past an old tree in front of me. He stared at me
and I stared back my eyes wide open, astonished at the sight my eyes brought to me.
I could hear my breath in the air, the silent, calm air.
I woke up to the murderous cry of a fox ringing in my ears. I could smell the dampness
of the air, it was cold, really cold. Bravely I got out of the tent looking for the fox, then
suddenly crack a branch dived to my feet, my heart thundered. I could see lots of funny
shapes in the moonlight, strange shapes, distorted shapes, shapes I did not recognise and
it scared me! I ran to my tent and sat there shivering in the darkness, my heart pounded
at any sound of movement.
I could not believe the wood had such different personalities.
FLORENCE F
Year 5
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Autumn

Year 6

And Then There Was Silence
Will had been driving since dawn. He’d only come out for lunch, and even then he
ate it in the car. His legs hurt, his brain was for all intents and purposes dead, and
so he promised to himself that he would not drive another car until the end of his
weekend in Scotland.
He wearily navigated a deserted single-lane road in the Highlands, heather and rock
out-crops all around. He admired the grand size of the lake down the steep slope
next to him, entranced by its contrasting flatness compared to the mountains all
around. He was so distracted with the lake however, combined with the fact that he
hadn’t seen a car in an hour that he missed the battered green and white Landrover
as it came around the corner. Its driver whoever it may have been, was a little more
awake, but still swerved, crashed in a cacophony of noise, and smashed into the lake.
Will braked as hard as he could, flung the door open and surveyed the sinking
car. No one had come out of it! He flicked his shoes off and climbed down as fast
as he could, pulling off his jumper as well. He jumped into the water, which was
cold enough to knock the breath out of his lungs. After gasping and thrashing for a
second, he calmed down. The car was sinking slowly because of the air inside, and
he could see the driver! He swam down as quickly as a shark, he grabbed the handle,
but it was jammed: he looked up at the driver. He was yelling, his seatbelt undone, a
bloody nose staining the water. The water had flowed in up to his head by now, but
he continued to scream.
Will’s ears hurt, he could hear the pounding of his heart; he realised that he had to
go up. As he swam up the car sank into the darkness. The driver’s yells and efforts to
release himself, faded.
He surfaced, took a deep breath, looked down into the lake. It was too late. He only
saw the white sink into the endless and unyielding darkness.
He swam back to the shore, half frozen, wondered this: what had he done? He saw
a few bubbles float up to the top, then popping innocently, the only thing betraying
the incident only two and a half minutes ago, in this peaceful yet indifferent
landscape. And then there was silence.

Crinkled leaves are scattered all
over the place
and are drenched with Autumn.
A carpet of blazing gold leaves
covering the wet damp floor.
Trees standing like soldiers being
stripped bare.
The rude blast of air is stripping
the golden leaves
of the trees.
White clouds turning grey as
winter comes.
Digby M
Year 4

Winter
A little robin sits in a tree
and does a little dance for me.
Slowly I get up from the ground
and have a little look around.
Suddenly a bit of snow falls
and the feeling of Winter calls.
as I lift my head to the winter stars
the snowflakes land gently on frosty cars.
The feeling of Autumn has gone fast
but the feeling of Winter is so very vast
there are Christmas trees at all the inns
As winter finally beings.
Sophie R
Year 4

Humble Dwelling
I wake up and see that cottage
the one that stands alone.
I wait and stare at the humble dwelling
for hours of the morning.
Nothing changes but the shadow I cast
upon it.
A shape above the door catches my eye.
A gentle breeze knocks the shape faintly
and makes a soothing sound.
What a way to spend my day.
But it’s time to move on
And give the moon a turn
To gaze at that beautiful cottage.
Rosie H
Year 5

Ollie C
Year 8
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Haiku
Frost
Shimmering in the sun
It crunches beneath your feet
Cold on my fingers.

Leaves
Vibrant green and brown
All different shapes and sizes
They lay on the ground.

Sun
High up in the sky
There is always something warm and
bright
That gives us long days.

Roots
Hidden in the ground
There are some huge hands
Which reach out to you.
Savannah O
Year 7

What I Want to be
When I am Older
I want to be a dog breeder when I am
older because I love dogs. My grandma
and grandpa have a puppy and he is a lot
of work. My mum’s friend is a dog breeder.
I would like to be at the dog show Crufts.
Jack H
Year 4

I want to be a vet, engineer, special effects
artist and a pilot. I want to be a pilot
because my uncle inspired me and it
sounds so cool. I want to be a vet because I
love dogs and cats as well as all animals.
Sofia W
Year 4

Ella, Year 8
(All Round Scholarship)

Hogarth’s Point of View – a recount
I dashed back home stumbling on the high crumbly rocks along the gloomy
dull lane in the darkness. I could see home from afar in the spooky distance.
While I ran and ran, I saw the glistening red door and charged in. I heard the
loud cheering football in the living room where Dad was slouching on his
favourite cream chair. “Dad, Dad I did it” yelled Hogarth. “Did what? I do not
understand” replied Dad puzzled. “The Iron Giant! I caught it. He’s in the trap”
screamed Hogarth. “Wow my son! You really did it. But how did you do it?”
Amelia O
Year 4

The Walk
I was actually rather glad when mum asked me to take the dog for a walk. I was bored for
a long time, there was nothing on TV and nothing to do. I needed fresh air. It was hot
and stuffy in the house.
The leaves were crunching underfoot and the sky was clear blue. Damson was pulling
on the lead. The leaves were the colours of fire. Damson barked and barked but no one
was around. Suddenly a lady appeared out of nowhere. She looked like a nice lady – rosy
cheeks, shimmering eyes. She took me back to her cottage. She asked me questions.
Damson was still barking her head off.
As I entered into her room I knew immediately that something was not right. She turned
around, she had changed.
Camilla K
Year 6
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Victory
Shaking his mane,
He scrapped his stinging claws against
the crumbling cliffs,
With one tremendous roar he let his
feelings tumble out,
Letting them break against the
daunting cliffs.
His anger was building,
More and more and more.

ILA, Year 6
(Art Scholarship)

All Beaudesert’s a Stage

The lion pounced upon his innocent
prey,
The boat was launched onto the
clashing cliffs,
Breaking the prey’s soul apart,
Leaving a trail of vile blood,
The lion had won,
He was victorious.
Tabitha L
Year 7

All Beaudesert’s a stage
And all the pupils in it merely players.
And one child at a time plays many parts,
Its acts being seven parts. At first the nursery child,
Crawling and whining in the classroom.
Then the Pre-prep with green book bag and reading booking
waiting eagerly to get attention. And then Year Four, new into the
upper school and having to work at home. Then Year Five
having to work six days a week instead of five making
Mondays even worse.
And then the Year Six, perhaps for the first time leaving home to go on a
3 day camping trip by the coast.
And then we play the ‘cool’ Year 7s who apparently own the school
with their cocky manner and boastful chants.
Last Year 8 of all that ends the strange eventful school
only to go the our secondary school where we experience
sans respect, sans privileges, sans reputation, sans everything.
Ben W
Year 8

The Day
We first got on our bikes and rode around the island called Sardinia. The sun was really
hot like a sauna. Then we arrived at this really nice beach. The waves were gigantic and
the sun was shining. While we were sitting on the beach the waves were sprinkling over
us. I went into the sea and it was surprisingly cold. Then we got back on our bikes and
rode into a little village for lunch. The food was amazing. I had pasta. Then we set off to
the hotel. We cooled off in the pool. That was my amazing day.

ALFIE B
YEAR 7

Louis D
Year 6
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Sport
1ST XIII
Team: C Brook* (capt), R Slatter* (vice capt),
J McLaughlan* (vice capt), O Oldman*, J Jefferies*,
S Madsen, A Hellens, E Viva Simond, F Fawcett,
L Webb, M Bailey, G Beattie, J Raphael, F O’Neill,
A Baker, J Cooper
*denotes full colours
Results:
v Monkton Combe	Lost
v Wycliffe
Won
v Dean Close
Won
v The Elms
Won
v Pinewood
Won
v Abberley Hall
Drew
v Pinewood
Won
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v The Downs, Wraxall Won
v Hazlegrove
Drew
v Clifton	Lost
Won
v St Hugh’s

5 - 60
50 - 25
20 - 15
30 - 20
45 - 20
35 - 35
65 - 35
10 - 20
30 - 25
25 - 25
20 - 50
50 - 25

Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away

This season was one of the best in recent years
for the Beaudesert 1st Rugby, both in terms of
their results on the pitch but more importantly in
the development of their core rugby skills.
We once again started the season at the Clifton
early season festival. This proved to be an
invaluable experience for the boys, who were
able to play in a series of short matches against
other prep schools, allowing them to try out
playing in a number of different positions.
This was followed up by our own Beaudesert
U13 early season festival, where we welcomed
St John’s, Prior Park and The Downs, Malvern for
an informal set of games.
Our first 1st XIII match of the season came at
home to Monkton, and despite signs of promise
early on in the match, we were quickly out played,
and found ourselves on the end of a heavy defeat.
While our next match, a victory over Wycliffe,
showed a good deal of improvement and signs
that the boys were beginning to work together
as a team, it was our third game, away at Dean
Close, that perhaps provided the highlight
of the entire season. The 1st XIII produced a
display of fantastic running rugby, coupled with
some high quality tackling, against a very tough
opposition, and came away with a 20-15 victory.
It was a match that epitomized everything that
is good about Prep School rugby, and was played
in just the right spirit – with many onlookers
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commenting that it was the best game that they
had seen at this level for a long time.
Buoyed by their success, the team went on
to record further victories against The Elms,
Pinewood (twice) and secured a hard fought
draw against Abberley Hall, before narrowly
losing to Cheltenham Prep.
During the first leave out weekend of the second
half of term, the team set off a mini weekend
tour. We stopped off on the Friday afternoon
at The Downs and enjoyed a very hard fought
game which finished in a narrow victory. On the
Saturday morning we were fortunate enough
to have the opportunity to receive a coaching
session from the Bath Rugby youth coaches,
before enjoying a tour of their ground. We moved
on to Hazlegrove School, in Somerset, and were
provided with excellent hospitality before taking
them on in what proved to be a very close and
exciting match.
The season finished off with a tough away defeat
against an unbeaten Clifton side, where the
coach remarked that we provided them with
their toughest match of the season, followed by a
victory at St Hugh’s.
The success of the team undoubtedly came
from their strong desire to work together as a
group, and it was brilliant to watch on as a strong
team spirit was created. However there were
a number of standout players, who deserve an
individual mention. Jack Jefferies played the
season at scrum half, organizing those around
him, and providing quick, clean ball for our backs
to use. He developed into a ferocious tackler.
Oscar Oldman, playing at 12, had a tremendous
season, finishing with an amazing 26 tries.

He was often our ‘get out of jail free’ card, as
when running at top speed there were few, if
any, opposition players who could catch him. In
the forwards special mention must be made of
Johnny McLaughlan, his strength and technique
at the breakdown proved invaluable assets to
the team, and were only matched by his pride
and passion for Beaudesert Rugby. Johnny has
played for two years in the 1st team and was
vice captain. The team’s other vice-captain was
Robbie Slatter, who played his second season
at full back for the 1st team. He was a reliable
presence at the back, and one of the toughest
tacklers on the circuit. Robbie was awarded
the Beaudesert Tackling Cup for the second
successive year, an excellent achievement and
one which he should be very proud of. As captain
of the 1st team, Charlie Brook had an exceptional
season. An excellent all round player, Charlie
proved pivotal in both defense and attack, where
he finished with 24 tries. Captaining a team of
your peers is always a difficult task, however
Charlie took to it with ease, and was a crucial part
of forming such a strong team spirit.
Overall it was a very special season, with an
incredibly talented and dedicated group of boys.
Individually their Rugby skills developed a great
deal, and as a team they produced some excellent
results, however perhaps more importantly they
did it all while having fun, enjoying themselves,
and proving to be thoroughly good company.
I hope that they all continue to enjoy their Rugby
as they move on to their senior schools, and wish
them the best of luck.
HS
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2ND XIII
Team: J Edmonston, S Read, G Carpenter, V Bowers,
L Van de Grift, J Holloway, D Keegan, O Comaish,
T Burton, B Worsley, H Ahearne
Fixtures:
v Monkton Combe
v Dean Close
v Pinewood (twice)
v Cheltenham Prep
v Clifton

RUGBY 7s
Team: C Brook (capt), R Slatter (v capt),
J McLaughlan (v capt), O Oldman, J Jefferies,
S Madsen, A Hellens, E Viva Simond, L Webb,
M Bailey, J Raphael
Severnside 7s Tournament: 3rd Place
Played 4 – Won 3 – Lost 1
Pinewood 7s Tournament: 3rd Place
Played 7 – Won 6 – Lost 1
Rosslyn Park National 7s Tournament:
2nd in Group
Played 5 – Won 3 – Lost 2
This season the senior boys played an
increased amount of Rugby 7s. The fast paced
game suited them and, despite a lack of time
to dedicate to this particular format, the boys
did very well.
Traditionally we have not played any Rugby
in the Spring Term, however for the first
time we entered the Rosslyn Park National
7s Tournament, which was held on the last
day of term. The boys gave up their free
time, and some afternoon activity slots, to fit
in some extra practices, to prepare for the
tournament. We also held a joint training
session with Wycliffe, which proved to be a
very beneficial experience, and allowed us to
get some much needed competitive practice
in. Rosslyn Park was a fantastic experience
for the boys, with schools from across the
country coming to compete. They should
be very proud of their efforts – winning
three matches, and only losing two (both
by conceding last play tries). I hope the
boys enjoyed their experience of playing
this shorter format of the game, and thank
them for their efforts in making the season a
success.
HS

Cheltenham Barbarians Festival:
Clifton College Festival:
The 2nd XIII faced a tough season on the rugby
field this year (with the RFU’s new rules meaning
that Year 7s & Year 8s should now play separately
in schools where the numbers allow).
It proved to be a very strange season, as 4 or

UNDER 12A
Team: F Hack, A Binns, M Dunne, O Clark
H Adams, R Page, L Webb, F Campbell,
M Morris, O Ridgwell, M D’Arcy Rice, W Shipsey
Results:
v The Downs, Malvern	Lost
v Monkton Prep	Lost
v Wycliffe	Lost
v Dean Close	Lost
v Pinewood
Won
v Pinewood
Won
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v The Downs, Wraxall Won
v Clifton	Lost
v St Hugh’s
Won

0 - 45
5 - 35
20 - 25
15 - 45
10 - 5
15 - 5
10 - 25
45 - 5
0 - 30
20 - 15

St. Edwards, Oxford Festival:
v Abingdon Prep
Won
v St John’s, Northwood	Lost
v Christ Church Cathedral
Won
v Davenies Prep
Drew
v Swanbourne House School Won

Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home

10 05560 -

5
10
0
5
0

Playing the new Under 12 rules and with a
changed and untried team, this side initially
struggled with adapting to the numbers and pace

UNDER 12B
Team: R Calvert, T Clout, C Combe, A Hunter,
H Kay, T Skarda, A Watkins, J Hunt, G Scurr,
W Shipsey, C Birts
Results:
v St John’s
Won
v Wycliffe
Won
v Abberley Hall	Lost
v Pinewood
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Clifton	Lost
v St Hugh’s	Lost

30 - 25
30 - 25
5 - 10
20 - 15
20 - 35
20 - 40
5 - 35
30 - 40

Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away

5 boys loved their rugby, while others would
have preferred to be doing anything other than
running around a pitch chasing an odd shaped
ball, crashing into one another! The boys should,
however, be commended on their attitude in
training and matches, they stuck to the task in
hand, and often did so with a smile on their face.
While rugby is a team sport, there were a number
of boys who deserve individual recognition for
the work that they put in. Jamie was one player
who stood out, he not only scored 90% of our
points but also won vital ball at the breakdowns.
Sam tried hard and helped in the contact area.
George worked very hard on his fitness and, as a
ball carrier gained valuable yardage. In the backs
Vinay was always alert and busy, playing at scrum
half while Lawrie tackled furiously and used
his great pace with good effect. The team were
supported by a number of players who were
rotated from the 1st XIII and helped us to secure
a few good wins over the course of the season.
JSSM
of the game. To be fair, the matches that we lost in
the first few games were not down to lack of skill
or attitude but just because these schools were
physically stronger and faster than us.
We were very unlucky not to win against Wycliffe.
From that point on things started to change and
after our back to back victories against Pinewood,
the belief started to creep in and the passion
returned.
Our time at St Edward’s rugby festival
strengthened their desire to win and play good
rugby as we came away with a number of excellent
performances and wins against traditionally
strong rugby prep schools.
Over the course of the season, one could see the
progress which had been made with their skill
levels, vision, decision making and physicality
in the contact situation. Every single one of this
squad impacted the game in some way and I can
quite honestly say that this was a complete team
effort. No individual mentions are going to be
made here as they all played a part in a season
not dominated by wins but successful in terms of
their rugby development. The general skill level
of these boys are some of the best I have seen
at this age. Well done for all your superb efforts
throughout this testing but rewarding season.
EC
What a fun season it was and what a pleasure
it was coaching this group of hard working
and dedicated players. We won a few, we lost
a few…but most importantly, each and every
boy improved over the course of the season.
They tackled bravely and grew more and more
confident carrying the ball forward. The highlight
for me was our final game against St Hugh’s. With
5 minutes to go, we were leading 30-25, boys
from both teams were beginning to drop like
flies. The St Hugh’s coach approached me and
asked if he should blow the whistle early and call
it a game and I suggested that we play the final 5
minutes – oops! St Hugh’s ran through three tries
and won the game 30-40. Oh well, regardless
of the loss, it was a thoroughly enjoyable game.
Well done and good luck next year.
JLB
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UNDER 11A
Team: G Cherry, A Gordon, A Thomson, B Pridmore,
D Bradley, R Van der Grift, B Evans, R Phillips,
M Craven, F Amati, M Viva Simond
Results:
v Monkton Combe
Won
v Wycliffe
Won
v Dean Close	Lost
v Pinewood
Won
v Abberley Hall	Lost
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v The Downs, Wraxall Won
v Clifton
Won

25 - 10 Away
25 - 10 Home
15 - 25 Away
35 - 20 Home
10 - 20 Home
15 - 25 Away
40 - 15 Home
25 - 15 Away

Beaudesert Park Festival:
The Downs, Wraxall Festival:
Dean Close Festival:
Severnside Festival:

Whenever I have been lucky enough to be given the opportunity to coach rugby, my primary objective has
always been to take a rough and ready group of little boys and gel them into a team who are greater and
achieve more than the sum parts of their individual ability. This we succeeded in doing and far more besides
over three very hard and challenging months together. Whenever and wherever they played these boys
were quite rightly lauded for their grit, determination, level of skill and style as well as, quite rightly, their
sportsmanship and collective decency. All of the team’s victories were marked with an ability to demonstrate
the physicality required with growing levels of understanding on how to play the game and an unquenchable
desire to win. On the flip side the defeats will live long in the memory by all thanks to the tenacity, support for
one another and the dignity with which the boys conducted themselves through these disappointments.
DF

UNDER 11B
Team: O Easen, O Eugster, W Moffatt, J Dunn,
M Viva Simond, H Jefferies, A Baker, W DouglasPennant, L Dangerfield, T Fagan, T McCullouch
Results:
v Monkton Prep
Won
v Pinewood
Won
v Prior Park
Won
v Pinewood
Won
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Tockington A
Won
v Clifton		
Won

50
40
55
35
45
45
30

-

0
0
0
15
10
35
10

Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away

Wow! What a season. They not only won
all their school matches, but they also were
undefeated in the three festivals we played in
winning a total of 20 matches in the season.
The boys really must be given great credit
for this.
We had a real nucleus of strong and hardworking forwards, led by Oscar Ea, the master
of the breakdown. Jago, Wills and Oscar Eu all
tackled well and Matthieu was very effective in
the loose and as a battering ram in open play.
Many times the opposition were knocked off
their own ball at the breakdown, with some

UNDER 10A
Team: R Edmonds, W Gemmill, T Hack,
T Evans-Gough, E Stringer, M Thomson, C Burns,
B Wateridge, F Douglas-Pennant, A Smith, W Howard
Results:
v Wycliffe
Won
v Dean Close
Won
v Pinewood
Won
v Abberley Hall
Drew
v Pinewood
Drew
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v The Downs
Drew
v Clifton		
Drew
v St Hugh’s
Drew

25
25
30
30
20
40
25
35
30

-

5
15
15
30
20
35
25
35
30

Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away

Clifton Festival:
Wycliffe Festival:
Severnside Festival:
What a season for the U10As! In so many
ways, it was a season to celebrate. An unbeaten
season, apart from a few fixtures at the festivals!
Over the course of the term, the boys could
not be accused of a lack of effort. They worked
incredibly hard and made real progress. They
gelled well as a team. From the Clifton festival,
the only way was up having lost two out of the
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three games. The boys reacted well to the poor
results and worked hard to rectify it. A strong
showing at Wycliffe proved to all of us what was
possible. Dean Close were next and thanks to a
strong first half, we gave ourselves enough of a
cushion to see off a strong fight back by them
in the second. The following game was the
‘big one’ against Pinewood. We played an
unofficial triangular against them and
St Hugh’s and although we came up second best
against St Hugh’s we bounced back and put in
a really strong performance against Pinewood
and managed to beat them by 6 tries to 3.
Then came the first of our many draws away at
Abberley Hall. The following Pinewood game
saw us up against a much improved opposition,
another draw! The last win came at home to
Cheltenham – a hotly contested 40-35 win which
left many players, on either side, battered and
bruised. The last three games of the season all
resulted in extremely hard fought draws. Finally,
we travelled down to St Hugh’s, knowing they
had beaten us earlier in the term. The boys
gave everything they had and both sides were
stretched to their limits – a very fair draw to
finish a very successful season. A huge thanks
to all the boys, their enthusiasm and love for the
game was contagious and each and every one of
them improved in all areas of the game.
TL

excellent body positions being shown.
Harry was our general at scrum half, launching
attack after attack, as well as being our most
ferocious tackler. He linked well with Will and
Archie, who as well as being a potent runner,
distributed the ball well to our elusive outside
backs. Louis, Theo F and Theo M ran hard and
straight, scoring many tries between them.
What was even more pleasing than the results,
was the manner in which the boys approached
training, with some running all the way to the
fields, clearly showing their passion for rugby.
The hard work they put in certainly paid off and
a fantastic team spirit developed.
Well done.
SP

UNDER 11C
Team: T Wickett, O Ross, O Giffard-Lindsay,
W Greig, G Grand, H Hiscox, L Dhillon, F Champniss,
C Hyde, L d’Abo, E Cuellar, E Ransome, T Fagan
Results:
v Wycliffe B	
Drew 20 - 20 Home
v Dean Close B	Lost 15 - 20 Away
v Pinewood
Won 25 - 20 Home
v Abberley Hall B	Lost 20 - 30 Home
v Pinewood	Lost 20 - 25 Away
v	Kingswood
Won 55 - 25 Away
v Cheltenham Prep Won 30 - 25 Away
v The Downs
Won 30 - 25 Home
v Clifton		Lost 15 - 50 Away
Beaudesert Festival: Won 2, Lost 0
The Downs, Wraxall Festival: Won 4, Lost 0
What a great season it was for the Under 11 C
team! From the outset, the players were keen to
do well and trained hard throughout the term,
focusing on tackling, running hard and support
play. Matches were always very competitive
and often the winning or losing margin was
only a single try. What was most impressive
about the season, however, was how hard they
worked for each other. Their commitment was
fantastic and they were often rewarded for their
efforts. Beating Cheltenham Prep away was
a great example of a superb team effort, with
everyone playing an important role in stopping
the opposition and working hard to score. Within
the team George was immense in the forwards,
and Louis was everywhere in both attack and
defence. Oliver G-L and Toby scored many tries
with lovely attacking play. Things finished on
a high and there was no better day than the
Festival at The Downs, Wraxall. Once again, the
team played brilliantly. A really fun season full of
highlights! Well done to all those involved.
LR
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UNDER 10B
Team: A Roche, T Eugster, S MacIntosh, J Bostock,
T Hack, W Howard, A Vanderbrook, T Evans-Gough,
K Probert, G Pegg, F Mullins
Results:
v	Berkhampstead Won
v Dean Close
Won
v Prior Park
Won
v Pinewood
Won
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Tockington
Won
v Clifton		
Won

35
30
45
45
20
30
55

-

30
20
35
35
15
15
45

Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home

The U10Bs endured a fantastic season. The boys
showed great enthusiasm, desire and resilience
throughout all training sessions, which then

UNDER 9s
Teams:
Warriors and Chiefs
S Easen, M Hargitay, H Howard, W Hunter,
A King, W Sturdy, T Maculan, A Meakin,
C Chadwick, G Graham, W Haycraft Mee,
F Haynes, H Hughes, S Hunt, J Robinson,
L Hazell, G Lewis, C Vernon
Sharks, Tigers and Wasps
P Figgis, T Hacking-Tabor, R Hudson, J Hulbert,
M Miller, A Stringer, E Williams, C Talbot Rice,
H Hodson, F Millar, T Bell, T Cooper,
O Sánchez Farmar, P Grand, O O’Carroll,
H Holmes, E Robinson, J Stockdale, S Sturgis,
D Moxon, M Worsley, H Dhillon
Once again the season got underway at the
Cheltenham Prep Festival where we were able
to field 5 sides at varying levels. The top two
teams found the going hard but came away
with a positive set of results. This early season
festival demonstrated that a bit of work needed
to be done on tackling! The B teams, however,
benefited from poor tackling on the part of the
opposition and were able to run in a number of
tries.
Back on the training field the boys set to work on

showed on the pitch, only losing one game to
Clifton Prep during a festival. However, this
result was turned around at the end of
the season, with a thrilling 55-45 win.
Tries from Sam M, Theo E, two from Freddie
M and a hat-trick from Jake B sealing the
victory. Tough fixtures and festivals came
thick and fast. As excellent in defence as in
attack, Archie R, Kit P and Freddie M made
numerous try saving tackles, whilst George
P was busy using his quick feet and handling
skills to set up top try scorer Jake B for
yet more tries. A victory against Millfield
during a festival topped off the season that
congratulates what an amazing effort the
boys have put in. Thank you and well done
to all!
LS

UNDER 10C
Team: W Noest, S Parkes, O Wilkes, O Greig,
J Mackay-Lewis, R Morris, S Jones, R Rayner,
A Cunningham
Results:
v Wycliffe
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v Abberley Hall B	Lost
v Pinewood	Lost
v	Kingswood
Won
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v The Downs B	Lost
v Clifton		
Won
v St Hugh’s B	Lost

60 - 30
20 - 30
45 - 55
15 - 55
35 - 15
35 - 20
10 - 50
70 - 10
20 - 25

Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away

Clifton Festival: Won 4, Drew 0, Lost 0
Wycliffe Festival: Won 3, Drew 1, Lost 0

improving their tackling technique but they still
struggled in match situations. This was evident
at our own festival but we did show that we
could run hard with the ball in hand and a good
afternoon was had by all. Next we set to work on
passing and off-loading in the tackle and the boys
were beginning to make inroads in understanding
the game.
At the Downs, Wraxall, the teams had mixed
fortunes but the boys were beginning to pick
up their tempo. The Chiefs had a particularly
good afternoon, beating Millfield, whilst the
Warriors fought hard against tough opposition
including Cheltenham Prep and Pinewood. We
next played Dean Close in a head to head fixture
which resulted in 3 very good, close games. The
Warriors went down by one try, the Chiefs had a
great victory and the Sharks a fantastic draw.
Unfortunately, our next two games were against
Pinewood who were, arguably, the strongest
side around and we suffered from not tackling or
covering effectively and were put to the sword.
This was the wake-up call that the boys needed
to spur them on to lift up their play and show
strength of character.
Once again, at Cheltenham Prep the teams
played well and the improved level of skill became
apparent. In the A competition, the Warriors
and Chiefs excelled themselves winning matches

Early confidence, following an impeccable
Clifton Festival and a resounding victory
over Wycliffe, was perhaps proven
misguided as strong Pinewood and
Abberley teams taught us a few lessons.
However, through these tough matches,
the boys formed a wonderful team spirit
and were excellently captained by Oliver
W and Will N. Comfortable wins followed
against Kingswood and Cheltenham Prep
with Baz P establishing himself as an
elusive and gifted try-machine.
A strong Downs B Team were to test the
boys’ resilience and resolve. However,
while the score-board suggested a onesided affair, Beaudesert went toe to toe
from first whistle to last. Special mention
must go to Sam S for showing true grit.
A complete performance against Clifton,
with Rufus R tackling like a world-class
flanker, Jaspar M-L and Roddy M carrying
powerfully and Oliver G and Archie C
showing their opponents a clean pair of
heels down the wings, saw the boys record
their most handsome margin of victory
for the season in front of an appreciative
home support. The final game was a real
humdinger with both sets of players playing
wonderful rugby and ultimately separated
by only one score in St Hugh’s’ favour. A
great season by all.
TC
that they had previously lost. The Sharks, Tigers
and Wasps all had a great morning of rugby with
some of the more timid children coming to the
fore. Next at Wycliffe we had some big wins and a
very enjoyable afternoon.
What a difference in the teams after half term!
Wins against The Downs and St Hugh’s and a
draw against Clifton rounded off the season on a
high. The Chiefs had a great win at Clifton whilst
the Sharks suffered from a depleted team due to
illness.
All in all, the season ended very positively and
we look forward to many more exciting years of
rugby from this group of youngsters.
GR/JH
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Hockey
1ST VII
Team: E Lewis (capt)*, G Balfry*, A Wateridge*,
T Maculan*, M Learmond*, J Fairer-Smith*,
H Brewster*, J Walker*, M Standen McDougal**
*denotes full colours ** denotes half colours
Results:
2 - 5
Home
v Monkton Prep	Lost
v	Bromsgrove
Won
3 - 0
Away
v Dean Close
Won
3 - 2
Home
v Cheltenham Prep Won
6 - 2
Home
v Pinewood
Won
5 - 3
Home
v Abberley Hall
Won
7 - 1
Away
v The Downs	Lost
1 - 5
Home
v Cheltenham Prep Won
4 - 0
Away
v Wycliffe	Lost
1 - 3
Away
v Clifton	Lost
0 - 3
Away
v St Hugh’s
Drew 2 - 2
Home
Cheltenham Festival: (Played 4 Won 2 Drew 2)
IAPS Regional Qualifiers: (Lost in Semi-Final
to Millfield but qualified for Nationals)
IAPS Nationals: (Group Stages Won 1
Drew 1 Lost 2)
The season opened with a very enjoyable Festival at
Cheltenham Prep. Our first full fixture was a rather
disappointing outing at home to Monkton Prep.
Next up was Bromsgrove where a very determined
group of 9 girls produced an excellent team
performance, culminating in a very creditable 3 – 0
victory, with our hard work off the play in closing
down the opposition being particularly effective.
The words of the opposition coach highlighted
our area of greatest improvement, “That’s a very
aggressive team you have.“
Aggression and hard work alone would not be
enough to see us through our next match, a very
tough home fixture with Dean Close. This time we
tore off the blocks and pressed Dean Close deep

2ND VII
Team: M Davey, E Watkins, A Miller Pyott,
M Leslie, F Scurr, H Maculan, J Heynes, T Vernon,
C Dobson-Pinillos
Results:
v St John’s	Lost
v Monkton Prep
Won
v	Bromsgrove
Won
v Dean Close	Lost
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Pinewood
Drew
v Pinewood
Won
v The Elm’s	Lost
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Wycliffe
Won
v Clifton	Lost
v St Hugh’s
Drew

0
2
1
1
1
2
1
0
2
5
0
0

-

1
0
0
4
4
2
0
1
0
0
2
0

Severnside Tournament: Runners up
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Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away

in their own half, dominating the first 15 minutes
and taking a 2 – 0 lead, with some superb wing
play. They came back strongly, pegging us back to
2 – 2. The final 15 minutes of superb end to end
hockey was exhilarating for players, coaches and
spectators. Thankfully, and deservedly, we were
able to regain the lead and hold on to it this time,
for a famous 3 – 2 victory in surely one of the best
games of girls’ hockey seen at Beaudesert in recent
years.
Cheltenham Prep, were our next visitors. The first
12 minutes of hockey from the girls was absolutely
superb as we cruised into a 4 – 0 lead. A 6 – 2
victory was a fine result. Next up, Pinewood. We
were 3- 0 up inside 8 minutes and went on to win a
fabulous game of hockey.
A comfortable victory over Abberley set us up
nicely for the IAPS Regional Qualifiers. The girls’
performance on the day exceeded all expectations.
We eventually lost 1 – 0 to Millfield in the semi-final,
but by that stage National qualification had already
been achieved.
A couple of practice matches before the Nationals

This was another most enjoyable and successful
term of hockey. The girls have all shown a
fantastic attitude throughout and it has been
great to see the group’s improvement. Practice
sessions have been competitive and we have
been lucky enough to train on the excellent
facility at Stratford Park with the 1st VII which
has really helped the team’s development. The
work ethic of the team has really stood out this
term, with their determination, enthusiasm and
a keenness to play fast open hockey and use the
pacey, skilful players up front, a joy to see. Emily
and Mathilde in goal were both consistently

saw mixed results with a loss and a win against
The Downs and Cheltenham Prep.
And what a day the Nationals was. The girls played
exceptionally well throughout and an early morning
draw coupled with a win in our final pool match saw
us qualify for the plate competition. We lost in the
quarter-final, but were still able to claim that we
finished in the top 16 teams in the country. A very
fine achievement indeed, of which the girls were
justifiably proud.
Understandably, the season petered out somewhat
after that with injuries and illnesses taking their
toll. Nevertheless, the girls still gave of their best
and the match against St Hugh’s was another fine
exhibition of hockey.
Thanks to Mr Robinson, Miss Hobbs and the
parents for their wonderful support throughout the
season, but most of all thanks to a great group of
girls who were a pleasure to work with.
SW

excellent, both very able shot stoppers and
with Autumn and Mary dominant at the back,
defensively we were a tough side to break down.
The energy and tenacity of Flora, Tilly, Hannie,
(capt) and Lucy was the backbone of the side.
Always a threat going forward, with Jessica up
front with were a team full of goals. The effort
and determination that Caye has shown as been
excellent.
It has been a pleasure to coach the 2nd VII this
year and runner’s up in the very competitive
Severnside Tournament at Dean Close at the end
of term was a brilliant effort. Well done all.
DR
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3RD VII
Team: R Roche, M Evans-Gough, R Smith,
S Mullin, F MacIntosh, M Davey,
B Montgomerie, M Galton-Fenzi E Watkins,
E Thompson, J Heynes
Results:
v St John’s
Won 2 - 0
v Monkton Prep Won 11 - 0
v	Bromsgrove	Lost 1 - 8
v Dean Close
Drew 0 - 0
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost 2 - 4
v Pinewood
Won 4 - 1
v Pinewood
Drew 1 - 1
v The Downs U13B	Lost 1 - 3
v Cheltenham Prep Drew 3 - 3
v Wycliffe
Won 5 - 0
v Coltston’s U13B	 Won 2 - 0
v Clifton	Lost 0 - 1
v St Hugh’s
Won 4 - 1

Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home

The results have been mixed but in terms
of performance and progression the thirds
have had a fantastic season. The season
started positively, Margot, Rosie R and Bea M
asserting their positions down the centre of
the pitch. Next up a well drilled Bromsgrove,
Minnie valiantly stepped in goal with a
particularly memorable save; pirouetting
on the line to save the ball with her stick.
Equally matched with Dean Close but not
quite enough to get a goal passed. Emily had
a superb game in goal against Pinewood and
Beaudesert goals from Ella (2), Rosie S and
Jessica. Wycliffe saw our best performance
yet, with Saskia in defence always first to the
ball to prevent any Wycliffe attacks. Flora and
Rosie S worked tireless to create dangerous
attacks, resulting in our highest scoring match
of the season. The final few games asserted
the girls work rate and effort, working hard for
one another and striving to create chances.
We set the ethos of persistence, patience and
progression, the girls stepped up each week.
EH

4TH & 5TH VII
4th Team: M Galton-Fenzi, C Birts, E Brooks,
P Brown, C Haycraft Mee, E Jones, P Ross, S Orchard
4th Team Results:
v St John’s
Won
v	Bromsgrove
Won
v Dean Close
Won
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Colstons
Drew
v Pinewood	Lost
v Wycliffe
Won
v Clifton
Drew
v St Hugh’s
Won

3
1
1
2
3
0
5
2
2

-

0
0
0
4
3
1
0
2
1

Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home

5th Team: H Bullock, E Carnegie-Brown,
H Edmonston, E Grand, T Lincoln, S Meakin,
L O’Carroll, K Pritchard
5th Team Results:
v Dean Close	Lost
v Colstons
Drew
v The Downs	Lost
v Wycliffe	Lost
v St Hugh’s
Drew
v Pinewood
Won
v Clifton	Lost

1
1
2
0
1
1
0

-

2
1
4
1
1
0
3

Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away

UNDER 11A
Team: P Learmond, E McMurtry, R Evans-Gough,
B McLaughlin, S Wallace, H Heynes, E Ahearne,
E Hunter, C Amati
Results:
v Red Maid’s	Lost
v Monkton Prep
Won
v Dean Close	Lost
v	Kingswood
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v Abberley Hall
Won
v The Downs
Won
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Clifton
Won
v St Hugh’s
Won
IAPS Regional Qualifier: 4th

1
3
2
6
1
2
2
3
1
2

-

2
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
0
0

Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away

The girls had a fantastic term of hockey. At the start
they had some tough games against Red Maid’s
and Monkton Prep. In the third week the girls

The 4th and 5th teams were the best group of girls
to coach and training sessions were always fun and
productive. The incredible talent across all
the senior teams made choices hard each week.
The Year 8’s finished the season very well prepared
for their next school and the Year 7’s will certainly
be pushing the standard of hockey up across all
teams come September. It was good to see Tabitha
and Ella, who joined us in Year 7, pick up the rules
quickly and had a go at all positions over the season.
Likewise, all the girls had a go as goal keeper, which
is very commendable and not an easy role to do.
Very well done.
LS

had IAPS regionals at King’s Bruton School. This
was very early on in the term, but the girls were
determined to put that aside and focus on winning
as many matches as possible. They did extremely
well in their group stage and came 1st, putting
them through to the quarter and semi- finals. After
a long day of three extra time games and golden
goal, the girls were very tired and nerves were
starting to appear. In the semi-finals, they lost on
penalty shuffles which meant they had to fight for
3rd or 4th position. This game resulted in penalty
shuffles again, and Phoebe (goalie) put up such a
strong fight to help save her team. The attitude and
effort shown by all has been great to see and the
determination and commitment to their hockey has
allowed us to enjoy a successful season. Towards
the end of term everyone settled into their strides,
developing into a very talented young team.
Highlights of the season must go to Bel and Sophie
who paired up to be skilful and quick centre half and
centre forward, resulting in many goals, and Phoebe
for being such a firm goalie. Well done to all.
FS
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UNDER 10A
Team: L Evans, F Wiles, P Baker, L Hargitay,
S Thompson, I Burton, E Fleming, O Hillman,
B Sabine, E Cartwright
Results:
v Red Maids’
Won 7 - 0 Home
v	Bromsgrove
Won 5 - 0 Home
v Red Maids’
Won 4 - 0 Away
v Dean Close
Won 3 - 1 Away
v	Kingswood
Won 3 - 0 Away
v Pinewood
Won 5 - 4 Home
v Pinewood	Lost 0 - 1 Away
v Hatherop
Won 5 - 0 Home
v Cheltenham Prep Won 2 - 0 Away
v Wycliffe
Won 8 - 0 Away
v St Hugh’s
Won 9 - 1 Away
Severnside Tournament: Winners
Badminton Tournament: Drew with 3
teams on 18 points

UNDER 11B

The U10 girls have had a fantastic hockey
season. They have played some of the best
hockey I have seen from this age group in
a long time. Their true grit, determination
and commitment has seen them win nearly
every match.

Team: L Worsley, J McShane, H Ashcroft,
H Madsen, M Ellis, S Turner, A Pearman,
S Birtles, S Meakin, Z Cole
Results:
v Monkton Prep
Won
v Dean Close
Drew
v	Kingswood
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v Abberley Hall
Drew
v The Downs
Won
v Cheltenham Prep Drew
v	Berkhampstead Won
v Rencomb	Lost
v Clifton
Drew
v St Hugh’s
Won

4-1
1-1
4-0
0-4
0-0
1-0
2-2
3-2
1-3
1-1
2-1

Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away

It has been great season of hockey this
term for the U11B team. The girls have
worked really hard during training and it has
reflecting in their matches. We have worked
on speed on and off of the ball and pressing in
defence which the girls have mastered so well.
Their stick skills have really improved, and
we have had some fantastic matches.
The girls worked well as a team during some
very close matches, and fought right into the
final whistle, especially in the last game of the
season against St Hugh’s. I look forward to
seeing them play hockey again next year!
PG
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UNDER 11C
Team: E d’Abo, A Akeroyd, T Russell, H Ashcroft,
E Chadwick, I Bowers, C Keveth, L Miller,
G Marwood, L Sánchez Farmar
Results:
v Red Maid’s	Lost
v Dean Close
Drew
v	Kingswood
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v Wycliffe
Won
v Rendcomb	Lost
v Clifton	Lost
v St Hugh’s	Lost

0
1
3
6
4
2
0
0

-3
-1
-1
- 10
-0
-3
-6
-3

Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away

The Under 11 C’s had such a rewarding season
with all the girls’ skills and ability improving as
they went along. The girls began the season
with shaky confidences about tactics and the
nature of play but by the end of the season they
were performing on the hockey field with such
determination and understanding that resulted
in them playing many fantastic games of hockey.
Our strong defensive team was made up of Ella,
Hunter and Tabitha who all worked together
to be aggressive and fearless when it came to
defending the goal. The attacking players in the
U11 C’s went from strength to strength over
the season especially in the last match against St
Hugh’s, where the involvement of every player on
the field was crucial in the way that they played.
These girls were an absolute pleasure to coach
and it’s been great to see the huge improvements
each has made over the term.
MT

The highlights for me this season was
the Cheltenham Prep match and the
Severnside Tournament. Cheltenham were
a strong team that were very well drilled.
Our girls from the start of the match were
so focused and they did not let Cheltenham
have a chance to get into the game. Lucia at
the back tackled solidly and distributed the
ball fantastically to the midfield and wings.
Lili used her quick stick skills and pace
around the pitch and she created some
great chances for Poppy and Florence to
score. The passion and commitment they
showed during this match was outstanding.
Going on to win the Severnside Tournament
was the best way to the end such a fantastic
season. The girls battled their way through
every match, scoring some amazing goals.
Even Poppy who had received a stick in
the eye carried on playing showing such
commitment. Indigo played very well in goal
and demonstrated great reactions, saving
some superb goals.
Well done girls you have been a pleasure to
coach and I look forward to seeing how you
get on next season. Exciting times ahead!
GBW
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UNDER 10B

U9 THUNDER

Team: R Holloway, T Osborne, Q Peppiatt,
H Fanshawe, E Fleming, B Sabine

Team: I Ross, C Bucher, E Hodson, A Oldman,
I Morris, S Rowlands, L Cuellar, I Gordon,
J Gordon, A Nielsen

Results:
v Redmaid’s
Won
v	Bromsgrove	Lost
v St John’s	Lost
v Dean Close
Won
v	Kingswood
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v Abberley Hall
Won
v Pinewood
Won
v The Downs	Lost
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v	Berkhampstead 	Lost
v Hatherop
Drew
v St Hugh’s
Won

2-1
1-2
0-3
1-0
1-0
0-1
1-0
2-1
2-8
0-3
0-2
0-0
4-2

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home

Results:
v Monkton Prep
Drew
v	Berkhampstead Won
v Dean Close	Lost
v Pinewood	Lost
v Pinewood
Won
v The Downs
Won
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Wycliffe	Lost
v St Hugh’s
Won

2-2
2-0
0-5
2-4
4-2
5-0
5-0
1-2
3-2

Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home

Dean Close Tournament: 3rd in group
Severnside Tournament: 4th place

The U10 Bs have had a good season of hockey
with most matches being very closely matched.
They have played with great determination and
improved their understanding of positioning and
tactics. In training they worked hard to learn new
skills, set plays and movement on and off the ball.
It was great to see them beginning to use these in
matches successfully, especially their passing skills.
With no one really keen to play goalie in matches
we have rotated players. A special mention must go
to Tatiana O who made some great saves, showing
good concentration and quick reactions. Rosie
H has been solid in defence, making some great
tackles and clearing the ball nicely. Honor F and
Eliza F have given 100% in all matches and made
fantastic progress with their passing, speed in
attack and shooting. Quitterie P and Breezy S have
improved their pace in attack and are using their
dodges to good effect. Well done to all the U10s for
working hard as a team.
TP

UNDER 10C
Team: D McMyn, I Miller Pyott, S Snell-Dyson, I
Trounson, E Cartwright, R Phillimore
v Red Maid’s	Lost
v	Bromsgrove
Won
v Red Maid’s
Won
v	Kingswood	Lost
v Pinewood
Drew
v Pinewood	Lost
v Wycliffe
Won
v St Hugh’s	Lost
v Cheltenham Prep Drew

0 -3
4 -0
1 -0
2 -3
2 -2
1 -2
1 -0
2 -3
0 -0

Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away

It has been an exciting season for the U10Cs.
It was a tricky start against Red Maid’s, but the
girls really pulled together and showed great
determination in their next match, comfortably
beating Bromsgrove. The confidence they
gained from this carried them to victory in a
return match against Red Maid’s.

The girls have had an enjoyable and successful
term of hockey. We started the term well then had
a little dip in results. They seemed to lack a bit of
determination but soon learnt to be competitive
against other teams - it is the winning ingredient!
We worked hard on team spirit and introduced
competitive drills which helped a lot with their
match play. Towards the end of the term the girl’s
progress was rapid, and it was encouraging to see
how much improvement they have made. They all
worked very hard on their skills.
A special mention the Saskia and Coco for working
well together helping to score goals. Annie has been
a fantastic defender stopping lots of balls coming
her way. Iona was a great goalkeeper and helped
us win quite a few matches. Thank you to all the
parents that have supported us this term.
SF

U9 Storm
Team: S Cooper, I Medina, I Casey, L Armshaw,
Z Halpern-Lande, F Leslie, S Ratcliffe, T Walker,
S Ward, A Akeroyd, E Dunn, I Sandford
Results:
v	Berkhampstead Drew
v St John’s
Drew
v Dean Close	Lost
v Pinewood	Lost
v Pinewood
Drew
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Wycliffe	Lost
v Hatherop
Won
v St Hugh’s
Drew

Another highlight was a particularly powerful
performance against the Wycliffe B team,
in which Esme stopped numerous attempts
at goals and proved herself as a very useful
goalkeeper. Savanna’s fantastic effort on the
wing did not go unrewarded and the victory
was a result of a really cohesive team.
The girls put in a valiant effort against St
Hugh’s, with some excellent passing down
the wing by Ivory and Rose, enthusiastically
assisted in defence by Daisy and with an
increasingly confident performance from
India in the centre half position. St Hugh’s
unfortunately proved too strong that day for
Beaudesert, but it was a very close and exciting
match to watch.
I have been hugely impressed by the vast
improvements made by every player in the
team and feel that the losses on the score sheet
do not truly reflect the great strides these girls
have made in their game. Looking forward to
even more progress and excitement next year!
AW

2-2
1-1
0-4
0-3
2-2
0-2
1-2
2-1
1-1

Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home

For some, this term was the first time that they
had ever held a hockey stick, but by December
they were all real team players. The girls were
able to play in a number of different positions in
matches and, when they were not on the pitch,
gave some strong support from the side lines,
which really helped to keep their spirits up
and drive them on. By half term the girls were
starting to show strengths in certain areas and
we were then able to allocate positions which
they could focus on and train hard to improve.
Sophie R deserves a special mention here for
her excellent goal keeping skills in a number of
matches, and Amelia A was also very useful as
a back, going in to every tackle with guts and
determination.
The Under 9 Storm Team worked really hard,
we did not perhaps win as many as we would
have liked, but they never gave up and were a
wonderful group of girls. One of my favourite
quotes of the term came when Pinewood
equalised in the last minute of the game and
I was told, “Don’t worry Mrs Davies-Smith, I
think it’s great because now we’ve both won.”
Well what a wonderful way of looking at it. Well
done girls, lots of improvement made and great
promise for next year.
JD-S
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1ST XI
Team: R Slatter* (capt), S Madsen*, J Jefferies*,
C Brook*, O Oldman*, A Baker**, F O’Neill*,
E Viva Simond*, H Adams, M Dunne**, J Raphael*,
R Page**, A Hunter, F Fawcett, J Cooper,
M Bailey, J McLaughlan
*denotes full colours **denotes half colours
Results:
v The Elms
v Abberley Hall
v Wycliffe
v QEH
v St John’s
v Tockington

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

6
4
2
3
6
7

-2
-0
-1
-0
-0
-1

Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away

This was an exceptional group of players, possibly
the best that I have coached at a Prep School.
It was particularly impressive that in a season
of high expectations and big reputations, they
managed to live up to the hype, winning all of
their matches.
There were a number of highlights this season,
including a victory in the Winterfold Tournament
and big wins against The Elms, Abberley Hall, St
John’s and Tockington. However, the season was
always going to be defined by the games against
Wycliffe, our strong local rivals, and QEH, who in
recent years have been exceptional.
We were nervous against Wycliffe, and although
we dominated possession, struggled to put away
our chances. In the end we were hanging on for
a victory, with some last-gasp defending. It was
a great test of character and a first win against
them for quite a few years.
The opposition from QEH were a team who had
never lost a match and with some injuries to
key players, we knew that this was going to be
the toughest test of the season. The pace and
pressure of the game was relentless, but Oscar
gave us the lead with a long-range strike and we

2ND XI
Team: O Clark, F Wallace, H Adams, J Cooper,
F Fawcett, V Bowers, J Mclaughlan, L Van de Grift,
A Hunter, A Baker, A Hellens, M Bailey, C Birts
Results:
v The Elms
Won
v Wycliffe
Won
v Abberley Hall
Won
v QEH
Won
v Clifton	Lost

6
6
5
6
1

-2
-2
-1
-2
-4

Home
Away
Home
Home
Away

It was an absolutely terrific season for the 2nd
IX and what a difference a year makes! The boys
gelled well together and enjoyed the challenges
thrown at them from the different schools they
faced. During practises, they worked hard and
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Football

reached the break at half-time. Despite a QEH
onslaught, we kept our composure and discipline
and even managed to score two more goals to
emerge with an incredible win.
It is difficult to single out players in a team of this
quality, but two deserve a particular mention.
Oscar played on the left and terrified oppositions
with his skill, pace and power. He played well
in every match and was at times unstoppable.
Robbie, the captain, was less high profile than

over the course of the season, played some
terrific football. The results reflected the hard
work that they had put in over the course of the
term.
A strong result against The Elms gave us a
confident start to the season, with a Marcus hat
trick, supported by a Johnny brace and an own
goal, it showed us what we were capable of. The
following fixture saw us away at Wycliffe in some
tricky conditions. At half time, we were just 2-1
ahead and in an evenly fought contest, but fitness
told and a man of the match performance from
debutant, Charlie and a further 4 goals from
Marcus and some cool finishing from Archie
and Johnny meant that we finished the game
6-2. Abberley was next and despite losing our
strongest defender in Hector to the 1st XI we
managed to stay tight at the back and further
goals from familiar faces meant a 5-1 win. QEH

Oscar in the midfield, but showed great skill and
character. He led the team by example, winning
tackles, playing through-balls and scoring goals.
There were a number of Year 7s in the team who
grew in confidence and influence as the season
progressed, suggesting that the future will
continue to be bright. Football at Beaudesert is
in great health at the moment and our reputation
on the circuit has soared in recent years.
CM

was the game that we thought was going to
test us the most. We went out and played some
terrific football and found ourselves in a dog
fight at 2-1 at half time, but a man of the match
performance from Johnny and some terrific
saves from Orlo meant that we finished as
6-2 winners. An excellent result. The Clifton
game saw a slightly weakened team play on an
unfamiliar AstroTurf surface. We played some
good football and 1-4 seemed like an unfair
score line, especially with the chances that we
had created.
In summary, the boys had an absolutely terrific
season and much progress was made. They
played with respect, dignity and passion and
it was a real joy to be part of such a successful
squad. Bring on next year!
TL
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4TH XI
Team: J Hunt, T Burton, F Hack, O Ridgwell,
T Skarda, C Combe, F Campbell, D Keegan, T Clout,
R Calvert, O Comaish, Le Webb, W Shipsey, G Scurr
Results:
Won 7 - 0 Home
v Abberley Hall
v QEH	Lost 0 - 5 Away
v Tockington	Lost 0 - 7 Home
Like all 4XI football teams the football was never
pretty and the style was always agricultural at
best. A collection of hardened rugby players is
never at ease with the subtleties of ‘the beautiful
game’ and this team was no exception. For their
efforts they enjoyed one win against Abberley
Hall. What they lacked in talent they made up
for in heart and passion and the sheer minded
determination that if they were going to go down
then they would go down with a fight and the
opposition would jolly well know.

3RD XI
Team: H Kay, H Ahearne, D Keegan, M D’Arcy Rice,
J Edmonston, M Schmidt, B Worsley, A Hellens,
G Carpenter, L Webb, Lu Webb, F Campbell, S Read
Results:
v The Elms
Won
v Wycliffe
Won
v Abberley
Won
v QEH	Lost
v Clifton
Won

10
9
4
2
4

-0
-0
-0
-4
–1

Home
Home
Away
Home
Away

5TH XI
Team: T Burton, R Calvert, F Campbell,
G Carpenter, T Clout, O Comaish, C Combe, F Hack,
J Holloway, J Hunt, S Read, G Scurr, W Shipsey,
T Skarda
Results:
v Wycliffe
v Wycliffe

Won
Won

5 - 1
6 - 0

Away
Home

UNDER 11A

A short but very successful football season
for the 3rd IX. These boys, not the biggest
or the strongest, were so looking forward to
their football season. They had pace and for a
3rd team, they had some genuine skill. I had a
solid defence, reliable goal keeper, attacking
midfield and two strikers with a killer finish.
What a team! Well done boys and good luck
next season.
JLB

It was a short and sweet season for the 5th boys.
Ultimately, the 5th played only 2 fixtures with
the majority of the squad fluctuating between
the 4ths and 5ths. Convincing home and away
victories against Wycliffe meant that the ‘Mighty
5ths’ finished with a 100 percent record, showing
the strength in depth of Beaudesert football!
More importantly, we had great fun in all our
practice sessions and the boys displayed a really
positive attitude.
SW

sessions and competition for places in both
teams remained fierce throughout. This group
loved their football and the attitude shown and
Team: F Amati, A Thomson, G Cherry, T McCulloch, willingness to listen and to improve their all
R Phillips, B Evans, M Viva Simond, R Van de Grift round game has been great to see.
We began with a draw at The Elms. Back to
back home wins including a hard fought victory
Results:
against a very physical Wycliffe side was the
v The Elms
Drew
2 - 2 Away
perfect response and we were able to continue
v Wycliffe
Drew
1 - 1 Home
our good form in our remaining games.
v Cricklade
Won
2 - 0 Home
We then headed to the South West ISFA
v Abberley Hall
Won
4 - 1 Away
Championships with high hopes. Sadly it was
v QEH
Won
4 - 0 Home
not to be - we finished just out of the semi final
v St. John’s
Won
5 - 2 Home
stage. A slightly disappointing day but what an
v Tockington
Won
3 - 0 Away
experience for the boys!
ISFA Regional: Quarter Finalists
Setting a fine example throughout, special
mention must go to Rafe, a player of great
This was a most successful and enjoyable
ability who would always try to do his best for
season with a group of talented and determined
the team, finding a pass when it was on, always
footballers.
looking for a team mate and scorer of any
With strong A and B squads, we were able to
number of fine goals.
enjoy high quality and competitive practice
DR

It was fun if nothing else and a fine way to chip
the ice off the grass and banish the mildewed
winter skies to the far flung horizon.
BC

UNDER 11B
Team: H Jefferies, L Dangerfield, O Easen,
M Craven, A Baker, D Bradley, A Gordon,
B Pridmore
Results:
v The Elms
v Wycliffe
v Abberley Hall
v QEH
v St John’s
v Pinewood

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

6-0
5-0
5-0
7-1
7-2
4-2

Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

The team showed great skill and played a very
fluent style of football.
The defence was very solid with Oscar in
goal, throwing himself around making some
brave saves. Archie B was tireless in defence
covering every square inch of the pitch.
He was ably assisted by Archie G who was
always working hard and covering back,
between them they did not allow much to
pass behind them. The midfield was controlled
firstly by Harry and then by Barney who
distributed the ball to the wings and played
the through ball, up front. Max used his size
and power to great effect on the right, making
plenty of ground before getting his cross in.
Dan ended up playing a defensive role on the
left, showing his strength and determination.
Louis and Harry played at striker and between
them scored plenty of goals, showing their
skills on and off the ball.
Thank you for all your efforts and those others
who joined the team for the one off match.
It was a successful season but more
importantly, very enjoyable.
JSSM
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UNDER 11C
Team: J Dunn, C Hyde, E Cuellar, L d’Abo,
T Fagan, O Giffard-Lindsay, W Moffatt, O Eugster,
D Bradley, E Ransome
Results:
v Wycliffe
Won 3 - 1
v QEH
Won 5 - 1
v Tockington (U11B) Won 2 - 0

Away
Home
Away

UNDER 11D
Team: E Ransome, T Wickett, T Fagan,
O Giffard-Lindsay, L Dhillon, F Champniss,
H Hiscox, C Hyde, G Grand, O Ross, J Dunn
Results:
v Wycliffe
Won
v Abberley Hall	Lost
v QEH
Won
v St John’s
Won
v Pinewood	Lost

5-3
3-4
10 - 0
4-3
2-4

Despite the weather, this was a fun season for
the C team who played with real togetherness
against some strong opposition. With their
great approach to training, they were always
going be a handful for any team they played.
Their strengths started in defence with Will
(goalkeeper), Oliver and Dan amongst others,
doing a great job in keeping the ball out of their
own net. In attack, Louis and Theo played key
roles in starting the team’s attacking plays
while Enzo ran tirelessly creating the spaces
up front. It was great that the team achieved
an unbeaten season and I am proud of their
efforts. Very well done to all those involved.
LR

UNDER 10B
Team: J Bostock, A Roche, E Stringer, O Wilkes,
B Wateridge, C Burns, T Evans-Gough, R Rayner,
T Hack, S MacIntosh, W Howard

Away
Away
Home
Away
Home

Results:
v Prior Park
Won
v St Hugh’s
Won
v QEH
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v Hatherop A	Lost
v Hatherop B	
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v	Berkhampstead Won

It may have been a short season, however with 24
goals score in 5 matches, it was one that had plenty
of highlights. The D team’s enthusiasm on and off
the pitch was first class, and they really enjoyed
both developing their skills in practices, and playing
with real adventure in matches. Toby was always a
handful in attack, while Lucas and Herbie showed
great determination to win the ball in midfield and
get it forward to the strikers. In defence, Jago let little
past him, and Conrad enjoyed his time as goal keeper,
blocking shots and clearing the ball. All members of
the team should be congratulated for having such a
good season they should be proud of their efforts.
LR

UNDER 10A
Team: T Eugster, M Thomson, F Mullin, R Edmonds,
T Evans-Gough, A Smith, G Pegg, B Wateridge,
A Vanderbrook, C Burns, F Douglas-Pennant,
W Gemmill
Results:
v Cricklade Manor Prep Won 7 v St Hugh’s
Drew 2 v QEH	Lost 1 v St John’s	Lost 1 v Pinewood	Lost 3 v Hatherop	Lost 2 v Pinewood
Won 4 v	Berkhampstead U11	Lost 0 -

2
2
8
2
5
5
3
3

Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home

Beaudesert Festival: Won 1, Drew 1, Lost 1
This was a team who took time to find their
feet. Despite decent early season efforts
away at Cricklade Manor and St Hugh’s, it was
obvious that sterner tests were to come. A very
impressive QEH side eradicated any premature
confidence and inspired a new outlook from
the team. The boys’ tireless effort during this
very tough fixture was a sign of things to come
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and provided a foundation upon which we could
develop a style of play, based on resolute defence
and counter-attacking football. With Wilfred a
constant menace to opposition defenders and
Freddie M commanding his defence expertly, the
boys’ performances steadily improved and, over
time, we became a very tough side to beat.
The turning point of the season came away at
Pinewood where a poor start meant we trailed
5-0 at the break. However, a totally dominant
second half performance saw that deficit cut to
two by the final whistle and showed just what
the team were capable of. A small change of
personnel to aid with our developing counterattacking style, meant that the very impressive
Amory and Rufus joined the team and their
addition led to even greater performances in the
Beaudesert Festival and a thrilling 4-3 win at
home against Pinewood.
The season was rounded off against a very strong
and physical Berkhampstead U11 team. With
our defenders sticking to their task heroically
and Theo repelling anything that came his way,
the boys made it to half time at 0-0. The game
unfortunately slipped away. This performance
however, against older and stronger players,
highlighted the progress the team had made over
the season. Well done boys!
TC

12 - 0
0-4
1-5
4-2
1-2
7-0
1-3
2-0

Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home

This was a very positive season for the boys with
a good amount of wins with many goals scored
by our prolific striker Jake. The games we did
lose were the result of not taking our chances
when given the opportunity and there were
plenty of occasions during these tight contests!
Unfortunately, the ball would hit the post or be
saved superbly by their goal keeper. It was very
encouraging to see how their play improved
throughout the short season and they became
confident in their own abilities and demonstrated
some excellent skills. Well done boys for all
your hard work and enthusiasm in practices and
matches.
EC
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UNDER 10C
Team: A Cunningham, O Grieg, S Jones,
J Mackay-Lewis, R Morris, W Noest, B Parkes,
K Probert, R Rayner
Results:
v Wycliffe
Won
v Abberley Hall
Drew
v Pinewood	Lost
v Hatherop
Won
v Pinewood
Drew
v	Berkhampstead	Lost

7-0
0-0
0-1
2-1
2-2
0-2

Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home

The U10 C football team had a very good term
out on the football field. In our games practices
the C and B teams would often train together.
We spent a good deal of time working on the
basic skills of controlling, passing and dribbling
with the ball, as well as looking to improve the
boys’ spatial awareness and game understanding.
There was a definite improvement in the quality
of football on show as the season progressed, and
the boys began to work as a team, and learned to
pass the ball amongst each other.
Throughout the term, it was very pleasing to see
the way in which the boys conducted themselves
when both hosting, and visiting opposition
schools, which are very important skills to learn.
I hope all the boys involved in the U10Cs enjoyed
their football this year, and thank them for the
very positive way in which they represented the
school.
HS

UNDER 9s
Warriors Results:
v Wycliffe
Won
v	Berkhampstead	Lost
v St Hugh’s
Won
v St John’s
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v Tockington
Won
v Hatherop
Drew
v Pinewood	Lost
Beaudesert Festival:
Played 4 Won 3 Drew 1

Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

Chiefs Results:
v Wycliffe
Won
Away
v	Berkhampstead	Lost
Home
v St Hugh’s
Won
Home
v St John’s
Won
Home
v Tockington
Won
Home
v Hatherop
Drew
Home
v	Berkhampstead
Won
Home
v Pinewood
Won
Home
Beaudesert Festival: Played 3 Won 3
Sharks Results:
v	Berkhampstead	Lost
v St Hugh’s	Lost
v St John’s
Won
Drew
v Pinewood
v Tockington
Won
v Hatherop
Won
v Pinewood
Won
Beaudesert Festival:
Played 3 Won 2 Lost 1
Tigers Results:
v Wycliffe
Won
v	Berkhampstead	Lost
v St Hugh’s	Lost
v Pinewood	Lost
v Tockington
Won
v Hatherop
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
Beaudesert Festival:
Played 3 Won 1 lost 1 Drew 1

Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

The U9 football teams enjoyed an excellent
season, winning 26 out of their 43 matches.
Often involved, mixing up the teams to give
the children an opportunity to experience a
variety of levels of play and to balance the
matches played. There were some high scoring
games but generally there were many evenly
contested fixtures that helped to build resolve
and character in the boys.
The highlight of the season was our own
festival when the Warriors and the Chiefs
were unbeaten. In fact, during an afternoon
when we played thirteen games altogether,
the teams only lost two matches. The
accolades for the term must however, go
to the Chiefs who only lost one match,
emphasising the depth within the year group.
The Sharks and Tigers were often playing ‘B’
teams and performed very well under the
circumstances. There were some notable wins
such as that against Pinewood, who proved to
be our nemesis throughout the year, but looks
like being an excellent fixture in the years to
come.
Full of enthusiasm, all looks good for the
future of this group of boys and there could be
some exciting times ahead. All this, however,
has only happened due to the expertise
of Mr Holmes, Mr Layton and the Gaps
on the training ground who have assisted,
encouraged and organised the teams.
GR

Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
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Netball
UNDER 13A
Team: H Maculan (capt)*, T Maculan*, A Miller Pyott, .
Walker, G Balfry**, E Thompson, E Lewis**,
M Learmond*, J Fairer-Smith
* denotes full colours ** denotes half colours
Results:
v Tockington
Won 26 - 4 Away
v Cheltenham Prep Won 15 - 9 Home
v Clifton	Lost 13 - 19 Away
v St Hugh’s	Lost 10 - 15 Away
v The Downs	Lost 7 - 23 Away
v Wycliffe	Lost 15 - 17 Home
v Pinewood
Won 27 - 9 Away
v	Bromsgrove	Lost 8 - 18 Away
Severnside Tournament: 4th
Cheltenham Ladies’ Tournament: 8th
The girls last term of netball at Beaudesert was a
challenging but enjoyable season. This group of
girls have been playing together for nearly three
years as a team, so it was lovely to see them play
their final few matches together. Our results did
not reflect how well they played. They have all
developed into very young talented netballers and
I hope they continue to play at their next school.
The season started strong with two wins at
Tockington and Cheltenham, followed by an early
Severnside Tournament which had some very
strong teams which led us nicely prepared into
our Regional qualifying rounds at King’s Bruton.
The girls played incredibly well, winning their
group by ease. They came to the semi-final and
unfortunately lost their place to qualifying this
year, which they were devastated about.
Hannie has led the team through the whole season
with an impeccable attitude, remaining positive
and strong during tough matches, and alongside
her has been Georgie, making an excellent Vice
Captain.
Ella, Maya and Georgie have been flawless
shooters, Hannie, Tilda and Autumn have shown
terrific skills in defence and our centre court has
been outstanding.
I have thoroughly enjoyed coaching the girls for all
these years and I will miss them, they have been
an absolute pleasure and remained focused and
enthusiastic throughout. Well done!
FS
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UNDER 13B
Team: A Wateridge, L McLaughlin,
M Galton-Fenzi, J Fairer-Smith, H Brewster,
R Roche, C Dobson-Pinillos, E Watkins
Results:
Won
v Tockington
v Cheltenham Prep Drew
Won
v Clifton
v St Hugh’s	Lost
v Colston’s
Won
v Wycliffe
Drew
v Pinewood
Won
v	Bromsgrove
Won

18 - 8
8-8
21 - 5
17 - 18
21 - 3
17 - 17
22 - 8
19 - 17

Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away

Severnside Tournament: 4th place
A strong start to the season, it was clear to
see the potential and versatility of the team.
Cheltenham was a tough game, the girls kept
calm and disciplined to equalise in the final
quarter. Next came the Severnside Tournament,
a brilliant day with the centre court players,

Caye, Rosie and Minnie working tirelessly
throughout. At Clifton we were down in the
1st quarter to storm ahead to a 21-5 victory.
Anna stepped brilliantly into GD with Jemima
and Lucy barely missing a shot. St Hugh’s kept
defensive players Emily, Anna and Hermione
on their toes, a very exciting game to watch.
Colston’s match demonstrated the teams
building strength and progression, their
dynamic movement patterns which produced
fantastic phases of play. Another close match
with Wycliffe, fighting back to equalise in the
final minute. At Pinewood, the girls dominated
the play and the 1st quarter saw our highest
scoring quarter yet with 9 goals. With spirit
of their final netball game the girls were
determined to get a result against Bromsgrove.
Down in the first quarter 3-6, we needed to
step up as they would not be settling for a
defeat. The passion and desire for the team
was incredible and within the final quarters
they turned the score around to take a close
victory. A fabulous last game and season of
netball for the girls, well done.
EH
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UNDER 12A
Team: S Mullin, B Montgomerie, F MacIntosh,
M Standen McDougal, F Scurr, T Vernon, J Heynes,
R Smith, C Birts
Results:
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Clifton	Lost
v St Hugh’s	Lost
v Wycliffe
Won
v Pinewood
Won
v	Bromsgrove	Lost

16 - 5
8 - 14
8 - 22
20 - 8
17 - 7
14 - 25

Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away

Severnside Tournament: 3rd Place
Colstons tournament: 3rd place
IAP regional: Qualifiers
IAPS Nationals: 9th overall

It has been an incredibly successful season for
the 12A reaching the IAPS National finals and
coming 9th in the country. This was certainly
the highlight of our season. As a team we
progressed throughout the season working
as a unit. Our shooters were consistent and
their movement was outstanding. The defenders turned over balls consistently and their
interceptions impressed all. We managed to
connect the defenders to the shooters with
slick sharp passes and this is all thanks to our
amazing coach Miss Greenaway who is always
cheerful whatever the outcome, and being a
successful netballer herself her coaching was
up to date and helpful.
Molly, Flora, Bea, Saskia

UNDER 12B

improved massively throughout the term.
We have worked on changing direction,
listening to each other, effectively passing
Team: H Edmonston, E Brooks, H Bullock, P Ross, from centre and backline and marking.
M Davey, M Leslie, C Haycraft Mee, E Jones Our shooters Evie and Coco have developed
a bond which makes them unstoppable. Our
Results:
defenders Holy, Ella, Poppy and Hannah have
4 - 8 Home
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
grown very confident leaning and intercepting
Won 24 - 0 Home
v Pinewood
balls. Mathilde and Mary worked at the heart
v Clifton	Lost
6 - 9 Away
of the game getting in front of our players
v St Hugh’s
Won 17 - 15 Home
and passing into the D. The highlight of our
v Colston’s U13 Won 22 - 0 Home
season was winning against Colston U13s
v Wycliffe
Won 20 - 12 Home
and Pinewood. These wins really improved
v Pinewood
Won 11 - 6 Away
our confidence. None of this would have been
v	Bromsgrove
Won 15 - 4 Away
possible without the incredible tuition of Mrs
Baber-Williams.
This season the U12B have successfully won
Poppy, Ella and Mary
all their matches but two. Our teamwork has

UNDER 11A
Team: E Ahearne, C Amati, H Ashcroft, M Ellis,
R Evans-Gough, H Heynes, E Hunter, P Learmond,
S Meakin, S Wallace, B Mclaughlin, E McMurtry,
E Chadwick, S Turner, L Worsley
Results:
v Cheltenham Prep
Won 12 - 6
v Dean Close	Lost 5 - 13
v St Hugh’s	Lost 11 - 23
v The Downs
Won 21 - 5
v Wycliffe
Won 14 - 9
v	Bromsgrove	Lost 4 - 5
Severnside Tournament: 2nd Overall

UNDER 12C
Team: P Brown, E Grand, T Lincoln,
E Carnegie-Brown, S Orchard, L O’Carroll
M Evans-Gough, K Pritchard, S Meakin
Results:
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
2-8
v Clifton
Won
5-4
v St Hugh’s	Lost
6-7
v The Downs	Lost
4 - 12
v Colston’s	Lost
6-7
v Wycliffe	Lost
11 - 13
v Pinewood	Lost
8 – 12
v	Bromsgrove
Drew
9-9
Dean Close Tournament: 2nd place

Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home

Netball is a great time to bond, laugh and have
fun. We are the U12Cs, and this season we have
had the enthusiastic Mr Burns as a coach. He has
helped us improve our skills and our teamwork
as well encouraging us to try our hardest in
everything we do. We have had ups and downs
this season. We went to a tournament at Dean
Close and by playing our best earned second
place. We even held our own medal ceremony
later on back at school!
Kitty, Margot and Saskia have scored many goals
for the team, whilst Ella, Tabitha and Edie have
defended incredibly well. Phoebe, Savannah
and Lyra have raced all-round the mid court area
with accurate passing and great movement.
By creating our own warm-ups and drills we
have improved massively and have loved every
second!
U12 C Team

Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away

A superb season with a super group of girls. It is
very exciting to have so many keen and athletic
girls enjoy netball with such enthusiasm. Each
training session had a real buzz about it.
It is also clear how talented they all are having
used half of the year group to play for in an
A team match during the term. Matches were
incredibly fast and furious with a choice of
shooters but strength and reliability really
came from Emily and Bel, with Eva making sure
she should not be ignored as one to watch for
the future.
Mid-court play was where the speed developed
thanks to Rose, Hebe, Cecilia and Sophia. The
defence, was blessed with height and fast feet
with Millie and Sophie making the opposition
work twice as hard to earn their goals. Good luck
in 2019!
LS
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UNDER 11B
Team: E Ahearne, E McMurtry, J McShane,
L Worsley, H Ashcroft, P Learmond, S Meakin,
G Marwood, A Pearman, I Bowers, E Chadwick
Results:
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Clifton	Lost
v Dean Close
Won
v St Hugh’s
Won
v Wycliffe
Won
v Pinewood A
Won
v	Bromsgrove	Lost

9 -0
3 - 12
8 -0
14 - 12
11 - 5
6 -5
2 -6

Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home

The girls had a really good season, turning
initial promise into some thrilling netball. They
fizzed the ball around the court with excellent
movement, often leaving their markers for
dead.
Our defenders Elysia, Emi, Jemima and Lara
worked really hard on their marking, stopping
the opposition from gaining many shots and
they intercepted many balls. Their distribution
of the ball really improved as the season
progressed, allowing some swift backline
passes and counter attacks to be launched.
Sophia, Phoebe and Georgie were very fast
around the court, linking the attack with the
defence. They passed the ball quickly and
accurately, allowing some excellent scoring
chances for our forwards. They also defended
well.
Aggie, Ila, Hunter and Eva worked really hard
and used their speed to find space and create
good attacking opportunities, which resulted
in some good shooting. Eva in particular used
her height and reach well to dominate the D.
She was rewarded with promotion to the A
side late in the season.
Highlights of the season included winning a
close match against a strong St Hugh’s side
and victory against Pinewood’s A side. Well
done.
SP

UNDER 11C
Team: E d’Abo, G Marwood, L Sánchez Farmar,
Z Cole, C Keveth, L Miller, A Akeroyd, T Russell,
S Birtles, U Rowland, H Madsen
Results:
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Pinewood	Lost
v Clifton	Lost
v Dean Close	Lost
v St Hugh’s	Lost
v	Kingswood	Lost
v Pinewood	Lost
v	Bromsgrove	Lost

4
3
3
1
1
6
6
1

-8
-5
- 16
- 15
- 11
-8
-8
- 10

Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home

UNDER 10A
Team: P Baker, I Burton, L Evans, E Fleming,
L Hargitay, S Thompson, F Wiles,
(and for the Severnside Tournament F Frost)
Results:
v Cheltenham Prep Won 9 - 3
v Pinewood	Lost 3 - 7
v Clifton
Won 17 - 0
v St Hugh’s
Won 10 - 9
v The Downs
Won 13 - 6
v Wycliffe
Won 7 - 2
v Pinewood
Won 10 - 6
v	Bromsgrove
Won 8 - 5
Severnside Tournament: Winners

Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away

The U10 A team had a very successful term
of netball. They made great progress with
their movement and marking on court. Their
passing has improved in pace and accuracy,
allowing them to move the ball quickly.
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The U11C netball team had a challenging but
enjoyable season. Despite suffering losses in all
of the games, the team always played with the
same drive and determination to win.
The excellent precision from goal shooters Ella,
Georgie, Lola and Zoe ensured that the team
scored in every game. The skill of Camilla, Lexy
and Abigail through the mid court positions
enabled the netball to be swiftly passed from
the defensive third to the attacking. Tabitha,
Scarlett, Ursula and Havana, the defensive
players, continuously rallied to effectively
protect the goal and ensure that all the
rebounds are grasped by Beaudesert. The girls
all improved tremendously throughout the
season and should be very proud of their hard
work.
TM

Florence and Eliza shot confidently and
accurately and are beginning to work nicely
together to score some fantastic goals. Lucia
and Indigo made some great interceptions
and marked closely in defence, making it
very difficult for the opposition. Lili showed
great vision as centre making some lovely
passes into the circle and was always there
supporting when needed for a pass. Poppy
and Sophie both made good progress with
their footwork and movement. The highlight
of the season for the girls was winning the
Severnside Netball Tournament. They faced
some tough matches and played with great
determination and skill to draw one and win
all of the other matches. The last match of
the season they played against a very skilful
Bromsgrove team. It was only the last quarter
where we went ahead through greater
determination to win and some excellent
shooting. Well done to all the U10s for a
fantastic season of netball.
TP
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UNDER 10B

UNDER 10C

Team: E Cartwright, H Fanshawe, F Frost,
R Holloway, Q Peppiatt, B Sabine, S Snell-Dyson

Team: O Hillman, D McMyn, I Trounson,
I Miller Pyott, T Osborne, R Phillimore, M Snell

Results:
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Clifton	Lost
v St Hugh’s	Lost
v	Kingswood	Lost
v Wycliffe	Lost
v Pinewood	Lost
v	Bromsgrove	Lost

8
2
2
6
5
3
3

-4
- 5
-4
-8
- 11
-7
- 17

Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away

It was a promising start to the season against
Cheltenham Prep, with all the girls really
pulling together and Florence proving herself
as an indispensable member of the team with
her steady and reliable shooting skills, ably
assisted by Quitterie and Breezy. All three girls
continued to impress us with their goal scoring
abilities throughout the season, and they
certainly managed to keep spirits high when
enthusiasm was waning on the often freezing
and windswept courts.
Another highlight was an impressive
performance against Kingswood, which
although we lost, was an excellent display of
teamwork, and a real nail biter for the crowd
as it was such a closely matched game. Rosie
proved very useful indeed in the centre position,
enabling many goals to be scored. Savanna got
stuck in on the wing and showed real energy,
grit and determination in every game.
The girls put in a truly valiant effort against
Wycliffe, with some increasingly smooth passing
along the court by Esme, and Honor in goal.
The results sheet does not do justice to the
fantastic effort and the visible improvement
in skill and teamwork of all the girls. I have
been extremely lucky to have a team of girls
with such wonderful, sporting spirit and to
watch the improvements made by every player
throughout the season. I very much hope the
girls continue to enjoy netball next year.
AW

Results:
v Pinewood	Lost
v Clifton
Won
v St Hugh’s	Lost
v Pinewood	Lost
v	Bromsgrove
Won

1 - 10
15 - 0
2 - 11
1 -6
10 - 3

Home
Home
Away
Home
Away

U9 STORM
Team: I Ross, C Bucher, E Hodson, I Morris,
S Rowlands, L Cuellar, I Gordon, J Gordon
Results:
v	Berkhampstead
Won
v Clifton	Lost
v St Hugh’s
Won
v The Downs
Won
v Cheltenham Prep Drew
v Pinewood	Lost

10 - 2
1 -9
5 -2
8 -4
2 -2
0 -6

Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away

The U10C Netball team has shown true grit
and determination both on and off the court.
An opposing goal did not phase them and each
member of the team displayed a great enthusiasm
and positive drive to fight back against a strong
competition. It was fantastic to see the girls work
compatibly together in each respective position.
Matilda and Olivia working tirelessly to stop their
opposition shooters from scoring, whilst Ivory,
Daisy, India and Rose had the mid-court covered,
moving efficiently to find free spaces in order
to deliver the ball down to the accurate eyes of
Tatiana in the shooting positions.
AS
Clifton, who went on to win the tournament. We
came third which was a good result and the girls
enjoyed the whole experience of playing inside the
dome. The last match against Pinewood was very
frustrating as they had one of their best games but
just could not manage to score any goals. The final
score does not reflect the game. The girls have a
lot to build on for next year and with their great
work ethic I am sure will be very successful. Thank
you to all the parents that have supported us in all
kind of weathers.
SF

Severnside Tournament: 3rd
The girls started off very well and won their first
match with a great result. It is always good to win
your first match as it gives you a lot of confidence.
Their 2nd match against Clifton was very tough.
Clifton were very good at intercepting passes and
defending and we struggled to get the ball into the
circle to have a shot at goal. The girls then worked
hard on lots of skills they were lacking. It was great
to see them put all their hard work into the next
few matches with two wins and a draw. We all felt
we were prepared for the Severnside Tournament
and the girls had a great afternoon of netball. They
all played so well and only lost one match against

U9 THUNDER &
lightening
Team: Z Halpern-Lande, S Ratcliffe, E Dunn,
I Medina, K Walker, L Armshaw, A Nielsen, S Cooper,
F Leslie, S Ward, A Akeroyd, I Casey, A Oldman
Results:
v	Berkhampstead
Drew 3 - 3
v Clifton	Lost
2 -3
v St Hugh’s	Lost
2 -6
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
2 -8
v Pinewood
Drew 6 - 6
v	Berkhampstead
Won 4 - 3
Wycliffe Festival:
Won 3 Lost 1

Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away

Both teams worked hard this term and made
significant progress. The girls understanding of
the game, where to go and how to move really
improved and, by the end of the term, they were

working well together and had moulded into
positions which best suited them.
We were unlucky that on a number of occasions,
either one or both of our usual shooters were
injured, and this reflected in our scores as, no
matter how well you play in defence or in the
centre court, the shooters need to score.
Our biggest loss was against Cheltenham
Prep, but I actually felt that the girls played
really strongly, possibly having one of their
best attacking games. India should get a special
mention for her improvement and versatility;
she played in many positions and, in the final two
matches, came into her own and proved herself
to be a fantastic shooter. Zoe also proved herself
to be very handy in the central positions; having
never played before, she really took to the game
and I am sure will be a useful player next year.
Well done to all the girls and a big thank you for
all the support from the parents throughout the
term.
JD-S
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Cross Country
Squads
U9 Girls:
T Walker, S Rowlands, I Gordon,
I Morris, I Ross, C Bucher
U9 Boys:
J Robinson, A Meakin, D Moxon, W Haycraft Mee,
L Hazell, W Hunter, T Maculan, C Chadwick
U11 Girls:
L Evans, C Amati, B Mclaughlin, S Wallace, F Wiles,
P Baker, H Fanshawe, S Thompson
U11 Boys:
B Evans, B Pridmore, A Baker, O Eugster, A Thomson,
R Van de Grift, C Burns, T Eugster, T McCulloch
U13 Girls:
H Brewster (capt)*, C Dobson-Pinillos,
J Fairer-Smith, J Walker, T Maculan*,
M Learmond*, G Balfry
U13 Boys:
R Slatter*, M Dunne, M D’ArcyRice, C Birts,
O Oldman, J Raphael
*denotes full colours
Match Results:
U9 Tockington Relays:
Boys team - 1st
Girls team - 1st
Pinewood Fixture:
U11 Boys team - 2nd
U11 Girls team - 4th
U13 Boys team - 3rd
U13 Girls team - 3rd
Severnside:
U11 Boys team - 1st
U11 Girls team - 2nd
U13 Boys team - 2nd
U13 Girls team - 2nd

This was a season that promised a great deal
and there were some excellent performances
across the board, though unfortunately the
weather intervened on a couple of occasions,
most disappointingly at the end of term which
meant that the National Championships at
Malvern were cancelled. Despite the extremely
long winter, I have been so impressed with
the effort, enthusiasm and determination of
everyone involved. We were able to start our
training groups in September, with regular runs
at break time as well as a good turnout for the
cross country activity. We had some excellent
performances across the board at the U9 race at
Tockington, which is an excellent early season test
for the children. The 800m course, with a tough

hill near the start was attacked with gusto and
we saw memorable wins for Tinks and Wolfie,
superbly backed up by the rest of the team for two
convincing team victories. The strength in depth
of this Year 4 is very impressive and I look forward
to seeing this talented group progress further as
they move up through the school.
The demanding course and competitive fields
at the Pinewood fixture was our next challenge
and again the team produced the goods! This is a
high quality race and it was great to see us being
so competitive in both age groups, boys and girls.
Max D and Robbie S ran with typical tenacity and
were able to come through the field to finish well
up the field. The girls’ team, with Hermione in very
good form finished high up too and we left with
our heads held high after a great days racing.
The Severnside fixture proved to be our last of
a season disrupted by the weather and this time
it was the U11’s that lead the way. Both these
teams have any number of accomplished cross
country runners and if they can keep at it in Year
7 and 8, cross country running at Beaudesert will
continue to flourish!
The deceptively challenging course at Wycliffe
was a real test for the children, but we ran
excellently as a team with everyone giving 100%
right to the end. Cross country is a tough sport
and as always I have been so impressed with the
effort and attitude shown by all members of the
squad. Well done all.
DR
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Hockey - Boys
1ST VII
Team: H Ahearne, A Baker**, F Campbell,
J Cooper, C Brook*, G Beattie, M Dunne,
F Fawcett (capt)*, R Slatter*
*full colours **half colours
Results:
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Clifton	Lost
v Pinewood
Won
v The Elms	Lost
Severnside Tournament:
Played 5: Won: 2 Lost: 3

0
2
4
4

-

3
7
1
6

Away
Away
Home
Away

100% home record on our brand new Astro!
(Admittedly only one match!). The Severnside
tournament, only three days into our season, is
always mighty tough, yet we did well to record
a couple of wins. Having beaten Cheltenham
Prep in the tournament, our performance in the
first full match against them was disappointing.
As we grew more experienced, however, the
speed and accuracy of our shooting improved, so
we did score some decent goals. Next up, away
at Clifton, we did ourselves proud in the opening
20 minutes, managing to keep the deficit to
2 – 3 at half - time. Unfortunately, they showed
their superiority and ran away with it after

2ND VII

the break. Up until that point all our matches
had been away, playing on short, wide pitches,
where we struggled to adapt to the relatively
large ‘D’s. However, in the only home match,
against Pinewood, we got our tactics just right
and we totally dominated both possession and
territory, thus we were deserved victors. The
climax of the term was a goalfest at The Elms, a
very physical, skilful team. We converted several
well – constructed opportunities that day, yet
conceded two more than we scored. And the
epitome of our season really: increasingly slick

Team: M D’Arcy Rice, F Wallace, A Binns,
J Mclaughlin, L Van de Grift, A Hellens, H Ahearne,
O Oldman, F Campbell
Results:
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Clifton	Lost
v Pinewood
Won
v The Elms
Drew

0
3
3
3

-

7
4
2
3

Away
Away
Away
Away

A very short season of hockey commenced
with the Severnside Tournament. The boys
coped very well with being thrown in at
the deep end. Next up was a chastening
experience at Cheltenham, where limiting
them to one goal in the second half was a
great achievement. We were learning fast
and nearly pulled off a shock result at Clifton,
before going down to a last minute goal. By
the time we travelled to Pinewood our skills
and organisation were massively improved
and we came away with a thoroughly
deserved victory. The Elms were always going
to be tough final opponents and we trailed
3 – 0 at half time. However, some magnificent
fighting spirit saw us turn it around and it
finished 3 – 3.
A most enjoyable season with a super group
of boys who were good company and made
exceptional progress.
SW

3RD VII
Team: S Read, J Edmonston. J Raphael, M Schmidt,
O Ridgwell, O Clark, F O’Neill, A Hunter, B Worsley

Results:
v The Downs
Won
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Clifton	Lost
Won
v Pinewood
v Hatherop
Drew

3
1
0
3
3

-

1
5
7
1
3

Away
Away
Away
Away
Home

Overall it was a very successful season.
The team showed skill, technique, determination
and fitness. The match against The Downs was
a superb start to three hectic weeks of hockey.
The team were eager to show what they had
learnt and chased everything, taking advantage
of some slack marking. Orlo took his chances
well. Oliver showed his skills and knowledge of
the game; Joseph proved that the combination
of speed and skill on the ball were devastating
which opposition found very difficult to defend
against. Mungo slotted into centre mid-field

moves in attack, often culminating in impressive
strikes, yet indecisive, poor defence proved our
Achilles heel. Charlie was unquestionably the
‘player of the season’, showing admirable skill,
composure and vision; he was ably supported
by both Freddie and Robbie, as lone striker and
midfielder respectively; all our goals came from
one of these three. In recognition of this, they
were all awarded their full colours. Archie made
some very fine saves in goal. Freddie C and Max
both did well being the only Year 7s in the top
team this year.
OF

and worked tirelessly. Our two games against
Cheltenham and Clifton proved that the team
needed more practise before playing large
schools that had been playing hockey all term.
Sam kept the scores respectable by making
great saves in goal by excellent positioning.
Jamie showed, not only his strength but his stick
skills, while Freddie never gave up trying to win
the ball, sometimes using his footballing skills!
The match against Pinewood was very exciting
and was nip and tuck but by escaping the
defence our attack managed to score some well
taken goals. Ben played his first game for the
team, showing his skills on and off the ball.
The final game was against Hatherop which
proved an excellent match, drawn 3-3. Archie,
having been promoted from the 4th team
scored from a short corner; it reminded me of
one of his cover drives. Orlo showed his dogged
determination and scored the other goals.
Well done to you all.
A thoroughly enjoyable season; thank you to
everyone involved.
JSSM
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4TH VII
Team: M Bailey, C Birts, V Bowers, H Adams,
M Schmidt, B Worsley, S Madsen, E Viva Simonds,
T Burton, W Shipsey, A Hunter
Results:
v St Hugh’s
Won
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Clifton	Lost
v Pinewood
Won

7-0
5-2
4-5
4-1

Away
Away
Home
Home

The 4th Hockey Team had a successful season
losing just one match against Clifton in the
dying moments of the game. That aside

5th VII
Team: T Burton, C Combe, D Keegan, T Skarda,
R Calvert, G Scurr
Results:
v The Down’s	Lost
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Clifton	Lost
v Pinewood	Lost

1 -4
0 -2
1 -6
0 -4

Away
Away
Away
Away

This was a most enjoyable, albeit short season
of hockey. I have been most impressed by the
attitude shown by the boys both in our practice
sessions and in the school fixtures. It has been
great to see our hockey skills develop. The
Down’s was a difficult first test but we were
competitive and were always in the game
until the last few minutes when they scored a
couple of breakaway goals. Matches against
Cheltenham and Clifton were next and again
our spirited play meant that our opponents had
to work extremely hard for their victories. Our
school fixtures finished with a trip to Pinewood
where again our hard work all over the pitch
was excellent to see, the result just going
against us again. Thank you for your efforts.
DR

UNDER 11C
Team: A Baker, J Dunn, T Fagan, T Wickett, G Grand,
G Cherry, L D’Abo, E Ransome, D Bradley,
O Giffard-Lindsay, R Hodge-Roper, O Ross
Results:
v The Downs	Lost
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Clifton
Won
v St John’s
Won
v St Hugh’s
Won

1-2
1-5
3-0
7-0
2-1

Away
Away
Home
Away
Away

We travelled to The Downs for our first
competitive hockey match. We performed
admirably, all things considered and played well,
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the team won consistently thanks to some
dedicated work from the members of the
squad. Marcus proved a brave keeper never
afraid to throw himself in the path of the ball.
Vinay and Hector proved equally determined
defenders who worked well pushing any attack
wide for long enough so the midfield could
get back and help. In midfield, where games
are won or lost, Charlie, Mungo and Ben were
regularly dominant ensuring a steady service
to the hitmen up front. Sascha slotted in plenty
of goals alongside Eduardo. Other players for
the season included Will, Archie and Teo who
complemented what was always a tight knit
group that played hard and played for the win.
BC

6TH VII
Team: T Clout, F Hack, J Hunt, H Kay, A Watkins,
J Holloway, O Comaish, R Page, G Scurr, T Skarda,
M Bailey, V Bowers
Results:
v St Hugh’s	Lost
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Clifton College	Lost

1-2
2-1
1-7

Away
Away
Away

The second half of the Spring Term is given
over to Hockey for the seniors, giving all boys
at Beaudesert the opportunity of having a taste
of the sport before they move on to their senior
schools. Those involved in the 6th VII this year
represented the school well, and showed signs of
real improvement.
The majority of our practices were held at the
Stratford Park Astro in Stroud, which enabled us
to practice on a good surface and get used to the
speed at which the ball can travel. There was a
good deal of rotation of players amongst the 4th,
5th & 6th team squads, which allowed the boys
to play in lots of different positions, and against
different standards of opposition.
I hope all those involved in the 6th VII enjoyed
their Hockey, and hope that it is a game that they
are encouraged to play more of in the future.
HS

despite a 1-2 loss. The next game was against
Cheltenham. We played some good stuff, but
ultimately beaten by a better team. That said,
we learnt a lot from them and the following
game we came up against Clifton, in the snow
at Stratford Park. We played some excellent
hockey and worked extremely well as a team.
Everything that we had worked towards, was
executed brilliantly. The good form carried
on to St John’s. Finally, we came up against St
Hugh’s. We picked up from where we left off
against Clifton and although we were down
0-1 at half time, a tough team talk and some
hard work meant that we battled back for a
hard fought win. Overall, it was great to see
the boys enjoying their hockey so much.
TL

UNDER 11A
Team: F Amati, M Craven, O Easen, B Evans,
H Jefferies, T McCulloch, W Moffatt, R Van de Grift,
A Thomson, R Phillips
Severnside Festival: Won 1, Lost 4, Drew 2
Cricklade Manor Prep School Tournament:
2nd (Won 3, Drew 2, Lost 1)
Downs Malvern Tournament: Joint winners
with Malvern (Won 3, Drew 2)
The Severnside Tournament proved a great
experience.
Things really started to come together at the
Cricklade Manor Tournament. Oscar E and Theo
M defended resolutely, with Bryn E and the wing
backs being key in midfield, taking the ball forward
in attack. Archie T also showed great composure
in front of goal scoring at important times. Coming
2nd overall gave them huge belief. At The Downs
Tournament Max C, Rory and Rafe P showed
great commitment to get back and defend. It was
a superb day with everyone playing their part on
their pitch and giving 100%. Then we played The
Downs Malvern for a second time, after full and
extra time were declared joint winners. Thank you
for making it an enjoyable season.
LR

UNDER 11B
Team: M Viva Simond, A Baker, B Pridmore,
W Douglas-Pennant, G Cherry, F Amati, A Gordon,
O Giffard-Lindsay, O Eugster, R Phillips
Results:
v The Downs
Drew
v Clifton	Lost
v St John’s
Drew
v St Hugh’s
Won

3
2
0
3

-

3
4
0
0

Away
Home
Away
Away

The U11B’s have shown great enthusiasm
and attitude towards training and matches
this term. They have encountered some tough
games against The Downs, Wraxall, Clifton
and St John’s but have always given their all in
every game through all weather conditions!
After a 4-2 loss against a strong Clifton team,
the boys got their reward with a very impressive and well deserved 3-0 victory over St
Hugh’s. They have been a pleasure to coach.
LS

UNDER 11D
Team: F Champniss, E Cuellar, L Dhillon, W Greig,
H Hiscox, C Hyde, Louis d’Abo
v
v
v
v

Cheltenham Prep	Lost
Clifton	Lost
Prior Park
Won
St Hugh’s	Lost

0-4
1-2
2-0
0-1

A really short and sweet hockey season.
For some of these boys, it was the first time
picking up a hockey stick, but they learnt quickly
and really deserved their win against Prior Park.
Well done and good luck next year.
JLB
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1ST XI

Cricket

Team: H Ahearne (capt)*, C Brook*, A Baker*, G Beattie±,
M Dunne±, O Clark±, A Binns±, A Hunter±, M D’Arcy Rice±,
C Birts±, F Fawcett±, J Raphael, R Slater, O Oldman,
F Wallace, W Shipsey
* denotes full colours
±denotes half-colours

Results:
v Clifton
Won by 1 wicket
v Cheltenham Prep Won by 3 wickets
National Cup - 2nd Round
v The Downs
Won by 10 wickets
v Wycliffe
Won by 132 runs
v Pinewood
Won by 7 wickets
v St John’s
Won by 116 runs
v The Elms
Won by 95 runs
v The Downs
Won by 124 runs
v Dean Close
Won by 7 wickets
National Cup - 3rd Round
v Abingdon Prep
Won by 8 wickets
National Cup - Qtr Final
v Prestfelde Prep
Won by 111 runs
National Cup - Semi Final
v Saint Ronan’s School	Lost by 6 wickets
National Cup - ¾th Play Off
v Cumnor House
Won by 9 wickets
v The Downs Malvern Won by 7 wickets
v Abberley Hall
Won by 121 runs
National Cup: 3rd
Malvern 6s Tournament: Winners

When we scraped to victory in our first match
of the season, off the second last ball with our
final pair at the crease, no-one really knew
how significant it would be. However, it turned
out to be the catalyst which allowed ALL the
boys to play with freedom and confidence
to their full potential. Yes, Charlie Brook’s 2
magnificent hundreds stand out, yes, Max
bowled some unplayable balls, yes, Robbie took
an exceptional catch but this was a team effort
of the highest order.

The record speaks for itself. A one hundred
percent winning record in the regular season. 3rd
placed in the Nationals. Winners of the Malvern
6s. It was clearly an exceptional season and
everyone of the boys deserves enormous credit.
This could either be a very long report detailing
every incredible achievement or, as I have
chosen, a very short one just to say thank you to
everyone involved, staff, pupils and parents, for a
most amazing 3 months.
SW
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2ND XI
Team: H Adams, T Burton, J Cooper, A Hellens,
J McLaughlan, M Morris, O Oldman, J Raphael,
O Ridgwell, M Schmidt, W Shipsey, R Slatter,
L Van de Grift, F Wallace
Results:
v Clifton
Won by 25 Runs
v Cheltenham Prep Won by 1 Wicket
v Wycliffe
Won by 6 Wickets
v Pinewood	Lost by 11 Runs
v The Elms
Won by 20 Runs
v Tockington	Lost by 5 Wickets
v Dean Close	Lost by 6 Wickets
v Wetherby Prep Won by 69 Runs
v The Down’s	Lost by 38 Runs
v Abberley Hall
Won by 43 Runs

Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away

The 2nd XI enjoyed a very busy, and successful,
term out on the cricket field. Early victories
against Clifton and Cheltenham gave us a
promising start. The Cheltenham game in
particular proved to be a very tense affair, with
Teo having to come in at number 11 to hit the
winning runs.
It became clear, very quickly, that the side
possessed some genuinely good cricketers – not
many prep school 2nd teams were able to open
the bowling with two boys as quick as Joseph and
Oscar! Further matches provided some close
contests, and allowed the boys to build up a great
team spirit and sense of camaraderie. There
were some excellent individual performances
along the way. Robbie kept wicket very well,
and Johnny scored some vital runs. The team
was very ably captained by Mungo, who did a
fantastic job of rotating the bowlers, managing
the field, and arranging the batting line up, to
make sure all boys had a part to play. Comments

3RD XI
Team: F O’Neill, B Worsley, Le Webb, Lu Webb,
G Carpenter, H Kay, J Edmonston, E Viva Simond,
A Hellens, M Davey, R Calvert, O Ridgwell, S Madsen,
C Combe, T Skarda
Results:
v Clifton	Lost by 9 wickets
v Cheltenham Prep Won by 8 wickets
v Wycliffe
Won by 10 wickets
v Pinewood
Won by 37 runs
v The Downs U13B	Lost by 70 runs
v Dean Close	Lost by 10 runs
v The Downs	Lost by 27 runs
v Abberley Hall
Won by 1 wicket
We had some strong wins, most notably our
match against Wycliffe early in the term and
our final thriller against Abberley Hall, resulting
in a win in the last over, which was a fitting end
to the season. However, strong technical sides
that bowled straight and could play a few shots
overwhelmed us with ease. Nevertheless it was,
if nothing else, an enjoyable season where all
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must also be made about the superb bowling
of Hector and excellent batting of Frankie (who
scored a half century against Dean Close) both
of whom are Year 7 and have another year of
Beaudesert cricket ahead of them.
While there will always be individual successes
in cricket, it is fundamentally a team game, and
praise should certainly be given to the manner in
which all boys represented the school this term.
Commendation must go to the way that they
conducted, both on and off the field. They set an
excellent example to those in the junior years of
the school of how cricket should be played – they
played to win, but not at all costs. There was no
excessive appealing, or unnecessary sledging,
which was very refreshing to see, and proved
that the spirit of cricket is certainly alive and
well at Beaudesert. I hope that all boys involved
enjoyed their time in the 2nd XI, and thank
them for their commitment to the team, and for
remaining thoroughly good company throughout
the term.
HS

regulars had their fifteen seconds of fame
and made the kind of contributions of
which prep school cricket is infamous.
The season witnessed some fine batting
performances from Ollie, Will, Marcus
and especially Freddie who rounded off
his time at Beaudesert with a smart 47
against Abberley, 3 shy of a well-deserved
half tonne. They flashed the blade to
leg side from off with the kind of casual
abandon of which T20 legends are born.
With the ball Ben bowled straight, always
a bonus at this level, and Sascha took
plenty of wickets with his unplayable
hand grenades. They were well supported
by Mathilda, Rory and a steely last over
from Eduardo to win the classic against
Abberley Hall. We were sharp in the field
overall with some quick hands from the
Webb brothers and able to rely on two
solid wicket keepers, Jamie and Hugo. By
the end of the season we had won as many
as we lost, a suitable reflection of a team
that if not blessed with natural cricket flair
was always ‘up for it’.
BC

4TH XI
Team: F Campbell, T Clout, J Hunt, G Scurr, T Skarda,
A Watkins, C Combe, F Hack, R Page, O Comaish, E Viva
Simond, J Edmonston, J Holloway, S Read, Le Webb
Results:
v Clifton	Lost by 10 wickets
v Cheltenham Prep Won by 8 wickets
v Wycliffe
Won by 9 wickets
v The Downs
Won by 59 runs
v Dean Close U13Fs Won by 30 runs
v Abberley Hall	Lost by 6 wickets

Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home

A team ably led by Edoardo brought together a
group of boys to form a good 4th XI cricket side.
All the boys competed to the best of their ability
and showed some pleasing skill development as
the season went on. The basics of the game were
instilled into each player and as a result every
single one of this extended squad made positive
contributions in every competitive match they
played. The boys must be congratulated for
giving their time and commitment to the matches
and the practice sessions, which made the season
even more enjoyable.
EC
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Under 11 A
Team: M Craven, A Gordon, B Evans, T McCulloch,
A Baker, W Moffatt, W Douglas-Pennant, D Bradley,
O Easen, R Van de Grift, M Viva Simond, A Thomson
Results:
v Clifton	Lost by 50 runs
v Cheltenham Prep Won by 5 wickets
Won by 43 runs
v Wycliffe
Won by 73 runs
v Pinewood
Won by 4 runs
v St John’s
v The Elms	Lost by 84 runs
v The Downs, Wraxall Won by 37 runs
v Dean Close	Lost by 21 runs
v St Hugh’s
Won by 2 runs
v The Downs, Malvern	Lost by 4 wkts
v Abberley Hall	Lost by 31 runs
The U11 team were full of promise but did not
quite show their true potential in matches. There
were a strong bowling side with Bryn, Archie B,
Archie T and many more taking valuable wickets
at important times. Line and length bowling was

UNDER 10A
Team: B Wateridge, A Smith, T Evans-Gough,
F Douglas-Pennant, A Roche, W Gemmill, J Bostock,
M Thomson, E Stringer, S MacIntosh, F Mullin,
C Burns, A Vanderbrook
Results:
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost by 3 wickets
v Pinewood
Won by 6 runs
v St John’s
Won by 56 runs
v The Downs U11B	Won by 17 runs
v Dean Close
Won by 5 runs
v St Hugh’s
Won by 21 runs
v Summer Fields	Lost by 3 wickets

Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home

This has been such a fantastic season and I
could not have asked for a more committed and
enthusiastic bunch of boys to coach. Each and
every one of them have contributed in one way

UNDER 10B
Team: R Edmonds, T Eugster, J Mackay-Lewis,
O Wilkes, S MacIntosh, W Noest, G Pegg, M Thomson
A Vanderbrook, B Parkes, W Howard, O Greig, R Rayner
Results:
v Clifton
Won by 10 runs
v Cheltenham Prep Tied
v Wycliffe
Won by 16 runs
v Pinewood
Won by 6 wickets
v The Downs
Won by 5 wickets
v Dean Close
Won by 10 runs
v St Hugh’s
Won by 3 wickets
v Abberley Hall
Won by 4 wickets

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away

The first game saw us head down to Clifton where
we eased into the season with an incredi-ball pairs
match which helped us find our feet as a team.

key to the success that was achieved against other
schools. Archie B ended the season with a bowling
average of 17. Max deceptively slow delivery
resulted in the best average of 8.6 .
The fielding was a weakness although some very
impressive catches were made by a number of
fielders.
Theo switched to keeping wicket and looked a
natural from day one; agility and ‘soft hands’.
The batting never looked convincing although
there were fine individual performances; Max
scored an excellent 42 against Pinewood, Bryn hit
41 against The Downs. He topped the averages
with a very impressive 22. Archie T showed on
many occasion that he can score runs, his time will
come in the near future.
Although certain names have been repeated it was
a proper team effort. It has been a very enjoyable
season; never more so than the Dads v Lads
match, which the Fathers sneaked a victory in the
final over, after early setbacks.
Special thanks goes to Tim, our groundsman,
who has produced wonderful wickets.
Many thanks to one and all.
JSSM

or the other to the team’s overall success and
we really have had some incredibly exciting
matches. For me, the highlight of the season
was the Summer Fields game. They were always
going to be a formidable opposition and having
Shafraz Ahmed’s son captain for them (and
hit a few centuries for them), we were always
going to be up against it. The team dug deep
and although our regular top order batsmen
fell fairly quickly to some excellent bowling, our
middle order worked hard and we posted 84
runs to win. The Summer Fields captain opened
the batting and got his team off to a flying start
– 18 runs of the first two overs, but was clean
bowled in the third over by Tom. Game on!
We worked incredibly hard in the field and put
up a real fight, only to go down with 6 balls to
spare. What a game and what a great way to
end the season.
I have thoroughly enjoyed it, well done – keep
working hard and good luck next year!
JLB

UNDER 11 B
Team: G Grand, H Hiscox, L Dangerfield, T Fagan,
M Viva Simond, H Jefferies, D Bradley, B Pridmore,
F Amati, O Eugster, T Wickett, R Van de Grift,
E Ransome, G Cherry, R Phillips, O Giffard-Lindsay,
A Gordon, W Moffatt, L d’Abo
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Cheltenham Prep Won by 5 wickets
Wycliffe
Won by 41 runs
Pinewood	Lost by 7 wickets
The Elms
Won by 7 wickets
Tockington A
Won by 1 wicket
Dean Close
Won by 60 runs
Rendcomb A	Lost by 30 runs
Hatherop A
Won by 4 wickets
Abberley Hall
Won by 7 wickets

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away

This squad had a successful season playing 20
over hardball cricket. While many started the
season focussed on their preferred discipline,
they all developed their skills in the three key
areas of the game and so becoming more allround cricketers. There were certainly some
talented individuals within the group. Bowling
was particularly strong with Louis d’Abo and
George G leading the way with some superb
bowling figures. Toby W and Rafe P also bowled
well in matches, making it difficult for teams to
score and taking some key wickets. The team was
captained by Elliot R who led from the front and
it was great to see his efforts rewarded with a
regular spot in the As. When batting, and often
when chasing the run totals, Dan B, Matthieu,
Archie G and William M all showed some flare
with the bat and played key innings. However,
when fielding it was a real team effort with a
number of wins coming from restricting the
opposition total. With some impressive catches,
key runouts and just simple enthusiasm and
support for the bowler, many close matches
went in our favour. I was very proud of their
achievements. They were a delight to work with.
LR

It was against Cheltenham Prep when we played
our first hard ball match. The children were all
hugely excited but we came up against a good
side that meant that did well to force a draw.
This term saw a new format of games played,
hardball pairs. This format was played against The
Downs and Dean Close which meant we got the
best of both formats and catered for all standards.
The proper hard ball games were played in
excellent fashion. Bazi did well to open the bowling
all season and Oliver could always be counted on
to bowl controlled, economical overs. In the field,
Sam was superb keeping wicket and Theo was a
busy body, constantly on his toes, causing havoc
for opposition batsmen. On the batting front,
special mention must be made to Rufus for making
the number 3 position his! Milo and Amory also
played some lovely shots all season and alternated
between the A and B team.
TL
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COLTS BARBARIANS
Team: L Dhillon, E Cuellar, O Ross, O Gifford-Lindsay,
J Dunn, W Greig, C Hyde, L Dangerfield, F Champniss,
H Hiscox, R Rayner, K Probert, T Hack, A Cunningham,
R Morris, S Jones
Results:
v Clifton
Tied
v Cheltenham Prep Tied
v Wycliffe
Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v St John’s
Won
v Tockington
Won
v Dean Close
Won
v St Hugh’s	Lost
v Hatherop
Won
v Abberley Hall
Won

Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home

With the endeavour and desire of Dhillon,
Cuellar and Ross forming the team’s strong
spine, they took to the field for the first time
with a real sense of optimism. With Dhillon
captaining them expertly and with Ross and
Cuellar sharing the vice captaincy role. After
two ties and a comfortable victory over
Wycliffe, suddenly, the hallowed, unbeaten
season was on!
A horrible batting collapse away at Pinewood
ended any such thoughts but, thanks to the
swash-buckling batting of Hack and GiffordLindsay, coupled with the more measured
style of Jones and Greig, the rest of the season
was an unparalleled tale of success. With
Cunningham and Ross skittling opposition
batting line-ups, Dunn taking a range of
catches and Cuellar growing in to his role
of wicketkeeper with every game, the team
notched up victory after victory. A disappointing
performance away at St Hugh’s was the only
low point and was followed by the two most
complete performances of the season. Every
single boy improved and in Roddy, we find the
epitome of the team’s efforts and spirit as his
performances improved every single week,
without fail. The fact that the first game of the
season saw the boys give away over 120 runs
in extras highlights their starting point. In their
final match, they gave away just 12. Well done
boys. You have been a pleasure to coach and
watch play from the very first training session.
TC
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UNDER 9s
We have had another very successful season
of cricket, helped by the wonderful weather.
The children have not had to stand, frozen by
the bitter wind but be covered in sun cream,
told to wear a hat and to drink gallons of water
whilst learning the fine art of cricket. Again, the
mantra of ‘line and length’ will be ringing in
their ears but it has meant we are one of the
strongest bowling teams on our circuit and
many opposition coaches comment on it. We
wanted to improve the boys’ batting this year
and a new mantra of ‘grip it and rip it’ was
adopted. We encouraged sensible strokes in
front of the wicket but anything short or off the
stumps, we wanted the children to swing at it,
remembering their footwork and keeping their
eye on the ball. As you can imagine, we had very
mixed results but we are thankful that many
can play a rather decent cover drive or pull shot
when required.
We were able to put out four teams this year
and this meant that not all children played each
week but every child managed to play at least
5 or 6 matches. As mentioned, our batting has
definitely improved and the children’s fielding
has progressed considerably with many run out

or catches across the teams.
This year, Mr Russell and I were joined by a
seasoned veteran, Mr D Robinson, who added
his expertise and ably took the Chiefs. They
were successful in many matches and lost a few,
only when they played other schools A teams.
Mr Russell ably took the Sharks and Tigers
and was very pleased with their improvement
but also their attitude to the game; something
that bodes well for the future. They had mixed
results but the children enjoyed the day and
worked well together as a team. The Warriors
squad consisted of about 12 boys, who each
contributed their part to a great season. We
lost a few at the start but gradually improved
and continued to be strong to the end. Both the
Warriors and Chiefs played hardball on a few
occasions, much to their excitement and I am
sure we will see some strong cricket next year
as they move away from the paired format and
play ‘proper’ hardball cricket. The teachers have
wanted the boys’ skill levels to improve but also
instil a love of the game so they can continue
their cricketing journey at Beaudesert and
beyond. All the boys have been fantastic this
year and we wish them all the best.
jh
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Cricket - Girls
senior cricket
Captains:
Maya Learmond
Tilda Maculan
Results:
Severnside Winners: U13
Severnside Winners: U12
Clifton Tournament: Winners

The first season of full-on cricket for the girls in
Years 7 and 8 has been exciting and successful.
The first challenge was to persuade them that
the game, played properly, could in any way
replace rounders, which they have enjoyed for
years. Thanks to the efforts of the coaching
staff, not just in games sessions but in PE as
well, and to the generous and open-minded
approach of the children, this turned out not
to be much of an issue at all. From the first
practice sessions the emphasis was on making
the game as fast and inclusive as possible.
No game of cricket can be any fun at all if the
bowlers cannot get the ball down the track to
a position where it can be hit, and each and
every girl had the opportunity to bowl literally
hundreds of deliveries over the course of the
summer term, and the improvements made
were beyond all expectations.
The version of the game we played was soft ball
pairs cricket, which is often pooh-poohed by
aficionados as not proper cricket. As it happens,
this format has a number of advantages which
helped us sell the game to the girls. Firstly,
everyone bowls, and so everyone’s overs matter
as much as anyone else’s. Everyone bats for
the same number of balls, and so everyone’s
batting matters. The soft ball meant no pads,
and no pads meant faster running and a more

aggressive approach to running between the
wickets. The plastic bats used to hit the soft ball
meant greater flexibility in shot selections and
higher bat speeds. Finally, the soft ball led to
aggressive and assertive fielding, both in terms
of catches taken and the speed with which the
ball was returned to the wicket.
Another tactic that does not find favour with
the traditional cricket crowd was the ‘there’s
no such thing as a wide’ policy. Batters in all
teams eagerly took up the call to hit every
ball, regardless of where it is. In addition, the
girls trained hard to learn how to back up as
the non-striker, to keep to separate sides of
the wicket while running, and to call loudly. I
have no hesitation in saying that in every single
game played, our running was commented on,
especially by more experienced cricketers.
There was an enormous amount of change
between the four teams we put out, but the
first team was undefeated in a total of twelve
matches, and in the final game beat Abberley

Hall, a team who likewise had not lost up to
that point. The Year 7s went to the Clifton
Tournament while the Year 8s were away in
Cornwall and took the trophy playing against
Year 8 opposition. The girls playing in the 3rd
and 4th teams made fantastically quick progress
and were undone at times by being better at
bowling than the opposition. Over the summer,
across all teams and all formats, both regular
matches and tournament play, only four games
were lost, and one was tied.
I would like to say again that none of this could
have happened without the commitment of the
coaching staff, Mrs Phelps, Miss Swan and Miss
Stopp, who were new to cricket themselves.
Mr Porter’s expertise during PE lessons was
likewise incredibly helpful. As for me, I have
never enjoyed coaching cricket as much as
I have done this summer – thank you to all,
especially the girls who took up the great game
so enthusiastically and skillfully.
KB
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UNDER 11A
Team: R Evans-Gough, S Turner, S Wallace,
C Amati, P Learmond, E d’Abo, B McLaughlin,
E Ahearne, S Meakin, A Pearman,
L Worsley, Z Cole, E Hunter, H Ashcroft
Results
v Pinewood
v The Downs
v Wycliffe
v St John’s
v Dean Close
v St Hugh’s
v Abberley Hall

Won by 23 runs
Won by 60 runs
Won by 117 runs
Won by 61 runs
Won by 70 runs
Won by 35 runs
Won by 5 runs

Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home

What a great first season of cricket the under
11 A’s had, remaining unbeaten in school
matches. The girl’s have been a pleasure to
coach and the hard work that they put into

training initially paid real dividends.
The side was lead well by Rose and Skye, both
hard hitting batters, quick bowlers and reliable
fielders. Sophie backed all the bowlers up
well, keeping wicket in a tidy manner, gaining a
number of stumpings. The whole squad bowled
well but special mentions for Lara, Ella and
Cecelia for their consistency and wickets taken.
All the side showed they could select shots well
and hit boundaries, something that opposing
coaches looked at with envy. Bel, Rose, Hunter
and Sophie were the most consistent, although
every player played important innings, within
the pair’s format. Indeed, as the season
progressed our running between the wickets
improved, becoming more pro-active and
player led.
Well done girls on an excellent start to
cricketing life at Beaudesert.
SP

UNDER 11B
Team: S Meakin, H Heynes, C Keveth,
E McMurtry, H Ashcroft, I Bowers,
E Chadwick, Z Cole, A Pearman,
J McShane, P Learmond, E Hunter
Results:
v Pinewood	Lost
272 - 293
v	Bristol Grammar	Lost
226 - 275
v Pinewood
Won
364 - 321
v Cricklade Manor Won
159 - 150
v Dean Close
Won by 43 runs
v St Hugh’s	Lost
250 - 267
v Abberley Hall
Won by 42 runs

Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home

The U11B girls have had a great first cricket
season. They have all impressed me with their
enthusiasm and motivation to learn the game
of cricket and improve their skills. They played
their first match against a strong Pinewood
team and even though we played well we also
played with caution.
The next few games saw us start to understand
the game better and we were scoring more and
more runs. Our return game against Pinewood
demonstrated the massive improvements the
girls had made with us winning and scoring 364
runs.
Ila and Zoe have impressed me with their
consistent bowling and the progress they have
made is fantastic. Hunter, Hebe and Sophia have
also made excellent improvements with their
batting and have all fielded well.
It was great to finish the season with a win
against Abberley Hall. Overall it has been
a great start to cricket and well done girls
you have been a pleasure to coach and I look
forward to seeing how you get on next season.
GBW
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UNDER 11C
Team: U Rowland, T Russell, G Marwood,
L Sánchez Farmar, A Akeroyd, M Ellis,
L Miller, H Madsen
Results:
v Pinewood	Lost by 13 runs
v	Bristol Grammar	Lost by 23 runs
v Pinewood	Lost by 18 runs
v Wycliffe
Won by 40 runs
v Dean Close
Won by 24 runs
v St Hugh’s
Won by 1 runs

Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away

The U11C team has had a wonderful summer
term playing cricket for the very first time. The
girls have worked hard on their batting, bowling
and fielding skills, and as a result we have seen an
immense improvement in their abilities. As their
confidence and understanding of the sport grew,
the team had some incredibly exciting matches.
A highlight of the season was the match against
Wycliffe, where the girls batted confidently and
bowled with great accuracy to secure their first
win of the season. Following this match, the girls
continued to improve and played with even more
passion, making it a fantastic season of cricket.
MC
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UNDER 10A
Team: L Hargitay, L Evans, I Burton, P Baker,
E Fleming, R Holloway, F Wiles, F Frost,
Q Peppiatt, S Thompson
Results:
v Pinewood	Lost by 3 runs
Away
v	Bristol Grammar	Lost by 10 wickets Away
v The Downs
Won by 14 runs
Home
v Wycliffe
Won by 10 wickets Home
v St John’s
Won by 10 wickets Away
v Dean Close
Won by 10 wickets Home
v St Hugh’s
Won by 17 runs
Home
v Abberley Hall
Won by 107 runs Home
It has been a great summer term for the U10s.
We have been working on our bowling, batting,
fielding and communication skills to enable the
girls to play some great matches. They have all
enjoyed getting involved with girl’s cricket and
have played some super matches. A fixture that
stood out to me was the match against St John’s
on the Hill where the girls were all hitting the
ball with great power into the gaps of fielders,
and were beginning to score extra runs from no
balls, or miss fielding. It really showed the girls
competitive and hardworking attitude. Well
done.
PG

UNDER 10 B
Team: E Cartwright, H Fanshawe, O Hillman,
D McMyn, I Miller Pyott, B Sabine,
S Snell-Dyson, M Snell, I Trouson
Results:
v Pinewood	Lost by 55 runs
v	Bristol Grammar	Lost by 23 runs
v Pinewood	Lost by 20 runs
v Cricklade
Won by 8 runs
v Wycliffe
Won by 36 runs
v The Downs	Lost by 40 runs
v Dean Close
Won by 9 runs
v St Hugh’s	Lost by 2 run
v Abberley Hall
Won by 29 runs

Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home

This was the first competitive season of pairs
cricket for the Year 5 girls and the girls thrived
at the challenge. From the first few practices it
was clear to see the enthusiasm and excitement
to learn a new sport and their great ability to
transfer skills from other sports. It took the girls
some time to familiarise themselves with the
format of the matches but once in the swing,
progression excelled. They demonstrated an
eagerness to improve and began to show a
good understanding of the tactics of the game.
Quick reactions to gain more single runs and
improved communicate with one another,
resulted in positive outcomes for the team.
A lovely season showing great promise for
future years.
EH

U9 LIGHTNING
Team: L Armshaw, I Casey, S Ratcliffe,
Z Halpern-Lande, E Dunn, F Leslie, S Cooper,
I Medina, S Ward, A Akeroyd, T Walker
Results:
v Dean Close Coaching Match
v Pinewood	Lost 244 - 261
v Wycliffe
Won 207 - 205
v St John’s
Won 240 - 215
v Dean Close	Lost 205 - 212

Home
Home
Away
Away
Home

For most of the girls, this term was the first time
they had held a cricket bat, let alone tried to do
an overarm bowl. The girls however embraced
this new sport, rounders was soon forgotten

and they began to really get into pairs cricket.
The coaching match against Dean Close was a
lovely way to start the season, with both teams
making use of the help and the girls learning
a lot. Gradually over the course of the term,
the team began to get better at talking to each
other, letting one another know when or when
not to run, and some good partnerships were
formed. Our keenness to score runs and some
tight fielding gave us success over St John’s;
however, in our last match it was a shame as,
although we scored 22 more runs than Dean
Close, the enthusiasm to make runs and win
saw a few too many run outs, meaning that we
sadly lost in the last over.
Overall, a good season, lots learnt and a
promising team for next year.
JD-S

U9 THUNDER
Team: I Ross, C Bucher, E Hodson, A Oldman,
I Morris, S Rowlands, L Cuellar, I Gordon,
J Gordon, A Nielsen
Results:
v Tockington Won
v Pinewood	Lost
v The Downs Won
v Wycliffe
Won
v St John’s
Won
v Dean Close Won

252 - 218
215 - 261
262 - 258
233 - 229
253 - 200
257 - 219

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home

and get it back quickly. The match against
The Downs was very exciting because on
the last ball we bowled the batter out and
won by 4 runs. The girls have worked very
hard this term and their bowling is very
impressive for such an early age. They
have shown lots of enthusiasm for cricket.
I am looking forward to seeing their
progression over the coming years. Thank
you to all the parents that have supported
our matches.
SF

The girls have had a very successful term
of cricket. It was great to start of the
season with a victory. In their second match
they struggled with their fielding and
unfortunately lost. A lot of focus had been
put into the bowling, so now it was time to do
the same with their fielding skills. In the next
run of matches they were watching the ball
carefully and moving around to stop the ball
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Tennis
Another very busy term for the girls, managing
tennis, cricket and athletic events – sometimes all
in one week. As always, it is fantastic to see every
girl in Year 5- 8 play in a competitive match.
For some, it is their first ever match and for others
it is their last for Beaudesert. Well done to Jemima
F-S and Autumn on being awarded their colours.
And thank you to Lyra and Saskia for entertaining
us all.
LS

Results:
Senior Girls
v Cheltenham Prep	Lost
v Cheltenham Ladies’	Lost
v Wycliffe
Won
v Clifton
Won
v Dean Close	Lost

16
7
30
35
16

U11
v Cheltenham Prep Won
v Clifton	Lost
v Dean Close
Won

19 - 6
5 - 11
9 -8

- 21
- 36
- 22
-8
- 18

U10
v Dean Close
Won
3 -1
v Cheltenham Prep Won
11 - 10
U10 St Edward’s Tournament: 2nd & 4th
U9
v St Edward’s (Mixed) Drew
Severnside Boys:
U13A - 2nd; U11 1st pair - 2nd, 2nd pair - 5th
Severnside Girls:
U13A - 8th, U13B - 8th, U11 - 5th, U10 - 3rd
House Tennis: C House - Winners
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Athletics
Athletics has continued to thrive at Beaudesert this year. Every
pupil in years 3 to 8 has had the opportunity to try both track and
field events in their PE and games practices, and there has been
some excellent improvements shown by many of the pupils. The
House Athletics competition ran throughout the term, with every
pupil scoring points for their House, and striving to achieve either
a bronze, silver or gold standard in each event. Congratulations to
A House, who narrowly defeated D House to take the trophy for
2018.
114 pupils represented the school’s Athletics teams over the
course of the term, with this year’s captain of Athletics being Oscar
Oldman. Once again, we took teams to the two Pinewood Athletics
meetings, as well as the Monkton Athletics meeting. These all
proved to be very enjoyable afternoons, and provided some good
competitive opportunities for our athletes. Beaudesert hosted the
34th annual Severnside Athletics meeting in May, which saw over
300 athletes from Severnside schools competing.
A team of 32 athletes represented the school at the Mercia Prep
Schools’ Athletics meeting at Tilsley Park, with the aim of qualifying
for the Nationals. There were some very strong performances
throughout the day, and we were delighted to see Oscar Oldman
(Long Jump & 200m), Charlie Brook (Javelin) and Hermione
Brewster (800m) qualify for the National Prep Schools’ Athletics
Finals in Birmingham. All three individuals did extremely well at the
finals, however Oscar’s 2nd place finish in the 200m is certainly
worthy of recognition.
Over the course of the term, there were a number of school
records that were broken, which are listed below in this article,
however perhaps none more impressive than Oscar Oldman’s Long
Jump of 5.09m, which broke a school record that had stood since
1959.
The athletics season was capped off with a brilliant afternoon
at Sports Day for all the Prep School. The term has been very
enjoyable with a lots of pupils taking part in games practices and
matches. It has been fantastic to see so many pupils enjoying and
competing in a variety of events. A big thank you must go to
Mr Russell, Mr Robinson, Mrs Frapwell, Miss Swan and Mr Tiley
for their enthusiasm and dedication to providing all pupils at the
school with an opportunity to take part, compete and improve on
the athletics field this term.

Teams:
U9
A Marwood, B Blastland, C Bohling, D McShane, D McMurtry, F Cunningham,
F De Rouet, H Ahearne, H Moffatt, L Slater, L Walker, M Reeve, M McMyn,
M Breitmeyer, M Robinson, O Bullock, R Sturgis, S Nicholas, S Casey, S Zinni, Z Hughes
U10
A Meakin, A Oldman, A Nielsen, C Chadwick, C Vernon, E Stringer, F Haynes, G Lewis, H
Howard, I Gordon, I Morris, J Robinson, J Gordon, M Hargitay, O Sánchez Farmar,
S Rowlands, T Maculan, T Walker, W Hunter, W Haycraft Mee
U11
A Roche, B Wateridge, C Burns, E Fleming, F Frost, F Wiles, G Pegg, H Fanshawe,
J Bostock, L Evans, L Hargitay, M Thomson, O Wilkes, P Baker, R Holloway,
S Thompson, T Eugster, W Gemmill, W Howard
U12
A Pearman, A Baker, A Thomson, B Pridmore, B McLaughlin, B Evans, C Amati,
E Ahearne, E Hunter, F Amati, H Heynes, L Worsley, M Viva Simond, M Craven,
O Easen, O Eugster, P Learmond, R Phillips, R Van de Grift, R Evans-Gough, T Fagan
U13
A Binns, A Hunter, B Montgomerie, C Birts, C Birts, E Brooks, F Hack, H Edmonston,
H Adams, J Heynes, L Webb, M Leslie, M Davey, M Dunne, P Brown
U14
A Hellens, C Dobson-Pinillos, C Brook*, E Thompson, E Lewis, G Beattie, G Balfry,
H Brewster*, J Fairer-Smith, J McLaughlan, J Raphael, L Van de Grift, M Learmond,
O Oldman (capt)*, R Slatter*, T Maculan*
*denotes full colours

Results:
House Athletics – Winners : A House
Competitions:
Pinewood Inter-School Meeting – U14, U12, U10
Severnside Athletics Meeting – U14, U13, U12, U11, U10, U9
– No team competition
Monkton Prep Meeting – U12, U11, U10
St Hugh’s Quadkids Meeting – U10, U9
Pinewood Inter-School Meeting – U11, U9
Mercia Regional Finals, Abingdon – U14, U13 & U12
National Prep School Finals – Birmingham – 4 Events Qualified
National Qualifiers:
2nd in the U14 Boys’ 200m
O Oldman
4th in the U14 Boys’ Long Jump
O Oldman
H Brewster
5th in the U14 Girls’ 800m
C Brook
9th in the U14 Boys’ Javelin
School Records
O Oldman	U14 Boys’ 200m
O Oldman	U14 Boys’ Long Jump
J McLaughlan	U14 Boys’ Shot Putt

25.06s
5.09m
10.91m
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Sports Day
U14 Boys
100m
O Oldman
200m
O Oldman
300m	L Van de Grift
800m
J Edmonston
Long Jump
O Oldman
Discus
J McLaughlan
Shot
J McLaughlan
Javelin
C Brook

13.20s
25.96s
44.30s
2m 36.9s
5.09m
20.20m
10.91m
25.05m

U14 Girls
100m
T Maculan
200m
J Fairer-Smith
300m
T Maculan
800m
H Brewster
Long Jump
H Brewster
Discus
E Thompson
Shot	G Balfry
Javelin
T Maculan

14.89s
30.85m
49.20s
2m 40.5s
4.08m
20.52m
7.78m
24.08m

U13 Boys
100m
A Binns
200m
A Binns
800m
M Dunne
Long Jump
H Adams
Discus
R Calvert
Shot	F Hack
C Birts
Javelin

14.70s
30.50s
2m 58.9s
3.84m
19.98m
7.42m
27.35m

U13 Girls
100m
E Brooks
200m
E Brooks
800m	B Montgomerie
Long Jump
P Ross
Discus
J Heynes
Shot	B Montgomerie
E Grand
Javelin

15.39s
32.54s
3m 00.7s
3.51m
17.50m
6.58m
11.65m

U12 Boys
100m
T Fagan
200m
T Fagan
800m	B Evans
Long Jump
R Phillips
Discus
A Gordon
Shot
D Bradley
Javelin
A Gordon

14.98s
30.27s
2m 45.8s
3.95m
16.86m
7.30m
19.07m

U12 Girls
100m
E Ahearne
200m
E Ahearne
800m
C Amati
Long Jump
E Hunter
Discus	L Sánchez Farmar
M Ellis
Shot
Javelin
I Bowers

16.34s
33.78s
2m 50.1s
3.30m
16.23m
6.11m
10.52m

U11 Boys
100m
C Burns
200m
W Gemmill
800m
T Eugster
Long Jump
C Burns
Discus
W Gemmill
Vortex	B Wateridge
Ball Throw
A Roche

15.40s
32.50s
2m 55.8s
3.52m
15.80m
39.08m
38.22m

U11 Girls
100m	F Wiles
200m
S Thompson
800m	L Evans
Long Jump
S Thompson
Discus	L Hargitay
Vortex
E Fleming
Ball Throw
P Baker

16.31s
34.19s
2m 55.4s
2.96m
12.72m
21.56m
33.06m
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Year 4 Boys
4DS
4SM
4R
4H

T Maculan
H Howard
W Hunter
A Meakin

Year 4 Girls
4DS
4SM
4R
4H

T Walker
J Gordon
I Morris
A Oldman

Year 3 Boys
3H
H Ahearne
3HO	F De Rouet
3N
O Bullock
3M
C Gifford
Year 3 Girls
3H	B Blastland
3HO
M Reeve
D McShane
3N
3M
R Sturgis
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Year 3 Sport
The Year 3 boys have worked
incredibly hard out on the games
fields this year, and have made some
great improvements across all the
major sports that we have played.
Enjoyment must always be the key
element of a prep school sports
programme, and great fun has been
had by all the boys. The variety of
team sports that we have played
have also enabled us to instil a sense
of teamwork and sportsmanship
amongst the boys, which has been
fantastic to see.

The Year 3 girls have been exceptional this year. It has been so
refreshing to see so many of them working hard to improve their
skills and playing in a variety of different matches and festivals.
During the first term the girls developed their hockey skills well,
they were able to dribble at speed, identify space, use a variety of
passes and defend. During netball the girls used their speed and
agility to change direction, intercept passes, and chain a variety of
passes together before shooting at the net. They have shown the
ability to adapt the key skills they have learnt in both hockey and
netball and put them into cricket. Some of the throwing, catching
and batting I have witnessed has been exceptional for their age.
I am looking forward to seeing them play next year.
PG

In the autumn term we focused on
rugby, playing the U8’s tag version,
which allowed the boys to practice the key skills of catching and passing
the ball, as well as gaining an increased level of game understanding.
We played in a number of festivals, where the boys’ were able to put into
practice all the things that they have
learnt, and gain a very important
insight into the crucial role of being
hosts to, and being hosted by,
opposition schools.
The spring term was dedicated to
football, where, again, the basic skills
were focused on through a series of
fun and enjoyable games. As well as
games sessions and house matches,
the boys also took part in a number
of fixtures against other schools, with
plenty of goals, saves and tackles on
show.
For the summer term, the boys
joined with the girls for games
sessions, and looked to learn the game of cricket. It was fantastic to see
both the boys and girls playing the
sport together, and learning the basics
of batting, bowling and fielding. The
Beaudesert U8 Cricket Festival was
one of the highlights of the year, with
over 200 boys and girls from a number
of prep schools descending on the
playing fields for a morning of hit and
run cricket and plenty of fun.
I look forward to seeing how this year
group progresses as they move up
through the school.
HS
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Squads
U13
H Ahearne*, G Balfry*, H Brewster, C Brook,
J Fairer-Smith*, A Hellens, D Keegan*, E Lewis,
L McLaughlin (capt)*, R Roche, E Thompson*,
L Van de Grift, L Webb
* denotes full colours

Swimming

U12
H Adams, C Birts, O Clark, M D’Arcy Rice, M Davey,
M Dunne, M Leslie, M Morris, B Montgomerie,
S Mullin, S Orchard, P Ross, W Shipsey, R Smith,
M Standen McDougal, T Vernon
U11
E Ahearne, A Baker, D Bradley, E Cuellar, M Ellis,
H Hiscox, E Hunter, B McLaughlin, E McMurtry,
R Phillips, L Sánchez Farmar , M Viva Simond
U10
P Baker, J Bostock, E Cartwright, R Edmonds,
L Evans, W Gemmill, L Hargitay, S MacIntosh,
F Mullin, S Thompson, B Wateridge,
F Wiles, O Wilkes
U9
C Bucher, L Cuellar, I Gordon, M Hargitay,
W Hunter, G Lewis, A Meakin, A Oldman,
J Robinson, S Rowlands, O Sánchez Farmar,
W Sturdy
U8
H Ahearne, C Bohling, O Bullock, F Colin,
F Cunningham, F De Rouet, T Hitchcock-Smith,
B Hulbert, D McMurtry, O Mitchell, O Orchard,
L Pridmore, O Raphael, F Walker, X Woodford

Results:
v Wycliffe
v Cheltenham Prep
v Cheltenham Ladies’
v Dean Close
v Wycliffe
v Cheltenham Ladies’
v Dean Close
v Dean Close

Year 6, 7 and 8
Year 4, 5 and 6
Year 7 and 8
Year 4, 5 and 8
Year 3, 4 and 5
Year 7 and 8
Year 3, 4 and 5
Year 6, 7 and 8

Severnside Gala: Second Place
House Swimming: C House Winners

Swimming at Beaudesert is particularly strong
sport and we have a very good team. We have
managed to win the majority of our galas and I
am certain Beaudesert will continue to do so in
the future. I was lucky enough to be chosen to
represent the school as captain.
Every year we attend many galas, which include
IAPS at Millfield School, a spectacular venue,
Severnside at Tockington School and many more.
The swim team at Beaudesert ranges between
Year 3 to 8 and every stroke is swum. We have
swim sessions during activities on a Thursday
morning (early) and during PE so there is plenty
of chance to work on your stamina, technique etc.
I have thoroughly enjoyed by time in the team
and good luck for next year.
L McLaughlin (capt)
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Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
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Friends of Beaudesert
subcommittee, steered by the enthusiasm
and professionalism of Purusha Gordon,
it was a marvellous evening as the 350
who attended can attest. The ball was
quite deliberately not a fundraising event.

As I prepare after six years to step down
from the Committee of the Friends of
Beaudesert, including more than four years
as Chair, this seems a good time to reflect
upon the contribution that the Friends
make to the school.
One thing that has not changed much
during my time with the committee, is
that I am still often asked to explain who
are the Friends, what they do and where
they fit into the life of the school.
The short and simple answer is that all
current parents and staff are automatically
a part of the Friends and are very welcome
to become involved in our activities.
We have a committee, who set the
program on an annual basis and who
attend perhaps one meeting per term as
well as taking the lead on particular events.
We do not have elections but every year we
seem one way or another to find enough
willing volunteers to allow the committee
to continue to function. Indeed the
meetings are genuinely enjoyable occasions
and we have managed to minimise the
burden on everybody’s busy schedules.
This year has been exceptional for one
particular reason because, with the support
of the school, the Friends took on the
task of arranging our Centenary Ball to
mark 100 years of the school being on the
Minchinhampton site. This was the first
time that we had organised an event on
this scale during the 10 years that I have
been associated with the school and it was
frankly quite a daunting task. However
due to the fantastic work put in by the Ball

As we all prepare for the long summer
break the committee’s thoughts are already
turning to our main event of the year: the
fireworks display. This is normally our
flagship event and the surplus it generates
is used to fund most of our other activities
throughout the year. This is the last year
that the highly skilled fireworks team will
be led by D’Arcy Rice. Thankfully he
assures me that his successor is lined up.

The funds that the fireworks raise are
then devoted to various activities and
entertainments for the children, focusing
on something suitable for each age group.
For the Pre-prep we have the Christmas
party and the Easter Egg Hunt. The
Scavenger Hunt has the children from
Year 3 chasing clues around our wonderful
school grounds. In Year 4 they are
introduced to juggling and other circus
skills, while Years 5 and 6 pit themselves
against numerous inflatable obstacles
in the ever popular ‘It’s a Knockout’
challenge. Finally Years 7 and 8 have the
Leavers’ Disco. We are always looking
for volunteers to help supervise these
activities.

during the drop-and-run procession might
be all the contact we have with other
parents during the week but we know
that many would like to get to know better
the parents of their children’s friends,
or those that they talk about. The Friends
could perhaps be a vehicle for that. With
this in mind, the Friends set up and run
Class Lists where parents can join the
Beaudesert parent body using an online
platform. This is an ideal way to meet
up, arrange birthday parties, events or
get in touch with other parents within
their children’s year group. However, we
are always open to suggestions of ways of
getting people together.
Not every activity is to everybody’s taste
but over the years we have put on quiz
nights and coffee mornings and we have
recently introduced a go-kart evening
which has proven very popular. If you
are reading this and would like to add
something new to our calendar, please
do speak to a member of the committee
whose details can be found on the school
website.
Finally we also want to look at the idea
of having ‘ambassadors’, at least for each
year group if not for each class, who while
not being expected to attend committee
meetings would be happy to be a conduit
to their peer group, to promote our events
but also give us feedback. We will follow
up on that idea next term.
Stephen Kinsella, Chair
Friends of Beaudesert

Our focus is naturally on the children but
we are conscious that it can be difficult for
parents, particularly new parents, to get to
meet each other. Lifestyles have changed
over the years, with collection of children
often being delegated to non-parents.
A quick wave through a car window
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Staff List 2017-2018
H Snow

Headmaster
JPR Womersley

BA (Hons), Durham; PGCE, Oxford

Deputy Headmaster
C MacIntosh

MA (Hons), St Andrew’s; English, Head of RS

Assistant Head, Academic
Mrs H Bradley
BA (Hons), University of Warwick; PGCE,
University of York; Spanish, French
Assistant Head, Pastoral
L Robinson
Senior Master
J Standen McDougal
Head of Pre-prep
Ms KSE Henderson
Housemaster
J Holmes
Finance Director
Mrs T Scrivener

Head of Maths; Year 8 Form Teacher
BSc (Hons), Newcastle, PGCE, UWE;
Science; Head of PSHE; Year 6 Form Teacher
Dip Ag, Lackham Agriculture College; PGCE, Roehampton;
Head of History; Year 8 Form Teacher
BA (Hons), York; PGCE, Edinburgh; TEFL
Director of Studies Year 3 & 4
BA (Hons), Middlesex, PGCE, Exeter, English, Maths,
Year 4 Form Teacher
BA (Econ); Manchester, ACA; ICAEW

Designated Safeguarding Lead
Mrs F Womersley
Head of Girls
PREP STAFF
Mrs G Baber-Williams
J Bird
KD Burns
Mrs J Butterworth
Mrs H Chapman
B Clibborn
E Craig
Mrs C Crosbee
T Curr
Mrs J Davies-Smith
Miss E Dismorr
Mrs L Figgis
O Figgis
Mrs S Frapwell
J Gillespie
Ms P Greenaway
Mrs K Hainsworth
Mrs K Hale
Mrs A Holland
Mrs E Holmes
Miss B Jones
Mrs S Jones
T Layton
Mrs C Lincoln
Mrs A MacIntosh
RPT Morris
Miss P Mulliner
Mrs R Nielsen
Mrs T Phelps
Mrs M Poll
Mrs J Porter
S Porter
Mrs C Potter
D Robinson
Miss H Rogers
G Russell
Mrs S Russell
Mrs R Saunders
Miss L Smith
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BA (Hons), UWIC; PGCE, Gloucestershire; PE; Girls’ Sport
Dip Ed, University of Natal; Science; Year 7 Form Teacher
BA (Hons), McGill, Montreal; Head of Academic
Administration; Head of Maths; Year 8 Form Teacher
BSc (Hons), Oxford Polytechnic; PGCE, Oxford
Head of Science; Year 8 Form Teacher
Adv GNVQ Health & Social Care; NVQ 2
Year 3 Teaching Assistant
BA (Hons), UCL; PGCE, University of Buckingham; Head of Latin
BA (Hons), Northumbria; Head of Geography;
Year 6 Form Teacher
BA (Hons), Middlesex, GTP Bath Spa; Speech & Drama;
LAMDA; Dance
BA, Butler University USA; PGCE, University of Gloucestershire
English; Maths
BA (Hons), Exeter; PGCE, Roehampton; Maths; English;
Year 4 Form Teacher
MA (Fine Art), UWE; PGCE Buckingham; Head of Art;
Year 7 Form Teacher
BA (Hons) Leicester; PGCE UWE; Pre-prep Music
BA, Leeds; PGCE, Roehampton; Head of MFL, Year 6 Form Teacher
Girls’ Sport
BA (Hons), Leicester; MA Kent; PGCE Plymouth; Head of ICT
Bsc Sports, UWE; Girls’ Sport
BEd (Hons), University of Gloucestershire;
Classroom Assistant; Year 3
BEd, Bath; Year 3 Co-ordinator; Year 3 Form Teacher
BA (Hons) Sunderland; PGCE Post Grand Cert SEN;
Learning Support
BSc (Hons), UWE; PGCE; Houseparent; Year 3 Form Teacher
BDes (Hons), Manchester School of Art; PGCE UWE; Pottery; Art
BSc (Hons) Edinburgh, PGCE, Exeter; Maths
BEd (Hons), Humanities; ICT; Forest School; Year 5 Form Teacher
Head of e-Safety
BA (Hons), Southampton; PGCE, Open University;
Year 5 Form Teacher; Spanish; French
MSc, St Andrews; MBchB, Manchester; RS; Science
BEd, Worcester; HND (Agric), RAC; Science Technician
BA (Hons), Oxford Brookes; PGCE Kingston University;
Year 3 Form Teacher
BA (Hons), Cardiff; PGCE, Exeter; Year 3 Form Teacher
BEd (Hons), London; Girls’ Sport; PE; Swimming
BA Ed (Hons) Exeter; Learning Support; Head of English Years 3-5
MA (Hons), Education UWE; BA (Hons) Education, UWE;
Head of English Years 6-8
BSc (Hons); PGCE, Glos; PE, Sport; Geog; Year 5 Form Teacher
BA (Hons) University of East Anglia; PGCE Canterbury
Christchurch University; Learning Support
BA (Hons), Thames Valley; Sport
Dip in Sport (Hartbury College); Classroom Assistant; Year 3
BEd (Hons), Crewe and Alsager College; Maths; English;
Year 4 Form Teacher
BSc (Hons), Manchester; PGCE, Manchester; Maths;
Year 5 Form Teacher
BMus (Hons), Cardiff University, PGCE, UWIC;
Director of Music
BSc (Hons), Gloucestershire; PGCE, Exeter;
Head of PE; Head of Girls’ Sport

BA (Hons) York; PGCE, University of Buckingham; History; Maths;
Head of Boys’ Games
Mrs A Standen McDougal BA (Hons), Chelt. & Glos. College; PGCE, Reading
English; Head of Drama; Year 4 Form Teacher
Miss Swan
Diploma in Sports Therapy; UWE; Girls’ Games
R Tiley
BA (Hons), Anglia Ruskin; PGCE, Kent; Dip Arts Admin
NCFE Level 3 Bushcraft Instructor; RS; Year 7 Form Teacher
L Waters
BSc Civil Engineering, Glamorgan; PGCE, Exeter
Head of Design and Technology; Forest School Leader Award
Ms A White
BA (Hons) University of Birmingham;
PGCE, Oxford University; French
Mrs H Winchester
BSc (Hons) Aston University; Dip SpLD, Hornsby TEFL;
Head of Learning Support
S Winchester
BA (Hons), Trinity College Dublin, TEFL; English;
Year 6 Form Teacher
PRE-PREP STAFF
Mrs L Backhouse

BA (Hons), Oxford Brookes; Classroom Assistant,
Year 2; Forest School Leader Level 3
Level 3 Diploma in Childcare and Education,
Classroom Assistant; Year 2
Mrs A Barnett
BA (Hons), Edinburgh College of Art; PGCE, Plymouth;
Year 2 Form Teacher
Miss P Bett
BA (Hons), Lancaster; PGCE, Chelt. & Glos. College
Year 2 Form Teacher
Mrs L Bingham
STAR, Open University; Classroom Assistant, Year 1
Mrs N Braune
BSc (Hons) RAC Cirencester; Classroom Assistant, Year 2
Miss G Carter
Art Foundation; Nursery Assistant
Mrs J Chinnick
Playgroup Leader (NVQ Level 2); Classroom Assistant, Year 1
Miss G Crane
BA (Hons), University College Chichester; QTS;
Reception Form Teacher
Mrs K Danks
NNEB, Norland Diploma; Nursery Assistant
BEd, Roehampton; Year 2 Form Teacher;
Mrs B Farquharson
Assistant Head Pre-prep; Pastoral
Mrs S Jackson
NNEB, Classroom Assistant; Reception
Miss L Lagomarsino
BTEC Level 3 Childcare, Stroud College
Classroom Assistant Reception
Mrs G Naish
BA (Hons), Surrey University; PGCE Exeter University;
Year 1 Form Teacher
Mrs H Payne
BEng (Hons), Plymouth; Level 2 Cert in Supporting &
Learning in Schools; Classroom Assistant, Year 1
Mrs F Price
NNEB, Clifton College; Nursery Assistant; Forest School
Leader Level 3
Mrs G Price
BA (Hons), Aberystwyth; FIST; Swimming
Mrs J Roberts
BA (Hons) Worcester; Year 1 Form Teacher;
Assistant Head Pre-Prep; Academic
Mrs D Royston
BA, Portsmouth (NVQ Level 4 Award, Dyslexia Action)
Learning Support
Miss S Shearer-Manning BA Early Years (OU); NVQ Level 3; Classroom Assistant, Year 2
Mrs R Weinberger
MA (Hons), St Andrews University; PGCE,
University of London; Nursery Teacher
Mrs E Whitworth
BA (Hons), University of Southampton; PGCE Southampton;
Reception Form Teacher
Miss S Barber

VISITING STAFF
Mrs M Brownbill
Miss A Cubbin
M Coldrick
S Garley
Mrs L Hale
Mrs H Hardy
J Harris
Mrs F Heseltine
Miss S Hutcheson
A Jones
M Maidment
P Mackenzie
B Mason
Mrs N Mills
Mrs L Pearce Coleman
Mrs T Pemberton
G Rees
M Richardson
Mrs I Seth-Smith
Mrs H Shaw
Miss A Summers
Mrs J Tewson
D Thompson
Miss C Tucker
Mrs B Turner
Mrs G Waters

ARMCM Voice
BA (Hons) Bath Spa; Clarinet & Saxophone
AGSM in Performing & Teaching;
Dip NCOS Guildhall School of Music & Drama; Drumkit
Fencing
BEd Bath College; Piano, Recorder & Bassoon
AISTD BIB, NB; Dance
MA Cardiff; Harp, Acoustic & Electric Guitar
BA (Hons) Birbeck College, London; Head of Wardrobe
BA Durham; LAMDA
BA (Hons), Middlesex University; Acoustic,
Electric and Bass Guitar
British Judo Association and BJC 5th DAN
(Competition Grade); Judo
BA (Hons); Piano
BA; ARBS; HDFA; Drumkit
BSc Birmingham; PGCE, Bristol; Acoustic Guitar; Ukelele
Graduate Diploma Music, PGCE Bath; Voice
MA St Annes College Oxford; PGCE Kings College Cambridge,
CTABRSM, Oboe
Dip. Welsh College of Music & Drama; Brass
BA (Hons), MA Fism, Kingston University; Piano
BA (Hons) ARCM; Cello; Double Bass
Cert Ed, York; Piano
BA (Hons) Buckinghamshire, PGCE Reading; Piano & Accordion
BA (Hons) Bristol, PGCE, Advanced Dip. Royal Welsh College
of Music & Drama; Violin; Viola
BA (Hons) Anglia Ruskin University,
MA Bournemouth University,
Composition for Film & TV; Piano
Mountainview Theatre School; LAMDA, London
Music Degree, N Virginia College, USA; Flute
BSc Leeds; Ecology
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MATRONS
Mrs J Excell
Mrs L Nicole
Mrs B Ratcliffe
SISTERS
Mrs L Johnstone
Mrs D Davies
Mrs E Powell

Senior Matron
RGN; MBRA
RGN; RSCN; NNEB
BSc (Hons)
Registered Adult
Nurse; SCPHN

SCHOOL COUNSELLOR
Psychodynamic
Mrs S Medcalf
Counsellor (MA);
BACP; ACC
MAINTENANCE/GROUNDS
T Attwood
K Gardiner
L Gardiner
Miss F Goodwin
R Niblett

TRANSPORT
P Douglas
J Dudley
M Fitch Kemp
K Monkman
M Rutter
ADMINISTRATION
Mrs J Abendanon
Mrs M Bliss
Miss R Hainsworth
A Hale
C Harvey
G Knight
Mrs S McCurrich
Mrs L Oakden
Mrs C Royal
Ms C Thomas
Mrs T Yates-Round

GOVERNORS
Chairman M Pyper
T Ahearne
M Campbell
J Cope
M Fawcett
Lady Ford
Mrs C Kay
Mrs C Lough

Librarian; BA Witwatersrand
Finance Assistant
Headmaster’s PA
Estates Manager
IT Support
IT Manager
PR Manager
Office Assistant
Bursary Assistant
BA (Hons), Durham; Data Manager
Registration; School Secretary

R Mather
Mrs A Melvin
G Muir
J Nettleton

Former Headmaster - Gordonstoun
Parent; Managing Director
Former Parent; Lawyer
Deputy Head (Pastoral), St Edward’s School, Oxford
Parent; Company Director
Former Head of Pre-prep; Educational Consultant
Parent; Solicitor
Former Head – South Hampstead
School for Girls
Former Parent; Financial Director
Former Parent
Former Parent; Company Director
Old Beaudesertian; Architect
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Some of the 50 things a
headmaster at Beaudesert
Park School should do before
retiring... (continued from Page 8)

Tree-climbing

Play a Djembe drum

Swimming lesson

Light a bunsen burner

Fly a rocket

Forest school

Beaudesert Park School
Minchinhampton
Gloucestershire
GL6 9AF
Telephone: 01453 832072
Email: office@bps.school
www.beaudesert.gloucs.sch.uk
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